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ABSTRACT 
 
The past two decades have produced a substantial amount of research about the teaching 
and learning of evolution; however, recent research often lacks a theoretical foundation. 
Application of a new theoretical framework could help fill the void and improve research 
about student concepts of evolution.  This study seeks to show that a resource-based 
framework (Hammer et al., 2005) can improve research into student concepts of natural 
selection.  Concepts of natural selection from urban community college students were 
assessed via qualitative (interviews, written open-response questions, and write/think 
aloud procedures) and quantitative methods (coded open response analysis, Concept 
Inventory for Natural Selection (CINS)(Anderson, Fisher, & Norman, 2002). Results 
showed that students demonstrate four important aspects of resource-based framework:  
the multi-faceted construction of concepts, context sensitivity/ concept flexibility, at-the-
moment activation of resources, and perceptual frames.  In open response assessment, 
evolutionary-gain responses produced significantly different responses than evolutionary-
loss questions with:  1) significantly more correct answers for the gain than loss question 
(Wilcoxon signed rank test, z = -3.68, p=0.0002); 2) more Lamarckian responses to loss 
than the gain question (Fisher exact, p=0.0039); and significantly different distributions 
  vii 
in expanded need vs basic need answers (Fishers exact, p = 0.02).  Results from CINS 
scores showed significant differences in post activity scores between students that held 
different naive concepts associated with origin of variation, origin of species, differential 
reproduction, and limited survival suggesting that some naive ideas facilitate learning.  
Outcomes also suggest that an everyday or self-experience typological perceptual frame 
is an underlying source of many incorrect ideas about evolution.  Interview and 
write/think aloud assessments propose four process resources applied by students as they 
explain evolutionary change:  list what I know, why story, compare past to present, 
mapping self-experience.  The study concludes that a resource-based framework is a 
valuable tool to advance the study student concepts of natural selection.  
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GLOSSARY 
 
Resource:  A resource is any one of many fine-grained cognitive elements that students 
use to construct meaning and make sense of a concept.  The concept stems from the 
―knowledge in pieces‖ model of student thinking (DiSessa, 1993; Hammer et al., 2005).  
For example, need as rationale (Southerland et al. (2001) resource to explain why 
biological change takes place; or the epistemic resource knowledge as fabricated stuff 
(knowledge gained from knowledge)(Hammer & Elby, 2003; Rosenberg et al., 2006).   
 
Intuitive resource:  Analogous to diSessa‘s phenomenological primitive (p-prim).  The 
most basic element students use to evaluation and explain a question or phenomena.  For 
example, closer means stronger to explain the increase in temperature as one moves 
closer to a heat source, or to incorrectly describe why the northern hemisphere is warmer 
in the summer time than the southern hemisphere; Epistemic resource: What other 
researchers have termed Epistemological resources (Hammer & Elby, 2003).  These 
resources help students understand the nature of knowledge and how an individual comes 
to have it  (Hammer & Elby, 2003; Hammer et al., 2005; Rosenburg, Hammer & 
Reddish, 2006; Louca et al., 2004).  
 
Process resource:  A sense-making tool used to organize, summarize and/or provide 
context to a question.  These resources can facilitate the activation of epistemic resources 
to aid students in understanding the nature of the knowledge they possess or need to 
explain a phenomenon.  
 
Frame of perception (perceptual frame):  ―A set of expectations an individual has about 
the situation in which she finds herself that affects what she notices and how she thinks to 
act‖ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 98).  The frame of perception influences the context that 
students will readout of the question or phenomena.   
 
Self-experience frame:  A perceptual frame in which the question or the phenomena that 
the student is evaluating is placed into context related to the student‘s own personal 
experience.  
 
Typological thinking frame:  The student does not view a group of organisms as 
genetically diverse.  Typological thinking is the perception that there are 'types' - 
unchanging forms that are what makes a species what it is. 
 
 
Population thinking frame:  A student views a group of organism as made up of 
genetically different individuals. Groups off organisms have a profile that shows a 
distribution of characteristics. 
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List what I know resource:  A process resource where students approach a problem by 
recalling and listing their own knowledge that might be applicable to this problem  
 
Why change (why story) resource:  A sense-making resource.  A student applies 
resources to explain ―why‖ a biological change occurred.   
 
Compare past to present:  Students compare current adaptations to past physical traits or 
changes in the environment in order to find a reason for change. 
 
Mapping self-experience resource:  Students map an analogous situation they 
understand onto the organism in the question. For example, a student compares what he 
knows about how domestic cats behave, to understanding how a cheetah might act in the 
wild.  Or a student naively applies the idea that they themselves have changed behavior 
by learning things from their parents, so applies this analogy explaining that cheetahs 
increase running speed by learning from their parents.   
   
Concept group:  A sample of students that all selected the same multiple-choice answer 
on a particular CINS question.  For example, there are four answer choices for question 
number 19 (Origin of variation).  The four answer choices are designated as follows: 
correct, teleological, induced mutation, and wanted.  There could be four different 
concept groups formed.  All the students that selected the ―teleological‖ answer choice 
would be a concept group called ―teleological.‖ 
 
Item Effects:  Nehm and Ha (2011) showed that students were more likely to produce 
correct answers to questions about how animals evolved new traits than about how 
animals lost traits via natural selection.  They termed this outcome ―item effects.‖  For 
the purpose of the study presented here ―item effects‖ are instances of context sensitivity, 
where the types of resources that will be activated will depend upon the context of the 
question posed to the student.  For example, if the question asked if a trait is lost by 
evolution [i.e. whales (once land animals with four appendages) lose their rear 
appendages over time] or if a trait is gained via evolution (cheetahs evolve great speed 
from slower ancestors). 
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CHAPTER 1: JUSTIFICATION 
 
Introduction 
 When on board the HMS Beagle, as naturalist, I was much struck 
with certain facts in the distribution of the inhabitants of South 
America, and in the geological relations of the present to the past 
inhabitants of that continent.  These facts seemed to me to throw 
some light on the origin of species – that mystery of mysteries…  
(Darwin, 1859/ 1998, p.2). 
 
With these opening words from ―On the Origin of Species,‖ Charles Darwin 
began his introduction of the concept of biological evolution to the world.  The 
introduction of evolution by natural selection represents ―…perhaps the greatest 
intellectual revolution experienced by mankind‖ (Mayr, 2001, p. 9).  Before the concept 
of natural selection was introduced to the world, the question of how species evolved was 
indeed a ―mystery of mysteries.‖  The theory of natural selection provided evolutionary 
biologists with a mechanism to explain how species change and adapt over time.  Since 
Darwin‘s times, the theory of natural selection has continued to be one of the most 
influential and important scientific theories in science (Gould, 2002).  Although it has 
been more than 100 years since Darwin introduced the theory of natural selection to the 
world, many modern day students feel the theory is in itself a ―mystery of mysteries.‖  A 
large body of research indicates that high school and college students enter their biology 
classes with preconceived and ill-formed conceptions about natural selection (Brumby, 
1984; Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Greene, 1990; Tamir & Zohar, 1991 Demastes et al., 
1995a, 1995b; Settlage, 1995; Jensen & Finley, 1995, 1996; Ferrari & Chi, 1998; Woods 
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& Scharmann, 2001; McKeachie, Lin & Strayer, 2002; Moore et al., 2002; Verhey, 2005; 
Moore, Froehole, Kiernan, & Greenwald, 2006; Nehm, Ross & Leah Reilly, 2007).  
These preconceptions (naive concepts) are influenced by intuition and experience and are 
often difficult to correct (Brumby, 1984; Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Greene, 1990; Tamir 
& Zohar, 1991 Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b).  
Because students often have many pre-existing ideas about natural selection, it 
stands apart from most other scientific theories that students are taught.  Unlike other 
scientific theories, students often create their own non-scientific ideas about natural 
selection.   For example, it is unlikely that students have thought about cell theory or 
atomic theory before it was introduced in a classroom; however, this is not the case with 
the theory of natural selection.  The sources of many pre-conceived ideas about natural 
selection are influences brought about by the religious/social controversy that surrounds 
Darwin‘s ideas.  Because many people in the U.S. feel that the theory of natural selection 
challenges their religious beliefs about man‘s place in the world, it is constantly under 
attack from religious and social conservatives (Shermer, 2006).  These attacks on 
evolution expose students to the ideas of evolution long before they enter a biology 
classroom and can facilitate self-conceptualized ideas about natural selection before 
students have even opened a biology textbook (Verhey, 2005). 
Difficult to learn, and surrounded by controversy, the theory of evolution by 
natural selection faces many challenges in many of the states within the United States.  
School boards have sought to ―minimize the risk of controversy by buying textbooks that 
minimize instruction in evolution ―(Stover, 2002, p. 59).  Even worse, ―fear of 
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controversy has led teachers and school officials to drop the ideas of natural selection 
from classroom instruction‖  (Lentini, 2007).  Despite the controversy and the difficulties 
in learning the theory, the idea of natural selection is essential to acquiring a solid 
understanding of the natural world.  The need for our students to understand natural 
selection should not be understated.  As educators, it is our duty to help our students learn 
and understand this most important theory.  The research in this study will help provide 
tools for achieving two goals: It will help us to do better research about student concepts 
of natural selection, and, second, it will show us how to best teach students about 
Darwin‘s theory. The study will fill specific gaps in the literature, and, more importantly, 
it will advance the use of a useful theoretical model that has yet to be applied to the 
teaching and learning of evolution. 
 
The Importance and Controversy of Darwin’s Theory 
As with most scientific revolutions, Darwin‘s ideas were met with great 
resistance.  Resistance grew from a deeply rooted theistic view of the natural world.  
Darwin‘s theory proposed a dynamic and ever changing natural world.  An ever-evolving 
world posed a direct challenge to the beliefs of creationism.  Natural selection forced a 
re-examination of man‘s role in the natural world.  Suddenly, man was no longer the king 
of the animal world, but just another species in a tree of life, a position that many in 
society could not accept.  Darwin‘s theory is ―arguably the most culturally jarring theory 
in history‖ (Shermer, 2006, p.xxii).  With the exception of the introduction of Copernican 
heliocentric cosmology in the late 16
th
 century, no other scientific theory has been met 
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with as much social and religious uproar (Toulmin and Goodfield, 1982; Kuhn, 1996).   
Darwin‘s concept of evolution upended the standard paradigm of the day, sparking a 
―paradigm shift‖ (Kuhn, 1996) and creating a new foundation for biological thought.    
The philosopher Daniel Dennett likened the ideas of Darwinian evolution to the 
childhood fantasy of ―Universal Acid‖ (Dennett, 1995).  Universal acid is that imaginary 
substance that exists in James Bond movies and in the imaginations of children - that acid 
so strong it eats through anything.  Darwin‘s idea bears ―an unmistakable likeness to 
universal acid: it eats through just about every traditional concept and leaves in its wake a 
revolutionized world-view‖ (Dennett, p. 63).  Darwin‘s universal acid dissolved and 
reformed many spheres of human thinking.  Commonly held scientific, political, social, 
psychological, and religious beliefs were singed by Darwin‘s evolution acid. 
Many well-known scientific theories are met with resistance at first.  The 
heliocentric theory of the galaxy and germ theory are a few examples.  As more and more 
evidence accumulates to support a theory the field will experience a paradigm shift 
(Kuhn 1962/1996).  With the paradigm shift, scientists in the field, as well as society, 
come to accept the theory as the foundation for guiding the field.  Evolution by natural 
selection is part of the standard scientific paradigm; however, in the United States, socio-
cultural acceptance is still lacking.  
In the United States, the theory of biological evolution continues to meet with 
resistance.  While atomic theory, cell theory and other modern theories are readily taught 
in our science classrooms, the teaching of Darwinian evolution is constantly under attack.  
The U.S. education system has been a prominent battleground for anti-evolutionists 
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(Antolin & Herbers, 2001; Shermer, 2006).  Teaching evolution may be one of the most 
controversial curriculum topics in U.S. schools today.  At the root of the controversy is 
religious and political conservatism (Zimmer, 2001; Harris Poll, 2005, Owen, 2006).  
Opposition to teaching evolution is fueled by religious and moral confusion. In ―Why 
Darwin Matters:  The Case Against Intelligent Design,‖ Michael Schermer (2006) posits 
five reasons that people resist the truth of evolutionary theory: 
1. A general resistance to science 
2. Belief that evolution is a threat to specific religious tenets 
3. The fear that evolution degrades our humanity 
4. The equation of evolution with ethical nihilism and moral degeneration 
5. The fear that evolutionary theory implies we have a fixed human nature  
(pp. 30–31). 
These fears and misunderstandings set the foundations for opposition to evolution in our 
schools.  Perhaps because of these fears, novice students have difficulties acquiring a 
fully scientific view of Darwinian evolution.   
Because of the public controversy that surrounds Darwinian evolution, the 
concept is unique amongst scientific theories we teach in our schools.  Many students are 
exposed to the debate before they enter the classroom and have a formal introduction to 
evolution.  A large majority of biology students at Central Washington University (73%) 
reported learning about evolution in both formal and informal settings before entering 
their college biology class.  These same students also reported that the pre-class exposure 
included both scientific evolution and creationist ideas (Verhey, 2005, p. 999).   Pre-class 
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exposure facilitates many pre-conceived ideas about evolution.  It is possible that many 
of these preconceptions complicate the learning process (Abraham et al., 2009; Bishop & 
Anderson, 1990; Lawson, A.E. & Worsnop, 1992; Nelson, 2005).   
Studies have shown that it is very difficult for students to develop a true scientific 
concept of evolution (Brumby, 1984; Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Greene, 1990; Tamir & 
Zohar, 1991 Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b; Settlage, 1995; Jensen & Finley, 1995, 1996; 
Ferrari & Chi, 1998; Woods & Scharmann, 2001; Moore et al., 2002; Nehm, Ross & 
Leah Reilly, 2007).  Students who fail to acquire a proper understanding of evolution will 
be more likely to succumb to the fears feeding the resistance to evolution.  Thus, research 
into the teaching and learning of evolution is an important endeavor if we are to help our 
students resist the core fears of evolution and create a truly scientifically literate society. 
 
Rationale 
An understanding of evolution is central to developing a sound scientific view of 
the world. In the words of noted evolutionary biologist Stephen Gould, ―…no one 
ignorant of evolution can understand science‖ (2006, p. 618).  Still, despite the 
importance of evolution, ―…naive views predominate publicly as a predictable 
consequence of pedagogical choices that ignore them‖ (Nelson, 2005, p. 923).  
Teaching natural selection is central to fostering a true understanding of science in 
our students. Because of its importance to science education, a fair amount of research 
into teaching and learning about evolution exists.  Most of the studies into teaching and 
learning about evolution are limited to three specific categories:  1) teaching methods and 
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new curriculum; 2) reporting and categorizing student misconceptions; and 3) student 
beliefs about evolution and natural selection (Brumby, 1984; Bishop & Anderson, 1990; 
Greene, 1990; Tamir & Zohar, 1991 Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b; Settlage, 1995; 
Jensen & Finley, 1995, 1996; Ferrari & Chi, 1998; Woods.& Scharmann, 2001; 
McKeachie, Lin & Strayer, 2002; Moore et al., 2002; Verhey, 2005; Moore, Froehole, 
Kiernan, & Greenwald, 2006).   Although past research provides a solid foundation for 
starting to understand students‘ ill-formed ideas about natural selection, the need for 
more research still exists.  The dissertation presented here will strengthen existing 
research and explicate new ideas about student concepts of natural selection. 
The rationale for more research into teaching and learning about natural selection 
is presented in three major themes (sections). The first two sections, ―A Cornerstone of 
Biological Theory‖ and ―Evolution Under Attack,‖ deal with the larger society-based 
purpose to support research into student understanding of natural selection.  The last 
section ―Lack of Theoretical Framework‖ is directly addressed by the research 
presented in this dissertation.  An overview of the three areas of rationale is listed below: 
 Part I: A Cornerstone of Biological Theory - provides evidence for the 
importance of the concept of evolution in developing a scientific view of 
the world and, thus, underlines the importance of teaching it. 
 
 Part II:  Evolution Under Attack: the controversy and its roots – discusses 
the controversy surrounding the teaching of evolution in our schools and 
demonstrates the potential threat to the teaching and learning of the 
concept.  
 
 Part III:  Use of a Resource-based Framework – discusses the general lack 
of a specified theoretical basis for the study of student concepts of natural 
selection and shows that a resource-based theoretical framework 
(Hammer, Elby, Scherr, & Reddish, 2005) (typically applied in physics 
education) is a better fit than previously applied models.  
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Rationale Part I:  A Cornerstone Biological Theory 
Darwinian evolution is the cornerstone on which most modern biological thought 
is built.  ―In a single stroke, the idea of evolution by natural selection unifies the realm of 
life, meaning, and purpose within the realm of space and time, cause and effect, 
mechanism and physical law‖ (Dennett, 1995, p. 21).  Preeminent biological scholars – 
Stephen J. Gould, Ernst Mayr, Steven Dawkins, E.O. Wilson, and Steven Pinker – have 
stressed the dramatically important role of evolutionary thought in understanding the 
biological world.   
Echoing the ideas of preeminent scientists, the U.S.‘s most important science 
education organizations also stress the importance of the topic of evolution in our 
curricula.  The National Research Council‘s ―National Science Education Standards‖ 
(2001); the National Academy of Sciences‘ ―Teaching about evolution and the nature of 
science‖ (1998); and the American Association for the Advancement of Science‘s 
―Benchmarks for science literacy‖ and ―Science for all Americans‖ (1990, 1993) all 
report evolution as a requirement for obtaining a scientific understanding of our 
biological world.   
Despite controversy in certain regions of the United States, the majority of school 
curricula stress the importance of the theory of evolution by natural selection. In an 
analysis of the science frameworks of 49 states and the District of Columbia, the concept 
of evolution was emphasized in every one of the state frameworks (Skoog and Bilica, 
2002).  Based on their research Skoog and Bilica conclude: 
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The 50 science frameworks emphasized evolution in a 
manner that suggests that if the public‘s support for 
standards-based curricula is a reality, the study of 
evolution will be emphasized in an unprecedented manner 
in the nation‘s schools in the near future (p. 445).  
 
Acquiring a scientific understanding of biology requires questions to be viewed 
from ―a historical context – [from] a framework of understanding that recognizes change 
through time‖ (National Academy of Sciences, p.1).  Darwinian evolution provides that 
historical framework.  As the noted biologist Ernst Mayr stated, ―There is not a single 
‗Why‘ question in biology that cannot be answered adequately without a consideration of 
evolution‖ (2001, p. xiii). Knowledge of evolution has many scientifically practical 
applications.  Ignorance of evolution has consequences in understanding:  
 
o Medicine - drug resistance, understanding phylogeny and genetic 
similarity in pharmaceutical testing; 
o Agriculture – development of disease resistance crops, need for genetic 
variation in crop plants, and the development of resistance in pests. 
o Biotechnology – worries of horizontal gene transfer in plants and animals 
(Antolin & Herbers, pp. 2384-2385). 
Because of its societal importance in connection to medicine, biotechnology, and 
agriculture, even non-biologists should possess at least a proper functional understanding 
of natural selection.  Although national science education organizations stress the import 
of natural selection, research shows that proper understanding is rare among non-
specialists (Gregory, 2009).   Since understanding is rare for this cornerstone of scientific 
understanding it is important that we continue research in the area of student concepts of 
natural selection. 
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Rationale Part II:  Evolution Under Attack 
As far as scientific theories go, there is no other scientifically accepted theory that 
sparks as much ire and debate as natural selection.  It has been more than 150 years since 
Darwin penned Origin of Species and 70 years since the celebrated ―Scopes Monkey 
Trial‖ – where a Tennessee teacher, John Scopes, was prosecuted for teaching evolution 
to school children (Stover, p. 1, 1999).  Despite the passage of time and the acceptance of 
evolution within the scientific community, debate over teaching Darwinian evolution in 
U.S. classrooms is as emotionally charged as ever.  As recently as March of 2012, state 
bills have been passed that can undermine the teaching of evolution.  On March 19, 2012 
the Tennessee State Senate passed Bill SB893 (―the Monkey Bill‖), a bill that will protect 
teachers who wish to promote "alternate" scientific theories, essentially allowing anti-
evolutionists a voice in the science classroom (Santa Clara, 2012).  Opponents of 
evolution fail to understand that removal of evolution from the biology curriculum is akin 
to ―reducing biology courses to something like chemistry without the periodic table, or 
American history without Lincoln‖ (Gould, p. 616). The most recent controversies, like 
the new ―Monkey Bill‖ in Tennessee, take a new tack; they do not seek to remove 
evolution from the curriculums, but instead, they seek to teach it as a controversial 
scientific theory, thus opening the door to promoting creationism and intelligent design as 
viable alternative theories.  With the teaching of evolution suffering constant attacks from 
anti-evolutionists, it is no wonder that Americans fail to believe and understand the ideas 
of evolution. 
Science educators agree that the teaching and learning of evolution is extremely 
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important.  Yet the debate over teaching it in U.S. classrooms remains emotionally 
charged.  The numbers are alarming. In 2005, a nationwide random sample of 808 
Americans found that: 55% of Americans surveyed agreed that ―God created humans in 
present form;‖ while 30% agreed that humans evolved and God guided the process; with 
only 13% agreeing with the statement that ―humans evolved, God did not guide the 
process‖ (CBS Poll, 2005).  64% of 1000 Americans surveyed by a Harris Poll (2005) 
stated that, ―Human beings were created directly by God.‖  When asked, ―Regardless of 
what you may personally believe, which of these do you believe should be taught in 
public schools?" 12% stated evolution only, 23% creationism only, 4% intelligent design 
only; and 55% thought all three should be taught. These numbers suggest that a majority 
of the population is uneasy with a scientific concept of evolution, and consider 
creationism and intelligent design valid opposition.  Such views of evolution should be 
cause for alarm.   
Anti-evolution sentiment is much greater in the United States compared to most 
other developed countries.  Research has shown that, compared to other countries, far 
fewer Americans accept evolution (Owen, 2006).  In a study reported in National 
Geographic in 2006, only 14% of American adults thought that evolution was "definitely 
true,‖ and about one third firmly rejected the idea of evolution. In contrast, in European 
countries, including Denmark, Sweden, and France, more than 80 percent of adults 
surveyed said they accepted the concept of evolution.   The author of the study cites the 
freedom and development of the Protestant Church along with strong conservative 
political views as factors influencing the differences between U.S. and Western European 
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attitudes toward evolution.  The same study reports another worrisome trend — the 
percentage of U.S. adults who are uncertain about evolution has risen from 7 to 21% in 
the past 20 years. 
The uncertainty the general public holds about evolution is surely connected to 
the frightening lack of formal training about the theory. In a 2006 survey of university 
students, only 38% claimed that their high school biology course emphasized evolution 
(Moore, et al., 2006).  In many areas of the country, school boards and administrators 
continue to pressure teachers into teaching creationism, or at least avoid teaching 
evolution (Lentini, 2007, Kibbler, 2001).  Many states include evolution in their state 
science standards; however, these standards are often weakened due to attacks from anti-
evolutionists (Skoog and Bilica, 2002; Shermer, 2006). With the concept of evolution 
being avoided and/or attacked, and with large numbers of Americans failing to support 
evolution, it is important that we continue research in the teaching of evolution.  By 
developing a better understanding about how and what to teach regarding evolution, 
science educators may be able to shift public understanding and awareness of evolution. 
The theory of evolution by natural selection is one of the best-supported theories 
in the scientific world, yet it continues to suffer attacks from social and religious 
conservatives in our school systems. For the most part, when arguments related to the 
teaching of natural selection go to court, Darwin‘s theory has triumphed (Stover, 1999; 
Wells, 2002; Skoog and Bilica, 2002).  Despite the courtroom victories, attempts to 
weaken the teaching of Darwinian evolution continually resurface (Moore, et al., 2003; 
Stover, 1999; Wells, 2002; Skoog and Bilica, 2002).   
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The concept of evolution, a topic dealing with survival and fitness, is itself in a 
constant struggle for survival.  Many are familiar with public cases showing the struggle 
for teaching evolution in Kansas and Pennsylvania.  In 1999, the Kansas Board of 
Education removed evolution from the required curriculum (CNN, 2005).  Backlash from 
the removal of evolution from the curriculum resulted in the state reversing the decision 
and putting evolution back into the curriculum.  Then in 2005, the school district inserted 
new curriculum changes that suggested that because evolution is a theory, there could be 
alternate theories that should be taught as well (CNN, 2005). Recently, the Kitzmiller et 
al. v. Dover Area School District case (where the district attempted to force teachers to 
include arguments for Intelligent Design in the science curriculum) made headlines 
(Brockman, 2006, p. xi). ―Armed with books and journals that purport to offer a scientific 
challenge to evolution, creationists have appeared before school boards to argue that 
teaching these alternative theories is necessary to ensure a free discourse of scientific 
ideas in the classroom‖ (Stover, 1999, p. 56).  However, these new theories, in particular 
Intelligent Design Theory, do not meet the criteria of what makes a theory sound science.  
Intelligent design may have a place in the classroom but only as a case example to help 
students understand the difference between science and non-science (Verhey, 2005; 
Nelson, 2005).  As the judge ruled in Kitzmiller et al. v. Dover Area School District, 
intelligent Design does not merit designation as a ―scientific theory‖ and should not be 
taught as such. 
From the scientific community there is no argument.  The concept of Darwinian 
evolution is one of the most important concepts in science education. The National 
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Science Teachers Association; the National Research Council; the National Academy of 
Sciences; and the American Association for the Advancement of Science have all written 
in support of teaching evolution if we are to have a scientifically literate population in the 
U.S. The National Research Council‘s ―National Science Education Standards‖ (2001); 
the National Academy of Sciences‘ ―Teaching about evolution and the nature of science‖ 
(1998); and the American Association for the Advancement of Science‘s ―Benchmarks 
for science literacy‖ (1993) and ―Science for all Americans‖ (1990) all stress evolution as 
key to developing science literacy.   
Given the importance of evolution for a scientific understanding of the world and 
given the constant attacks against evolution, research into learning how students 
understand evolution and how best to teach evolution is extremely important. The better 
we understand these areas, the better positioned we are to defend against the continued 
assault on evolution. If we fail to teach the true meaning of evolution — if we fail to 
repel the constant attacks — our students will fail to see the ―interplay and differences 
between the domains of science and the domains of religion: nor are they likely to 
appreciate the role of science in social policy‖ (Antolin & Herbers, 2001, p.2383–2384). 
 
Rationale Part III: Use of a Resource-based Framework 
The main goal of this study is to show that a resource-based model (Hammer et 
al.) is a valuable theoretical guide for research into student concepts of natural selection.  
This section describes the importance of theory-guided research in general, and how 
theory guided research has benefitted other fields of education study.  Lastly, this section 
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demonstrates why a resource-based model is a better fit than the misconceptions based 
frameworks applied in the past. 
Recent studies of teaching and learning concepts of natural selection do not 
specifically describe a theoretical framework that guides design and analysis of the work 
(Moore et al., 2006; Neham & Reilly, 2007; Stover & Mabry, 2007; Evans et al., 2010; 
Nettle, 2010; Nehm & Ha, 2011).  While these recent studies provide valuable insight 
about student concepts of evolution, theory guided research could better improve: design, 
practice, curriculum development, evaluation, and help develop effective instructional 
tactics and strategies (Abraham, 2008).   In his 2010 review of research into teaching and 
learning of evolution, Smith concludes that there is a need for more research to explain 
the ―lack of explanatory coherence‖ and ―confusing current findings about 
interrelationships among student understanding, acceptance and belief in evolution‖ (p. 
523).  A sound theoretical model can help address Smith‘s areas of concern.  Research 
that is guided by a theoretical framework improves the explanatory power of the research. 
Thus, if we are to improve in the areas discussed by Smith, finding a sound theoretical 
model is a first step.   
While recent research does not appear to be guided by theory, research about 
teaching and learning evolution has not always lacked a theory-based guide.  In the 90s 
there were a number of important studies that were theoretically based (Bishop & 
Anderson, 1990; Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b; Settlage, 1995; Jensen & Finley, 1995, 
1996; Ferrari & Chi, 1998).  These studies employed the conceptual change model 
(Posner, et al., 1982; Strike & Posner, 1992) and one study described the ontological 
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categories model (Ferrari & Chi).  These theory-guided studies were significant in that 
they clearly demonstrated the importance of a theoretical framework to guide research.  
 
Table 1.1.  Resource versus misconceptions perspective of concepts 
Resource-based perspective 
(Hammer, 1996; Smith, diSessa & 
Rochelle,1993; diSessa, & Sherrin,1998; 
Elby, 2003; Hammer et al., 2005) 
Misconceptions perspective 
(Posner et al., 1982; diSessa, & Sherrin, 1998) 
Multifaceted complex constructions, 
comprised of intuitive sense-making tools, 
and factual information 
Unitary, strongly held, stable cognitive 
structures 
Fluid and context dependent Differ from expert conceptions 
Emergent, on-the-spot constructions, as 
opposed to firmly held pre-existing ideas  
Affect in a fundamental sense how students 
understand natural phenomena and scientific 
explanations 
Can provide conceptual anchors to be built 
upon  
Must be overcome, avoided, or eliminated for 
students to achieve expert understanding  
 
Reviving the use of the conceptual change model is problematic in that the 
conceptual change model comes from a misconceptions based perspective (diSessa & 
Sherrin, 1998).  Research in teaching and learning about physics and other natural 
sciences has seen a shift from misconceptions based frameworks toward resource-based 
frameworks (Southerland, et al; 2001; Hammer & Elby 2003; Elby, 2003; Louca et al., 
2004; Hammer et al., 2005; diSessa & Wagner, 2005; Rosenburg, Hammer & Reddish, 
2006; Levrini and diSessa, 2008; Engle Nguyen & Mendelson, 2011).  ―The shift in 
ontology from unitary concepts or beliefs to manifold resources [resource-based 
framework] is motivated by observations of flexibility and variability in student 
reasoning‖ (Hammer et al., p. 98).  The difference between resource-based and 
misconceptions perspectives are summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Similar to the shift in other areas of science education, a move toward a resource-
based framework to guide teaching and learning about natural selection could lead to 
improvements in our understanding.  Recent studies suggest that, as a resource-model 
would expect, student concepts of natural selection are multifaceted constructs that are 
often flexible and sensitive to context.  While resource-based models have yet to be 
applied specifically in studies of teaching and learning about evolution, they have served 
as effective guides for studies about biological change in general.  Table 1.2 summarizes 
the support for the use of a resource-based framework. 
In summary, a resource-based theoretical model is a better fit for the study of 
student concepts of natural selection because:  
1) Concepts of natural selection are inherently a manifold construction, composed of 
many smaller elements.  Like the inherent conceptual structure of natural 
selection, a resource-based perspective is founded on a manifold ontology of mind 
(Hammer et al., p. 92); 
 
2) Results from studies of student explanations of evolutionary change demonstrate 
context sensitivity and flexibility.  Context sensitivity and concept flexibility are 
also central to a resource based perspective (Table 1.1); 
 
3) Results from studies of biological change demonstrate that a resource-based 
framework is an effective theoretical tool for evaluation and explanation. 
 
Table 1.2 summarizes outcomes from studies that demonstrate key characteristics of a 
resource-based framework in student concepts of evolution by natural selection.  
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Table 1.2.  Support for a resource-based framework 
Resource-
based Idea 
Research Source 
Natural 
Selection is 
a manifold 
concept 
Natural selection is commonly divided into 4–
10 sub-concepts 
 
 
Student conceptual ecologies are composed of 
facts, beliefs, and epistemic perspectives. 
Mayr, 2001; Anderson et al., 
2002; Jensen et al., Gould, 
2002; Gregory, 2009 
 
Demastes et al., 195b;  
Context 
sensitivity 
Students produce different explanations for 
evolution of traits between humans and non-
human organisms 
 
Evans, et al., 2010; Nehm & 
Ha, 2011; Nettle, 2010 
Concept 
flexibility 
Patterns of conceptual change are varied, 
gradual, and do not reflect wholesale change 
 
Application of Lamarckian explanations for 
change are fluid and flexible 
 
Demastes et al., 1996;  
 
 
Geraedts and Kerst‘s (2006) 
Application 
to biological 
change 
Demonstrations of changing epistemological 
frames (an element of a resource-based 
framework) to facilitate transfer of knowledge 
learned about the cardiovascular system to a 
learning session about the respiratory system.   
 
Explain student answers to questions about 
how leaf color changes based on cognitive 
framing and epistemological resources, 
Engle Nguyen and Mendelson 
(2011)  
 
 
 
 
Louca, Elby, Hammer and 
Kagey (2004)  
 
A resource perspective takes a manifold view of concepts.  That is, a concept is 
composed of a network of flexible sub-resources, influenced by context and coordinated, 
at the moment, to form a coherent idea about a problem or phenomenon (Table 1.1).  A 
resource can be one of many things such as (but not limited too): learned knowledge bits, 
intuitions, epistemic ideas, and process tools (Hammer et al.; diSessa & Wagner).  From a 
resource perspective, concepts are emergent, fluid, manifold structures, created ―at the 
moment,‖ by combining many resources to form a coherent explanation for a 
phenomenon (Hammer et al.).  Resource-based perspectives are a good fit for the study of 
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concepts of natural selection because studies show that student concepts of natural 
selection exhibit three central characteristics of resource-based models:  1) the manifold 
structure of concepts; and 2) demonstrated context sensitivity, and 3) demonstrate 
flexibility in student ideas about evolution (Table 1.2). 
Research shows that understanding the process of natural selection requires 
anywhere from 3 to 10 sub-concepts (Mayr, 2001; Anderson et al., 2002; Jensen et al., 
Gould, 2002; 2007; Gregory, 2009).  In essence, the concept of natural selection is a 
manifold (multifaceted) structure – just as a resource perspective suggests.  Anderson et 
al., (2002) stated that there are no less than 10 sub-concepts, ranging from ideas of 
competition for limited resources, to population growth, that are necessary for a student 
to have a full scientific concept of biological evolution.  At the very least, students must 
understand the four major principles of:  1) genetic variation; 2) inheritance of traits; 3) 
differential survival and reproduction; and 4) change in the genetic proportions in a 
population over time (Jensen et al. 2007).   Resource-based models view concepts as a 
collection or network of ―resources‖ – and the concept of natural selection is a network of 
sub-concepts that we could consider resources.  Oppositely, misconception based 
frameworks (such as the conceptual change model) view concepts as rigid, unitary 
objects, which block learning and must be overcome or dismantled (diSessa & Sherrin, 
1998).   
Resource-based models are also a good fit for the study of teaching and learning 
natural selection because they address conceptual flexibility.  Recent studies suggest that 
student concepts of natural selection are not rigid, ―blocking‖ structures but are, instead, 
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often flexible and sensitive to changes in context (Demastes et al., 1996; Trowbridge 
&Wandersee, 1994; Pearsall, Skepper, & Mintzes, 1997; Geraedts & Kerst, 2006; Evans 
et al., 2010; Nettle, 2010; Nehm & Ha, 2011).  A resource perspective sees sub-concepts 
(resources) as flexible, sensitive to context – they are not viewed as rigid structures 
always resistant to change (Hammer, et al, 2005, pp. 91–92).   Resource-based 
frameworks allow for more flexibility in student concepts and focus on a ―manifold 
ontology of mind, of knowledge, and reasoning abilities comprised of many fine-grained 
resources that may be activated or not in a particular context‖ (Hammer, et al., p.92).  A 
resource-based model can explain these outcomes, whereas the rigid misconception 
perspective does not.  The demonstration of flexibility in student reasoning (Table 1.2) – 
a key element of resource-based frameworks – further supports the rationale for research 
into the applicability of the resource-based model to student concepts of evolution. 
Another argument for using resource-based frameworks to guide research into 
teaching and learning of evolution is that resource-based models have been effectively 
applied to the study students‘ concepts of biological change.  Levrini & diSessa (2008); 
and Southerland, Abrams, Cummins and Anzelmo et al. (2010), demonstrated effective 
application of diSessa‘s p-prims and coordination class model in explaining younger 
students‘ naive ideas of natural biological change phenomena.  Louca, Elby, Hammer and 
Kagey (2004) effectively evaluated student answers to questions about how leaf color 
changes based on cognitive framing and epistemological resources, which are both key 
concepts of a resources-based model.  Engle, Nguyen and Mendelson (2011) 
demonstrated how changes in epistemological framing (an element of a resource-based 
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framework) could facilitate transfer of knowledge learned about the cardiovascular 
system to a learning session about the respiratory system.  Furthermore, Rosenberg, 
Hammer and Phelan (2008) and Elby and Hammer (2010) demonstrated the usefulness of 
aspects of the resource-based framework for explaining and evaluating student discussion 
about the geological rock cycle phenomena.  While none of these studies specifically 
address evolution they do show that resource-based frameworks are effective for 
assessing student ideas about biological change, and natural selection is a case of 
biological change (Table 1.2).   
In conclusion, the lack of theoretically guided research into student concepts of 
natural selection means that the area is ripe for the application of a new theoretical 
framework.  Resource-based frameworks are effective for analyzing student learning in 
physics, astronomy, geology, and other areas of biology science (Hammer & Elby 2003; 
Elby, 2003; Louca et al., 2004; Hammer et al., 2005; Russ et al., 2006; Rosenberg et al., 
2008; Buteler & Coleoni, 2009; Hammer & Elby, 2010).  As shown in Table 1.2, there is 
also sound evidence to suggest that a resource-based model reflects the cognitive nature 
(manifold and flexible) of students‘ concepts of natural selection.  Given the evidence 
presented here (Table 1.2), application of a resource-based model to guide the study of 
teaching and learning about natural selection could be a productive step to improve 
research. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to show that the resource-based framework is a 
valuable theoretical guide for studying student concepts of natural selection.  This study 
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investigates whether student concepts of natural selection exhibit characteristics of 
conceptual resources as described by Hammer et al. (2005).  The study will also 
investigate how a resource-based framework could be applied to interpret and explain 
student descriptions of evolutionary change. 
 
Research Questions 
Research Question 1:  Can a resource-based model for student concepts of natural 
selection (RBM-NS) be demonstrated as a simple resource-graph (Wittman, 2006)? 
 
Research Question 2:  Does analysis of case study interviews provide qualitative 
illustrations of resource-based behavior in student concepts of natural selection?  
Specifically, do case study interviews demonstrate the following resource-based 
characteristics? 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Concept sensitivity/flexibility, 
o  At-the-moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift? 
 
Research Question 3: Do responses to the CINS and open-response questions about 
natural selection provide quantitative support for context sensitivity (“item effects”)?  
 
Research Question 4: Do write/think aloud assessments provide evidence to describe 
common resources applied by students to understand concepts of natural selection? 
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Introduction 
The main objectives of this dissertation are to:  
1. Develop a simple resource-based model of student conceptualization of natural 
selection. 
 
2. Demonstrate that student concepts of natural selection behave as a resources-
based framework (Hammer, et al. 2005) would predict,  
 
3. Illustrate the application of a resource-based model to describe and explain 
students‘ ideas about natural selection.   
 
4. Define and describe cognitive and sense-making resources related to concepts of 
natural selection,  
 
To address these objectives the literature review presented in this chapter is divided into 
two parts: 
 
Part 1 - an overview of the research that describes the types of naive concepts 
(misconceptions) students have about natural selection,    
 
Part 2 - a review of elements of a resource-based framework that are the central focus of 
this dissertation. 
 
Part 1 - A Review of Research in Misconceptions of Natural Selection 
Common Misconceptions About Natural Selection 
For those well versed on the theory natural selection, the concept seems 
straightforward.  The basic principle of natural selection is a simple two-step process 
(Mayer, 2001):  
Step 1) the production of variation within the population (genetic variation); and  
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Step 2) the nonrandom selection (survival and reproduction) of organisms with 
the best adaptive traits. 
 
In addition to the two steps listed above there are four basic principles that 
must be met for evolution by natural selection to occur (Mayr, 2002; Ferrari 
& Chi, 1998):  
 Principle 1) Random intra-species variation (variation among the 
population),  
 Principle 2) Adaptive traits are heritable (genetically determined),   
 Principle 3) Differential survival/reproductive rates among 
individuals with adaptive traits,   
 Principle 4) Accumulation of changes in the population over many 
generations. 
 
 
Even with the addition of the four basic principles listed above, the overall process 
appears simple.  It would seem that teaching and learning such a straightforward concept 
would not be an arduous task.   
Despite the apparent simplicity of the theory, researchers report that teaching and 
learning Darwinian evolution is a difficult task and that students have many naive 
(incorrect) ideas about evolution (Scharmann & Harris, 1992; Alters & Nelson, 2002, 
Gregory, 2009). While educators admit that understanding evolution is paramount to 
developing a solid scientific view of the natural world, ―students have difficulty with the 
fundamental concepts of evolution‖ (National Research Council, 2001, p. 181).   
A key reason that students have difficulties learning about natural selection is 
that, unlike many other scientific theories, students are often introduced to the idea of 
evolution long before they reach science classrooms (Alters & Nelson, 2002; Verhey, 
2005; Gregory, 2009).  Because the concept of evolution is a scientific concept that is 
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often discussed by the general public, students possess a conceptual ecology related to the 
concept of evolution (Demastes, et al., 1995a and b).  A student‘s conceptual ecology for 
evolution consists of many influences:  prior conceptions of evolution, scientific 
epistemology, view of the biological world, religious orientation, attitudes toward and 
acceptance of evolution, degree of basic biological knowledge, and scientific orientation 
(the degree to which a student organizes, and views her/his life through a scientific lens) 
(Demastes et al., 1995a & b; Alters and Nelson, 2002, Woods and Scharmann, 2002; 
Ingram and Nelson, 2006; McKeachie et al., 2002; Lawson and Worsnop,1992).  The 
elements of a student‘s conceptual ecology can either facilitate or hinder a student‘s 
progress toward learning about Darwinian evolution (National Research Council). 
Prior knowledge or misconceptions about evolution are the elements of the 
conceptual ecology that researchers cite as major impediments to student learning.  Three 
very common prior conceptions/misconceptions are: 1) teleological; 2) use/ disuse 
(Lamarckian); and 3) anthropomorphic reasoning (Brumby, 1984; Bishop & Anderson, 
1990; Greene, 1990; Tamir & Zohar, 1991 Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b; Settlage, 1995; 
Jensen & Finley, 1995, 1996; Ferrari & Chi, 1998; Moore et al., 2002; Nehm & Reilly, 
2007).   
Teleological (purpose/need-based rationale) reasoning is a very common 
explanation for changes observed in the natural world (Southerland, et al; 2001; Louca et 
al., 2004; Stover & Mabry, 2007, Kelemen and Rosset, 2009).  Teleological, or need-
based reasoning refers to cases where the student uses the end result to explain how 
evolution has proceeded (e.g. cheetahs became fast in order to catch more prey or 
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giraffes evolved long necks because they needed to reach high leaves on the trees) (Tamir 
& Zohar).  Research suggests that teleological reasoning is a basic fundamental default 
mechanism used by both children and educated adults to explain change in the natural 
world (Rossett & Kelemen, 2009). With natural selection being a specific example of 
change in the natural world, it is not surprising that students often use need based 
reasoning to explain natural selection.  Need-based reasoning can be broken down into 
three main categories of reasoning (Kelemen, 2012).  Basic-function-based (BFB) 
reasoning occurs when an explanation suggests a trait‘s ability to perform a beneficial 
function is the only factor needed to explain why that trait came into being (e.g. ‗giraffes 
have a long neck so that they can reach leaves high up in a tree‘)(p. 3).  Basic-need-based 
(BNB) reasoning occurs when a past event or environmental change created the condition 
that prompted the physiological change (e.g., ―giraffes got long necks because they 
needed to reach leaves high in the trees‖)(p.3).  The third type of need-based reasoning is 
elaborate need-based (ENB).  Elaborate need-based reasoning occurs when the 
explanation ―invokes a more theoretically cohesive‖ mechanism.  An example of ENB 
reasoning would be the idea that giraffes evolved long necks because nature transformed, 
evolved, or adapted them so they could reach the food (p. 4).   Because ENB reasoning 
shows greater coherence and ―may be contaminated with causal notions from outside the 
biological realm,‖ students who are applying an ENB reasoning process may have a more 
difficult time achieving conceptual change than students with the more primitive basic-
function-based or basic-need -based conception.  
Lamarckian reasoning, after the pre-Darwinian theory of evolution proposed by 
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Jean Jacques Lamarck (National Academy of Sciences 1989; Jensen & Finley, 
1995,1996), is a common mechanism by which students explain evolution.  Lamarckian 
reasoning, commonly referenced as ―use/disuse,‖ occurs when students reason that the 
development of an adaptation is a result of use or disuse (e.g. through the non-use of their 
eyes as they lived in dark caves, salamanders lost their sight (Bishop & Anderson, 1990).  
Lamarckian mechanisms imply evolutionary changes occur in individual organisms 
during that organism‘s lifetime, and so Lamarckian reasoning lacks a population-based 
perspective.  Lamarckian reasoning does not include the concept of within-species 
differences and the concept of within species differences is a key condition for evolution.  
Students often apply disuse reasoning to explain why unnecessary organs become 
vestigial or disappear (Gregory, 2009; Nehm, Ross & Ha, 2011).   
Anthropomorphic reasoning refers to situations where students ascribe human-
like agency to the development of a trait in an organism (e.g. seals developed the ability 
to dive for a long time because they wanted to catch more fish or the cheetah learned to 
catch antelope better and taught their offspring) (Tamir & Zohar, 1991).  Internal 
anthropomorphism or ―intentionality‖ is linked to the naïve ideas that individual 
organisms respond to challenges created by changes in the environment (Gregory, 2009).  
This type of internal anthropomorphism is exemplified when students state that an 
organism  ―learned‖ or changed because they ―wanted to.‖ 
Another critical naïve concept is ―soft inheritance‖ (Gregory, 2009).  Soft 
inheritance incorrectly implies that acquired traits are passed on to offspring.  Any naïve 
explanation where a student describes a trait as having been acquired because of internal 
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desire, need, use/disuse or any other non-genetic mechanism demonstrates ―soft 
inheritance.‖ Soft inheritance is in direct contrast to the correct concept of hard 
inheritance, the passing of DNA molecules from one generation to the next.   
Students occasionally use the idea of hybridization to explain the evolution of a 
trait (Ferreri and Chi, 1998; Settlage, 1994, Benjamin, 2008).  For example, when 
answering the question, ―How did cheetahs evolve the ability to run 60 miles an hour?‖ 
some students will answer that the pre-cheetah ancestors must have bred with another 
large cat that could run fast (Benjamin, p. 79).  Although hybridization can occur in 
bacteria, plants and some closely related larger organisms, it is not usually the 
explanation for the evolution of traits in most large animals.  
Lastly, when asked to explain how a trait evolved in a species, many students are 
so baffled by the ideas that they fail to offer any explanation.  Many studies show that a 
small percentage of students simply write statements related to the organisms but fail to 
actually describe any mechanism for change (Greene, 1990; Trowbridge & Wandersee, 
1994; Settlage, 1994; Woods & Scharmman, 2001; Benjamin 2008).  For example, when 
asked the cheetah question described above, puzzled students have simply written simple 
statements such as ―cheetahs are very fast animals‖ (Benjamin, p. 70). 
 
The Influence of Prior Knowledge on Student Concepts of Natural Selection 
Patterns and processes acquired or inherent in students conceptual ecologies fuel 
naïve reasoning.  Alters and Nelson (2002) list five prior conceptions that pose 
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―fundamental problems‖ to students‘ learning about evolution.  From experience 
misconceptions are prior conceptions based upon the student‘s everyday experiences.  For 
example, many students have seen the results of mutations (snakes with two heads, 
children born without limbs), and from this experience they develop a basic 
understanding that ―mutations‖ are always harmful to an organism. Self-constructed 
misconceptions occur when what is taught to students conflicts with their prior ideas.  In 
this case, students do not switch to new correct concepts but instead, assimilate new 
knowledge into a framework based on their incorrect prior ideas.  Taught-and-learned 
misconceptions are ―unscientific facts, that have been taught informally by parents and 
others (and sometimes formally by school teachers) or unconsciously learned from 
fiction‖ (p.1894).  Vernacular misconceptions are the results of discrepancies between 
everyday use of a word and the scientific meaning of that word.  The words theory, adapt 
and even evolution, which all have common everyday meanings are good examples of 
potential sources of vernacular errors.  Religious and myth-based misconceptions are a 
type of taught and learned misconception, and are well reported in periodicals and 
newspapers. 
Interestingly, research shows mixed results when it comes to the influence of 
religious beliefs on the ability of students to learn about evolution.  Dagher & BouJaoude 
(1997), Demastes et al. (1995b) and Woods and Scharmann (2001) have reported theistic 
components to students‘ descriptions of evolution.  In a few cases, religious belief was 
attributed to having a ―paralyzing impact of conflicting beliefs and their serious 
interference with understanding‖ (Dagher & BouJaoude, p. 438).  Lawson and Worsnop 
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(1992) also found that strength of religious belief was negatively correlated with changes 
toward a belief in evolution.  McKeachie, Lin and Strayer (2002) suggest that acceptance 
of creationism and rejection of evolution is negatively correlated with success in biology.  
They found that students who accepted evolution and rejected creationism earned, on 
average, a full letter grade higher than those who rejected evolution.   
Other studies suggest that religious beliefs are important factors in determining 
student learning and acceptance of evolution.  Many students appear to blend a religious 
component into their description of evolution (Woods & Scharmann, 2001), but still feel 
that evolution should be taught.  For example, in a study of high school students, only 
35% generally accepted evolutionary theory (most subscribed to some form of theistic 
explanation for biodiversity or biological change), yet 80% of these stated that, ―people 
should learn about it [evolution] in school.‖ In a study of 126 undergraduates, Moore et 
al. (2006) found that ―students are able to distinguish (and sustain an insulation) between 
the accounts provided by formal religious knowledge systems, and those provided by 
scientific knowledge systems‖ (p.42).  Ingram and Nelson (2006) found only a slight 
correlation between achievement and acceptance of evolution in an upper level biology 
course on evolution.  They report that ―student‘s acceptance of evolution, and its change 
throughout the semester, was not strongly related to achievement‖ (p. 16).  Further, 
Sinatra et al. (2003) found that a student‘s epistemological belief was related to the 
acceptance of human evolution; however, students more readily accepted animal 
evolution despite their epistemological views. 
The role of science knowledge and scientific reasoning has also been an important 
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area of research.  When it comes to a student‘s ability to learn about evolution, it appears 
that scientific reasoning ability is more important than religious beliefs or acceptance of 
Darwinian theory (Lawson & Thompson, 1998; Lawson & Worshop, 1992; Scharmann 
& Harris, 1992).  Research suggests that students with poor scientific reasoning skills are 
more likely to retain unscientific beliefs.  Students with a poor understanding of how 
science works and poor reasoning abilities fail to examine alternative explanations and 
theories.  They lack the ability to examine their own beliefs within a scientific context, 
and, in turn, fail to change or adjust their misconceptions (Lawson & Worshop; 
Scharmann & Harris).  
Finalist ideology is another important aspect of student misconceptions about 
natural selection and evolution.  Evolution is an equilibrium process (Darwin, 1859; 
Mayer, 2001; Ferrari & Chi, 1998).  Within a variable population, changes in the 
environment result in selection pressures that favor certain traits over others.  However, 
the environment is ever changing; therefore, natural selection and evolution do not have 
an ―end goal.‖  Species change and adapt to the ever-changing environment.  Students 
frequently think of evolution as a goal directed process that moves toward a more adapted 
state (Ferrari &Chi).  Ferrari and Chi have claimed that teleological explanations of 
evolution result from placing an idea into an incorrect ontological category. The belief 
that evolution is goal oriented as opposed to an equilibration process is one of the main 
causes of student misconceptions. 
Essentialism hindered the development of the modern concept of evolution and is 
another important ideology that still hinders students‘ ideas about evolution. Jean 
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Baptiste Lamarck‘s theory of evolution came from the essentialistic school of thought 
where ―…at any given time the type [essence] was considered to be more or less 
invariable‖ (Mayr, 2001, p.75).  One of the more interesting student misconceptions of 
evolution follows the recapitulation of Lamarck‘s theory.  Lamarck‘s theory of evolution 
was predicated upon a use/disuse strategy, an explanation frequently offered by students 
for evolutionary change (Settlage, 1995; Demastes et al., 1995a, 1995b; Bishop & 
Anderson, 1990; Greene, 1990; Woods & Scharmann, 2001).  The following statement 
from Lamarck illustrates his ideas well: 
Snakes have adopted the habit of crawling on the ground and hiding in the 
grass; so that their body, as a result of continually repeated efforts is 
elongated for the purpose of passing through narrow spaces, has acquired a 
considerable length, quite out of proportion to its size….  The disuse of 
these parts [legs] thus became permanent in the various races of these 
animals, and resulted in the complete disappearance of these same parts, 
although legs really belong to the plan or organization of the animals of 
this class. 
 
(Lamarck, 1809, In: National Academy of Sciences, 1998, p. 96 )               
       
Aside from classical English prose, this passage from Lamarck‘s ―Philosophie 
Zooligique‖ is very much like an explanation a student might give to the question, ―How 
have snakes evolved to have no legs, assuming their ancestors were four-legged 
reptiles?‖   Essentialist ideologies lead to the failure to appreciate within-species-
variation.  Failure to recognize the value of variation within a population makes it 
difficult for students to grasp critical aspects of population change via natural selection 
(Shtulman, 2006; Shtulman & Shulz, 2008). 
At first, it seems curious that modern students would express misconceptions that 
essentially emulate those misconceptions of a biologist from the 18th century.  However, 
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when one considers the lack of understanding of certain fundamental concepts necessary 
for a person to gain a scientific understanding of Darwinian evolution, novice science 
students and pre-Darwinian scientists are quite similar. 
 
Part 2 – Relevant Aspects of a Resource-based Framework  
 
A Manifold Structure of Concept  
Natural selection is a large concept, requiring the coordination of many smaller 
sub-concepts. Thus, to study natural selection, we should use a theoretical framework that 
can accommodate the idea of a concept as a coordination of many sub-parts.  The 
conceptual change model (Posner, Strike, Hewson & Gertzog, 1982) has been the 
theoretical framework that has been most frequently used to guide research into natural 
selection (Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Demastes, Settlage, & Good, 1995; Jensen & 
Finley, 1995, 1996).  While the conceptual change model has been useful to show the 
importance of using a theoretical framework for the study of student concepts of natural 
selection, it does not focus on the coordination of many sub-concepts.  Hammer et al.‘s 
(2005) resource-based framework does focus on the multi-faceted nature of concepts and 
so has potential to provide a framework that could further develop our understanding of 
student concepts of natural selection. The resource-based framework takes an approach of 
―a manifold ontology of mind, of knowledge and reasoning abilities as comprised of 
many fine-grained resources that may be activated or not in any particular context‖ 
(Hammer et al., 2005, p. 92).  Learning is thus a process of ―recruiting and coordinating a 
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large number of elements in many ways‖  (Levrini and diSessa, 2008, p. 4). Furthermore, 
from the resource-based framework, learning is viewed not as acquisition or formation of 
a set of cognitive objects, but the creation of a cognitive state the learner enters or forms 
at the moment involving the activation of multiple resources (Hammer et al., p. 93).  The 
―multiple resources‖ that are activated are fine-grained conceptual and epistemological 
resources applied to help the student interpret and/or explain a given question or event 
(Hammer & Elby, 2010). In naïve learners, these fine-grained conceptual resources are 
analogous to diSessa‘s p-prims – basic, intuitive resources used to explain and understand 
the world (1983, 2000).   
Naive or incorrect concepts are often the result of the activation of intuitive 
cognitive resources in an inappropriate context.  But central to the resource-based 
framework is that while activation of an intuitive resource might result in faulty 
reasoning, the intuitive resource is neither correct nor incorrect. An intuitive resource that 
produces an error in one context can be productive when used appropriately and can 
serve as structure for ―intuitive grounding,‖ facilitating a valid learning structure (Elby, 
2003, section 2.1, paragraph 6).  Thus, intuitive resources are not ―bad‖ or ―incorrect.‖  In 
the resource-based framework, learning/conceptual change is not the act of replacing 
―bad concepts‖ with ―good ones‖ but is instead reorganizing, and adding or subtracting 
ideas to create a concept.  From the resources perspective, knowledge, concepts, and 
experiences are not viewed as single units but as ―emergent structures‖ analogous to 
―things we see‖ such as traffic jams and flocks of birds that arise from the interaction of 
many small agents acting in local concert (Hammer et al. p. 92). 
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Conceptual and Epistemic Resources 
As stated above, Hammer et al. include both conceptual and epistemological 
resources as two categories of resources within the framework. Conceptual resources are 
finer grained cognitive tools (intuitive ideas gained from prior experience, and learned 
knowledge) that the student applies to explain events and ideas.  An example from 
Hammer (1994) is the best way to illustrate what is meant by ―intuitive resource.‖ Take 
the question, ―Why is it hotter in the summer?‖ A naive reasoner may activate (―cue‖) an 
intuitive conceptual resource (p-prim) that connects proximity and intensity - closer 
means stronger.   There is a contextual cue that to triggers the closer means stronger 
resource. Resources can be cued by visual features of a question (Elby, 2003) or simply 
by relating the event in question to intuitive experience (Hammer, 1994).  The resource, 
closer means stronger, is likely to arise from a student‘s personal experience with heat.  
For example, the closer we are to a fireplace the hotter we will be.  Thus, the closer the 
Earth is to the Sun, the hotter it will be.  While the closer means stronger resource 
produces an incorrect answer in the context of the summer question, the closer means 
stronger resource is perfectly suited for helping a student explain why the pair of wet 
boots closer to a radiator dried more quickly than a pair placed further away. The 
misconception about why it is warm in the summer is not the result of a well-formed, 
unitary misconception, but is instead the result of a local, ―at the moment‖ activation of a 
naïve resource like closer means stronger. 
 Epistemological (Epistemic) resources help students understand the nature of 
knowledge and how an individual comes to have it  (Hammer & Elby, 2003; Hammer et 
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al., 2005; Rosenburg et al., 2006; Louca et al., 2004).  For clarity, in this study, 
epistemological resources will be called epistemic resources.  Students may not 
specifically state how they know the source or nature of their knowledge, but we can 
infer that epistemic resources are activated as students discuss natural phenomena 
(Rosenberg, et al., 2006).  For example, Rosenberg et al. described a case where a group 
of eighth grade students were asked to describe, ―How are rocks formed?‖ The group 
could not arrive at an acceptable answer.  They treated knowledge as simple pieces of 
facts and vocabulary retrieved from a worksheet, exhibiting an epistemological resource 
called knowledge as propagated stuff or knowledge gained from authority.  Activating 
unproductive epistemological resources, as in the case above, can result in faulty 
reasoning about natural phenomena.  Oftentimes, teachers can facilitate the activation of 
more productive epistemological resources that will help a student produce more 
productive results (Louca et al., 2004; Rosenberg et al.; Hammer & Elby, 2010).  In the 
case of the students thinking about the rock cycle above the teacher was able to help the 
students shift their epistemological resources. When the teacher observed the difficulty 
the students were having answering the question, she suggested that instead of listing 
terms, the students should ―start from what they know‖ and try to see a sequence of 
events.  The students then started over.  They stopped listing terms and began drawing on 
familiar knowledge and occurrences. From this point they began a more constructive 
process, creating a causal chain of events, starting from a volcano erupting, then 
producing lava and the lava cooling and forming rock.  Rosenberg et al. (2006), described 
this productive shift in chosen epistemological resources as moving from knowledge as 
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propagated stuff (gained from authority), to knowledge as fabricated stuff (knowledge 
gained from knowledge).   
Epistemic resources are also important in student explanations of biological 
change mechanisms  (Louca et al., 2004).   When students were asked, ―Why do leaves 
change color?‖ and ―What is happening inside the leaf in order for the leaf to turn color?‖ 
most of the students answered the first question by referring to purpose or other non-
mechanistic reasons (p. 64).  Interestingly, the question about what is happening inside 
the leaf is asking a ―How‖ things change question.  Students instead interpreted it as a 
―Why‖ question, and provided non-mechanistic explanations.  The teacher illustrated the 
difference between ―How‖ and ―Why‖ questions with an example.  She asked the 
students to explain the difference between ―How‖ and ―Why‖ cookies are made for a 
birthday (why = for a party; how = add ingredients, mix batter, put in oven).  The 
example helped the students shift their epistemic approach and elicit more appropriate 
responses. In explaining ―How‖ biological change occurs, students often fail to explain a 
causal mechanism and instead describe  ―the why (the rationale)‖ for change (Abrams, 
Southerland, & Cummins, 2001; p. 1276). 
Like the examples above (rock-cycle, changes in autumn leaves), explanations of 
Darwinian evolution require causal mechanistic reasoning. Since epistemic resources are 
important aspects to developing mechanistic reasoning (Hammer & Elby, 2003; Louca et 
al., 2004; Rosenburg, et al., 2006), it follows that reorganizing epistemic resources must 
be important for students to develop scientific ideas of evolution.  This is the basis of the 
argument for applying a resource-based framework to the study of conceptual change for 
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learning about evolution.   
 
Frames and Frame Shift 
In the resource-based framework, the question of which resources are activated 
and how they are activated depends on the context. Context arises out of how the student 
frames the event in question.  The frame is ―…a set of expectations an individual has 
about the situation in which she finds herself that affects what she notices and how she 
thinks to act‖ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 98).  In the section above, single resources such as 
closer means stronger were described.  These resources are cued based on the context of 
the frame.  Resources are not confined to a single frame but may be used across multiple 
frames (Hammer & Elby, 2010).   
How a student frames an event or a question can greatly influence his or her 
ability to develop a productive resource structure.  For example, Engle et al. (2011) 
manipulated the epistemological frame in which students learned about the circulatory 
system. Students learned within an expansive frame, in which boundaries of learning are 
viewed as wide ranging, facilitating inter-contextual connections; or, within a bounded 
frame, where context is constricted and learning is limited to a narrow set of events.  As 
would be expected, Engle et al.‘s experiment showed that an expanded frame yielded 
more productive transfer to learning about the respiratory system than did a bounded 
frame.   
Other studies have shown positive learning outcomes as a result of students 
shifting their contextual frames. For example, Hammer et al. discusses the dramatic 
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improvement of a physics student after he experiences a frame shift, from gaining 
knowledge as a list of facts to a more intuitive sense-making frame. Early in the semester, 
the student attempted to memorize all facts and formulas but did very poorly on exams.  
His teacher recommended that he should learn concepts in a manner such that he could 
―explain it to a 10 year old‖ (Hammer et al., p. 104).  The student took the advice to heart 
and began to write out explanations as if he were trying to explain them to a young child 
or his non-scientist roommate.  The ―explain it to a 10 year old‖ process worked, and the 
student did very well in the course.   The student experienced a frame shift, from 
knowledge as memorizing facts to what Hammer et al. called an intuitive sense-making 
frame. Other studies have demonstrated positive results of shifts in frames.  Louca et al., 
observed a shift in student‘s explanations about the change in autumn leaves, from 
teleological to proximal mechanism, after a teacher prompted them to shift their 
epistemological frame.  Frames and frame shifts will be an important aspect of 
interpreting student conceptions of natural selection. 
 
Resources-based Perspective on Concepts of Natural Selection 
The idea of coordination class concepts provides a meaningful framework with 
which to view student misconceptions and learning about evolution.  Common 
misconceptions about Darwinian evolution are explained well by the coordination model.  
As mentioned earlier, three common misconceptions are reported in the literature: 1) 
use/disuse (Lamarckian reasoning), 2) teleological reasoning (need-based thinking), and 
3) anthropomorphic reasoning. To demonstrate the application of coordination class 
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theory to student misconceptions, we will first examine errors of Lamarckian reasoning.  
Let us look at a commonly used evaluation tool developed by Bishop and 
Anderson (1990) 
Cheetahs (large African cats) are able to run faster than 60 miles per 
hour when chasing prey.  How would a biologist explain how the 
ability to run fast evolved in cheetahs, assuming their ancestors 
could only run 20 miles per hour? 
 
Many students will answer the cheetah question with a use/disuse response.  For 
example, the following statement is a typical student answer to the cheetah question: the 
cheetah‟s legs got stronger because it kept chasing prey. They ran so much, that over 
time they got faster and faster until they are like they are today (paraphrased from 
author‘s data). We can interpret this answer from a resource-based framework.  The 
student approaches this problem from an everyday experience contextual frame.  This 
means that the contextual cues that the student reads out of the questions will trigger 
cognitive resources related to his or her own experiences.  In this case, the contextual cue 
is the cat is getting faster. The student equates the cat getting faster with a general case of 
getting better. She then asks herself, ―How have I gotten better?‖   She then answers the 
question, ―How have I gotten better?‖ using cognitive resources from her personal 
experience.  Her own getting better experiences include events such as studying for a test, 
exercising many times a week, or practicing foul shots over and over again.  These 
experiences trigger a mechanism that relates to the idea of repetition makes better or 
―practice makes perfect.‖ Essentially, the student is using a basic resource – ―repetition 
makes better.‖  Following diSessa‘s nomenclature, this resource, repetition makes better, 
is a p-Prim in and is an example of basic Lamarckian thinking. As mentioned earlier, 
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Southerland et al. (2001) proposed ―need as rationale for change‖ p-Prim associated with 
biological change.  The ―repetition makes better” mechanism is another supporting 
resource.  
The explanation of the student‘s answer above offers a basic outline of a resource-
based thinking for Lamarckian reasoning.  The model can also explain teleological 
thinking.  For example, a student might answer the cheetah question by saying, ―The 
cheetah evolved to be faster because they needed to catch faster prey in order to survive‖ 
(paraphrased from the author‘s data).  Like the Lamarckian answer, this student frames 
the question from a perspective of everyday experience. The contextual cue the student 
focuses on is change.  The student then searches their own self-experience for resources 
related to reasons for change.  In this case, the contextual cue triggers a focus on the need 
for food to survive.   A key element to the student‘s thinking is the idea that living things 
need food to survive. Since eating is central to survival, the student reasons that it is 
logical that ―need‖ can drive the change - in this case the change is the cheetahs‘ 
physique.  Therefore, the student‘s conclusion is that cheetahs evolved to run fast in 
order to get what is needed, in this case food.  They are activating the ―need as rationale 
for change‖ p-Prim (Southerland et al., 2001).   
A resources-based perspective facilitates interpretation of a common error often 
referred to as anthropomorphic reasoning (Tamir & Zohar, 1991).  Students often assign 
human characteristics and motivations to animals (Southerland, et al., 2001).  When 
students say cheetahs evolved because they ―like to run fast‖ or ―they wanted to feed 
their family‖ or ―the mother taught the baby cheetahs how to run fast,‖ the students are 
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ascribing human type characteristics to the animal. Again, the student‘s perceptual frame 
is based upon what he or she is familiar with – which is his or her own human 
experience. Of course, using such a reading frame will not produce correct results.  In this 
case, the cognitive elements being recruited to explain evolution are based on those one 
would use to explain why we humans do what we do.  Thus, the student triggers everyday 
concepts associated with human actions, actions such as learning, or desire.  And these 
actions are applied to explain evolutionary change.  In a sense, all of the errors discussed 
here (Lamarckian reasoning and teleological reasoning) are sub cases of anthropomorphic 
reasoning.  Students frame the problem via their own experience, which in general is a 
human experience.  With an everyday frame of reference, all answers that arise, 
Lamarckian and/or teleological, have anthropomorphic roots.  Thus, the ―needs rationale‖ 
is a case of anthropomorphic reasoning.   
 
Conclusions 
This chapter reviewed research about student concepts of natural selection and the 
foundations of resources-based perspective for student learning.  The review of literature 
showed that teleological based explanations for evolutionary change may be the most 
commonly reported error.  Kelemen (2012) shows that teleological reasoning exists in 
very basic and more complex levels.  Lamarckian explanations for mechanisms of change 
are also commonly reported in the literature.  Research suggests that analogical use of 
everyday experiences to help explain evolutionary change leads to many errors.  
Everyday explanations are frequently based on essentialist or typological thinking instead 
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of on population-based thinking, which is what is required to explain the scientific 
concept of natural selection.  Prior exposure to semi-scientific and religious ideas about 
evolution sometimes influences how well students learn about evolution.   
The review also shows that a resource-base perspective views student concepts as 
flexible, manifold structures that are highly context dependent.  Naive ideas 
(misconceptions) are not unitary well-developed constructs but are instead ideas 
assembled ―at the moment‖ and are influence by the frame of perception that the student 
holds.   
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    CHAPTER 3: METHODS   
This chapter begins with a description of the mixed methods research design used 
in this study. Also presented here are the instructional procedures, followed by a 
description of participants, the data collection methods, and procedures for data analysis. 
 
Research Design 
This study utilized a mixed methods research design that integrated both 
quantitative and qualitative methods to answer the research questions presented in the 
study. ―By utilizing quantitative and qualitative techniques within the same framework, 
pragmatic researchers can incorporate the strengths of both methodologies‖ 
(Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005, p. 384). The main objective of this research is to show 
that a resource-based framework (Hammer et al., 2005) is an appropriate and productive 
theoretical framework with which to study student concepts of natural selection.  The 
research questions for this dissertation are:  
Research Question 1:  Can a resource-based model for student concepts of natural 
selection (RBM-NS) be demonstrated as a simple resource-graph (Wittman, 2006)? 
 
Research Question 2:  Does analysis of case study interviews provide qualitative 
illustrations of resource-based behavior in student concepts of natural selection?  
Specifically, do case study interviews demonstrate the following resource-based 
characteristics? 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Concept sensitivity/flexibility, 
o  At-the-moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift? 
 
Research Question 3: Do responses to the CINS and open-response questions about 
natural selection provide quantitative support for context sensitivity (“item effects”)?  
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Research Question 4: Do write/think aloud assessments provide evidence to describe 
common resources applied by students to understand concepts of natural selection? 
 
 
According to Creswell and Clark (2007), ―The combination of qualitative and 
quantitative data provides a more complete picture by noting trends and generalizations 
as well as in-depth knowledge of participants‘ perspectives ‖ (p. 33).   Most research into 
resource-based thinking has been qualitative in nature (case studies or observations) 
(Hammer & Elby, 2003; Louca et al., 2004; Hammer, 204a–c; Hammer et al., 2005; 
Rosenberg, Hammer & Reddish, 2006; Rosenberg, et al., 2006; Elby, 2003; Hammer & 
Elby, 2010).  By combining quantitative measures with qualitative ones, this study 
provides statistical verification that students‘ ideas behave as would be predicted from a 
resource-based perspective.   
A two-phase sequential exploratory design model (Creswell & Clark, 2007) was 
used (Table 3.1). The first phase of the study was the qualitative phase.  The majority of 
resource-based research in physics and other natural science education has applied 
qualitative analysis of interviews, and observations in order to demonstrate key behaviors 
associated with a resource-based theoretical framework (Louca et al., 2004; Rosenberg et 
al., 2008; Elby & Hammer, 2010; Hammer, 1994; Hammer et al., 2005).  The research 
presented here followed similar qualitative methods to illustrate key resource-based 
behaviors in student interviews and written work associated with evolutionary change.    
Interview data provided case examples of key aspects of resource-based theory; 
written/think aloud assessments helped to define potential new conceptual resources for 
natural selection, and show that student concepts of natural selection demonstrate specific 
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behaviors associated with a resource-based theoretical framework (e.g., context 
sensitivity, multi-faceted construction, ―at the moment‖ activation of resources, and 
perceptual frames). 
 
Table 3.1. Two phase sequential exploratory design model (Creswell & Clark, 2007) 
Phase Purpose 
Phase 2: Qualitative phase  
 
N=4 interviews with study-abroad students 
N=20 written/think aloud   
 
 Case studies illustrate how students 
demonstrate resource based qualities 
 Examines how students use everyday 
thinking and prior knowledge to build 
understanding of natural selection 
 Provides examples of potential resources 
and p-prims for student conceptualization 
of natural selection. 
 Illustrates specific examples of ―at the 
moment‖ activation or resources, and 
conceptual change as viewed from a 
resources based perspective 
 
Phase 2: Quantitative phase 
N=153 – 211 students 
Sub set N=74 
N=153 coded responses to open-ended 
written questions 
 Investigates general frequency of sub-
concepts of natural selection prior to and 
after instruction.   
 Facilitates statistical based demonstration 
of basic concepts associated with resources 
framework (flexibility, and the influence of 
context on student answers).    
 
 
In addition to the more common qualitative procedures for resource-based 
research, the study presented here attempts a second phase, a quantitative phase. In the 
quantitative phase, the impact of the computer based simulation activity  (CBSA) on 
students‘ concepts of natural selection is investigated.  Both CINS questions and coded 
analysis of open response questions provided data to show how frequent various sub-
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concepts were selected by students.  Quantitative analysis verifies if some degree of 
learning occurred while students participated in the CBSA.  Quantitative analysis also 
allows for statistical verification of resource-based behaviors such as concept flexibility 
and the impacts of context on student thinking about natural selection.   
The data for this study was collected from two sources.  The first is a large data 
set of 211 undergraduate students participating in a general environmental science class 
at Bunker Hill Community College in Boston, Massachusetts.  These students 
participated in a computer based simulation activity (CBSA) designed to teach the 
concepts of natural selection.  Participants were assessed pre and post computer activity 
with two standard assessment tools – a multiple choice concept inventory and open-
response written questions.  The multiple-choice assessment used is the Conceptual 
Inventory for Natural Selection (CINS) developed by Anderson, Fisher, & Norman, 
2002.  The prompts for the open-response questions were based on standard questions 
used in past studies (Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Settlage, 1994, Nehm & Reilly, 2007).  
Open response prompts ask students to describe how a specific adaptation of an organism 
evolved.  Table 3.2 summarizes: how the data was generated, and which data was used 
for which experimental purposes.  
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Table 3.2.  Summary of experimental applications of data 
Assessment Tool Participants Purpose of data use 
Conceptual inventory 
for Natural Selection 
(CINS) – multiple 
choice 
Pre activity  
N =211  
Pre to post CBSA 
N=164 
 
 
Quantitative demonstration of: 
 Conceptual change  
 Resource flexibility 
 Context dependency 
 Prevalence and importance of specific naïve 
concepts (resources) 
 Differences in how naïve concepts behave 
during conceptual change 
Open -ended written 
questions 
N=153 pre and 
post CBSA 
activity  
Qualitative and quantitative demonstration of:  
 Context dependency 
 Prevalence and importance of specific naïve 
concepts (resources) 
 Identification of potential resources 
 
Think aloud written 
answers 
N = 20 pre CBSA  Qualitative analysis for the identification and 
description of: 
 Sense making resources 
 Primitive resources 
 
Case study interviews Four study abroad 
students as part of 
a course activity in 
the field 
Qualitative demonstration of the application of 
resource framework to show: at the moment 
activation of resources, identify potential 
resources and demonstrate frames and frame-
shift 
 
 
Participants 
All participants in this study were students at Bunker Hill Community College in 
Boston, Massachusetts.  At the time of this study the college enrolled 9,497 students 
(Bunker Hill Community College Office of Institutional Effectiveness, 2008–2009). The 
diverse student population is comprised of 41% white, 27% Black, 18% Hispanic, 14% 
Asian students (Bunker Hill Community College Office of Institutional Effectiveness). 
Sixty nine percent of these students are 22 or older, and many are first generation college 
attendees, international students, and immigrant students.  
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Participants: Computer Based Simulation Activity 
The students participating in CBSA activities were members of a general studies 
science course in environmental science.  The environmental science course sections 
were taught between Spring 2008 and Spring 2009 with one section taught in Spring 
2008, four sections in Fall 2008 and six sections in Spring 2009.   Although there were 
many different sections of the course each semester, one instructor (the author) taught all 
of the sessions related to natural selection and evolution.  Though 211 participants 
answered all pre-computer activity assessments in their entirety, a large number of 
students failed to complete the post-computer assessments in full and skipped one or 
more multiple choice or written questions.  Due to these factors comparisons of pre and 
post scores could only include those students who completed both sets of assessments in 
their entirety.  The sample size for these assessments will be described in the procedures 
 
Case Study Participants 
Case study interviews were part of a study abroad course (Tropical Field 
Techniques) taught by the college faculty during the summer of 2008.  There were eight 
participants, four of which supplied interviews for use in this study.  Participants in the 
program are selected based upon the success of their academic record, letters of 
recommendation, personal statement and outcomes of interviews by a selection panel.  
Because of the selective nature of the process these students are considered some of the 
more successful students at the college.  Despite being some of the better students at the 
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college, many of the participants have very little science background.  Specifics of the 
students‘ backgrounds are described later in the ―case study‖ section below.   
 
 
Interview Case Study analysis 
Interviews (case studies) provided qualitative information for illustration 
purposes.  Interviews helped demonstrate how student thinking about natural selection 
can be demonstrated from resource-based perspective.  Interview analysis mirrored the 
analysis described in many other resource-based research based on other science concepts 
(Hammer & Elby, 2003; Louca et al., 2004; Hammer, 2004a–c; Hammer et al., 2005; 
Rosenburg, Hammer & Reddish, 2006; Rosenberg, et al., 2006;  Elby, 2003; Hammer & 
Elby 2010).   
 
Participant Details 
The four participants for this study were members of a group enrolled in a study 
abroad course in ecological concepts in the rainforest of Costa Rica. The four interviews 
were selected for analysis because they represented a range of reasoning pathways and 
epistemological and conceptual resources.  Background and reasoning patterns of the 
four subjects is shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3.  Academic and science background of case study subjects 
 
Student 
 
Educational background Reasoning pattern 
Prior knowledge After interview session 
Jack 
 
Business major, high school in west 
Africa, transferring to a four year 
program out of state 
Very naive  Complex naive 
descriptions  
K Non traditional student, psychology 
student, high school in Japan, 
graduating and transferring to local 
state university 
Naive concepts of 
change 
Functional 
understanding of 
natural selection 
Ann Bio major, second semester, has 
taken one college level general 
biology course, transferring to 
foreign university 
Naive + correct 
scientific ideas 
Naïve + correct 
scientific ideas 
Maria Business major, high school in 
urban US, graduating and 
transferring a top ranked four year 
Naive  Naive + correct science 
concepts 
 
 
The students interviewed demonstrate a range of knowledge, with one student 
showing very little change in understanding, some showing a partial understanding, and 
one student progressing toward a fair understanding of the steps to natural selection.  The 
students‘ backgrounds and how they progressed during the interview sessions are shown 
in Table 3.3. 
 
Case Studies - Interview Teaching Sessions  
All students in the study abroad course participated in sessions designed to teach 
concepts of natural selection.  Natural selection was taught in relation to organisms and 
their adaptations as observed in the field.  As part of these teaching sessions students 
participated in a one-on-one teaching interview prior to the actual lecture discussion on 
natural selection.  These pre-instruction interviews were designed to allow the instructor 
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to assess the students‘ initial concepts of natural selection and to initiate understanding of 
correct ideas. The interviews were videotaped so that they could be used in a post-
instruction session. In a later session students viewed their pre-instruction interview 
video, and reflected upon and identified their initial errors in reasoning. Unfortunately, 
these reflective sessions were not recorded because this data was not collected with prior 
knowledge that it would be used for this study; as a result there were no post-instruction 
interviews conducted as part of the course. 
Each of the four semi-structured teaching interviews was initiated with the same 
sequence of instructions and questions. Students were asked to write down one 
interesting adaption that they had observed in the field during the three days prior to the 
interview. Each student then met with the instructor individually. Following procedures 
suggested by Demastes et al. (1995), the teaching interviews started with a broad-based 
question about natural selection, and then narrowed down to a specific case of natural 
selection.  First, the student was asked to describe and define natural selection; next, the 
student was asked to explain how the organism they named had evolved the ―interesting 
adaption.‖ All interviews began with the following sequence: 
1. Interviewer – Do you know what natural selection is? 
2. Student answer  
3. Interviewer – Can you explain how natural selection works? 
4. Student answer 
 
Questions about how a trait evolved followed the script below (adopted from 
Settlage, 1994):   
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―How would a biologist explain a species of __(organisms in question)___ that 
didn‘t have ___(trait/adaptation in question)____ evolving into a species that did 
have the ___(trait/adaptation in question)____?‖   
The student and the instructor then entered into a dialogue, with the interviewer 
posing more questions as the student expressed his or her thoughts.  Questions were 
designed to clarify reasoning patterns, and challenge naïve concepts.  Interviews 
continued until the instructor felt that the student had clearly expressed their concept 
(correct or incorrect) of how the trait had evolved.  Interviews lasted about 15 minutes.  
After the interviews, the interviewer/instructor then described a likely scientific 
explanation for the evolution of the trait in question.   
Four interviews were selected for analysis.  Table 3.4 (below) summarizes the 
organism and the specific adaptation that was discussed. 
Table 3.4. Organism traits discussed by interview subjects  
Student 
 
Organism discussed Adaptation discussed 
Jack 
 
Nectary of Cecropia 
trees  
“Skipping fish” from 
tide pools 
Cecropia nectary was not pursued due to lack of students 
ability to come up with ideas 
Trait Evolution: ventral fins from lateral fins 
Adaptation: assist fish in holding rocks and jumping across 
open areas from one tide pool to another 
K Leaf mantis.  
Preying mantis that 
looks like a leaf 
Trait evolution:  from not praying mantis to one with color 
and venation pattern so thorax wings look exactly like a leaf 
Adaptation:  Leaf body appearance allows them to hide from 
predators, and also to hide from prey 
Ann “Skipping fish” from 
tide pools 
Trait Evolution: ventral fins from lateral fins 
Adaptation:  Allows the fish to “hold” rocks to keep from 
getting washed away, and to jump from pool to pool 
Maria Net Spider Trait evolution:  normal spider web to a box net like web held 
by the spider 
Adaptation:  Net used to reach out and catch prey as it flies by 
instead of waiting to land in web 
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A Resource-Based Description for Concepts of Natural Selection 
Interviews were analyzed for elements of the resource-based framework within 
the student descriptions of evolution.  Identification of resource-based elements was 
based on descriptions from past resource-based studies (Hammer, 1996; Hammer and 
Elby, 2003; Hammer et al., 2005; Rosenburg, Hammer, & Phelan, 2006; Buteler and 
Coleoni, 2009).  
Interviews were viewed and transcripts were read multiple times by the author.  
Each of the interviews was examined for:  
 Types of naive resources (as in Hammer 1996; and Hammer et al. 2005);  
 “At the moment activation” of resources (as in Hammer et al., 2005 & Rosenberg 
et al. (2006)  
 Evidence of frames and frame shift (as described by Hammer et al.);  
 Context sensitivity and variability (as in Hammer et al., and Rosenberg, Hammer, 
Phelan, 2006) 
 
Descriptions of resources and thinking patterns were strongly influenced by 
Buteler and Coleoni‘s (2009), Rosenberg, Hammer and Phelan‘s (2006), and Hammer et 
al (2005) work.  Table 3.5 describes indicators sought within the interview transcripts.  
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Table 3.5. Concepts for interview analysis 
 Characteristic Indicators Examples 
 
C
o
n
te
x
t 
se
n
si
ti
v
it
y
 –
 
fl
ex
ib
il
it
y
 
 Student indicates more than one 
concept to explain the same idea.  
A student may say that a trait 
changed because the organism 
learned something, and then later 
explain the trait changed because 
of a Lamarckian mechanism 
 Student uses the different concepts 
when questions are presented in a 
different context 
The fish learned how to jump with 
their [should the word “fins” be 
here?] 
And 
Maybe the fish used the fins over 
and over again and they got stuck 
that way 
“
A
t 
th
e 
m
o
m
en
t”
 
a
ct
iv
a
ti
o
n
 o
f 
re
so
u
rc
es
 
 
 Student switches from one idea to 
another quickly 
 Student‘s first response indicates 
he or she hesitates and ponders 
then comes produces a response 
 Student shows verbal or physical 
evidence of sudden realization 
I don‟t know, hmm, well maybe 
they just learned how to run faster 
Excited indicating moving their 
arms.  Oh! I know now!  They kept 
moving their arms and they got 
bigger that way.  
F
ra
m
es
 
a
n
d
 f
ra
m
e 
sh
if
t 
 References to background used to 
assess a problem 
 
Self experience frame - I‟m 
thinking how I might do it. 
Scientific rules frame - I know 
that natural selection means that 
the best genes are passed on 
R
es
o
u
rc
es
  As identified by coding procedures 
for all written data 
They changed color because they 
needed to escape predators. 
Some were fast and some were 
slow.  The fast ones survived and 
passed on the genes for speed. 
N
ew
 r
es
o
u
rc
es
  Student provides evidence of 
resources other than codes used in 
analysis of written responses 
 Student provides evidence for 
primitive resources by indicating 
underlying themes in thinking 
patterns 
p-prim types – I compared the 
new ones and the old ones 
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Summary of Research Methodology 
 
Table 3.6.  Methodology matrix 
Research Theme:  To demonstrate that a resource-based framework is a useful 
cognitive framework for evaluating student concepts of natural selection 
Research Questions 
 
Data  
Research Question 1.  Can a basic model for student 
concepts of natural selection be demonstrated as a simple 
resource-graph (Wittman, 2006)? 
 
Case studies (N=4) 
Research Question 2.  Does analysis of case study interviews 
provide qualitative illustrations of resource-based behavior in 
student concepts of natural selection?  Specifically, do case 
study interviews illustrate: 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Concept sensitivity/flexibility, 
o  At-the -moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift? 
 
Case study interviews 
(N=4) 
 
Research Question 3. Do responses to the CINS and open-
response questions about natural selection provide 
quantitative support for: context sensitivity (―item effects) and 
frame/frame-shift? 
 
Pre and post written 
data (N=153) 
Pre CINS data 
(N=211) 
Post CINS data 
(N=153) 
Research Question 4: Do write/think aloud assessments 
provide evidence to describe common resources applied by 
students to understand concepts of natural selection? 
Write/think aloud 
assessments (N=20) 
 
 
Computer Based Simulation Activity (CBSA) Procedures 
The influence of the CBSA on student knowledge was assessed with pre and post 
measurements.  The activity took place during a 150-minute lab class session.  A subset 
of the participants also participated in an additional 75-minute lecture discussion session 
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two days later.  During the pre CBSA period, 211 participants completed the multiple 
choice concept inventory but only 153 of the 211 supplied complete written assessments.  
The procedures and number of assessments analyzed are summarized in the table below. 
 
 
Table 3.7.  Summary of computer based activity and assessment 
Procedures Description Numbers of complete 
Assessments 
1.  Pre-activity 
assessment 
Students completed the CINS (Conceptual Inventory 
of Natural Selection), and two open ended written 
questions. 
 
N= 211 (CINS) 
 
N=153 (Written 
Questions) 
2.  Participate 
in CBSA 
Students worked in groups of three to four, completing 
the computer simulation activity (described below) 
 
 
3. Post activity 
assessment 
Student took the CINS again and completed two 
different open ended written assessments 
N=164 (CINS) 
 
N=153 (Written 
Questions) 
4. Lecture 
Discussion 
session 
a small subset of students (four sections of the course) 
participated in an additional 75 minute period with a 
lecture/discussion of natural selection. During the 
extra period these students received a PowerPoint 
lecture that illustrated the four main parts of natural 
selection, and briefly discussed errors arising from 
Lamarckian and teleological reasoning.   
 
 
5. Second Post 
activity 
assessment 
(Post2) 
Students from the lecture discussion group took the 
CINS for a third time and answered two new open-
ended written questions. 
 
N=72 (CINS and 
written Questions) 
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Description of the CBSA 
Between 2005 and 2007, the science department at Bunker Hill Community 
College developed and tested a series of standard classroom activities that could be used 
in general science classes and also meet general education standards set forth by the 
college.  The author and members of the Teaching and Learning and Institutional 
Technology Center at Bunker Hill created the CBSA.  The activity was designed to 
facilitate teaching important concepts of natural selection. 
The data used in this study comes from pre and post-tests taken before and after 
students participated in a classroom computer based simulation activity.   
Previous research supported the faculty‘s decision to create an inquiry based 
computer simulation to teach natural selection. Many research studies have demonstrated 
that inquiry based instruction and computer simulation are effective tools for teaching 
about biological change and the concept of natural selection (Demastes et al., 1995; 
Windschift and Andre, 1998; Anderson et al., 2000; Crawford et al., 2001, 2005; 
Geraedts and Boersma, 2006; Abraham et al., 2009). Guided by the studies cited above, 
the team at Bunker Hill created the computer based simulation activity that served as the 
foundation of instruction for most of this study. 
The evolution computer based simulation activity (CBSA) was designed to 
facilitate student discovery of the ten basic concepts for natural selection (Anderson, 
Fisher & Norman, 2002).  Two members of the science faculty and two designers in the 
department of Teaching, Learning, and Instructional Technology Center at Bunker Hill 
Community College developed the CBSA.  Science faculty developed a series of 
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simulation scripts informed by the study of finches on the Galapagos Islands (as 
described by Weiner, 1995, ―The Beak of the Finch‖).   The scripts were animated using 
FLASH software (Microsoft).  The animated scripts depict a series of episodes designed 
to show how natural selection works to select for genetic changes that result in different 
beak sizes among a population of imaginary birds (Shadow birds).  Figure 3.1 shows the 
guide to the birds and the environmental factors shown in the activity.   
 
Figure 3.1. CBSA guide to bird and environmental factors 
 
 
The CBSA activity was tested in three sections of environmental science during 
the spring, summer and fall of 2007.  Faculty developers observed students working on 
the CBSA, and interviewed students about the functionality and clarity of the activity.   
Students were able to work through the activity with few problems.  Slight corrections 
were made that related to: spelling errors, simplifying the DNA roll-over function, and 
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adding a scene to the end of the onscreen activity that summarized the ideas of natural 
selection for students. 
 
Summary of the CBSA Action Scenes and Concepts Addressed 
When students start the CBSA, they are presented with screens that provide basic 
background information about evolution and the imaginary population of ―shadow birds.‖  
The first screens in the activity describe the birds‘ physical appearance, their eating 
habits, and their habitat.  After the introduction, the students click on a tab to view basic 
information that helps the students follow the animated scenes that appear during the 
activity.  The scene shown in Figure 3.1 is called the ―field guide‖ and describes the sex 
of the birds, the types of seeds and energy content, and the symbols indicating weather 
conditions, basic elements of the activity that students need to know.  After the initial 
screens (field guide, and description of the conditions on the island) the activity proceeds 
through a series of action sequences. 
The action sequences depict the important elements related to survival and 
competition that lead to natural selection.  Action scenes show the birds competing for 
food, baby birds being born with a novel genetic trait (small beak), change in the 
availability of food (a fungus attacks the seed so only smaller less energy filled seeds are 
left), and a change in the population of small beak birds over time.  The user is shown the 
before and after screens from a population of birds competing for small seeds, so the user 
can observe the results of competition for limited resources.  Many action sequences are 
preceded by a question asking students to predict what will happen given the conditions 
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that they see.  After the action takes place, a series of questions designed to help students 
uncover the fundamental concepts behind natural selection are presented.  These 
questions were designed to help students to focus on the pertinent actions being displayed 
and to identify key concepts that the actions were attempting to simulate. 
 
Figures 3.2 a – b.  Screens demonstrate differential selection for small beak size 
A B 
  
Pre action screen.  Shows mixed bird 
population (males & females, large and small 
beak).  Large seeds are covered with fungus 
only small seed edible. 
After action screen.  Birds with black X have 
died.  A larger portion of small beaked birds 
have survived 
 
Figure 3.3. Sample question that appears after an action sequence 
 
Questions like this were shown before and after action sequences to help facilitate 
discovery of sub-concepts of natural selection. 
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Figures 3.2a and b show pre and post action screens.  Figure 3.2a shows the 
screen before action has taken place (birds competing for a limited amount of seeds), 
Figure 3.2b shows that some of the birds have died (birds with an ―X‖) after they did not 
get sufficient food.  Figure 3.3 shows a sample question screen. Table 3.8 (below) 
summarizes the order and onscreen action of the actions sequences, and describes the 
sub-concepts that the action attempted to demonstrate. 
Table 3.8.  Summary of CBSA activity 
  
 
Screen 1 - Topic introduction 
(above) 
Screen 2 - Description of the 
island (above) 
Screen 3 - Guide to bird, 
food and weather 
conditions (above) 
Screen 4 - action sequence: Population of 20 birds shown – all 
have large beaks.   Both small and large seeds are present.  The 
birds eat the seeds.  There is not enough food for all, some 
search for food and compete with one another but there is not 
enough food for all birds and three birds die.  
Concepts in Scene 4: 
- Carrying capacity 
- Limited resources 
- Competition for resources 
- Limited survival 
  
Concepts in scenes 4–5: 
- Reproduction 
- Variation in population 
- Source of genetic variation 
(mutation or sexual 
recombination) 
Scene 4 - Parent birds shown 
with eggs, eggs hatch and a 
mutant ―small beak‖ appears 
Scene 5 DNA rollover shows 
a different DNA sequence 
between large and small beaks  
Scene 6 - Baby birds grow - 
Small beaked bird is unable to 
eat large seeds, but requires less 
food to survive.  Entire 
population is shown.  Compete 
for food as in scene 1.  Some die, 
some survive.   
Scene 7 - Two birds mate and 
reproduce.  However, the 
small beaked male is one of 
the mating birds.  Six 
offspring – three with small 
beaks and three with large 
beaks 
Concepts in scenes 6-7: 
- Variation in the population 
- Limited resources 
- Limited survival 
- Differential survival 
- Variation inherited 
-  Source of variation. 
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Table 3.8. Continued 
Scene 8 
Scene - small and large beaked 
birds compete for food.  Some 
live and some die.  There is no 
selection pressure in any one 
direction 
Scene 9  
Students predict how 
population will change.  
Future generation is shown – 
somewhat equal distribution 
of small and large beaks. 
- Limited resources 
- Carrying capacity 
- Limited survival 
- Variation in population 
- Change in population 
over time  
 - Selection of specific 
trait 
- Variation in population 
 
The next set of scenes depicts directional selection for small beaked birds.  A change in the 
environment – a more severe rainy season than usual — facilitates the growth of a fungus 
that kills the ―large seeds.‖  Thus, there is less food.  Small beak birds require less energy to 
survive and are differentially favored. 
  
 
Scene 10 
The final sequence summarizes 
an instance of natural selection 
over three generations. 
Shows small and large beak 
birds, but large seeds are 
covered with fungus. 
Scene 11 
Birds compete for food.  
Large beak birds less likely to 
survive (2 die for every 1 
small beak) 
Scene 12 and 13 show 
the progression through 
two more generations 
(only final third 
generation screen is 
shown above) with large 
beak birds dying out. 
Concepts in scenes 10–13: 
- Limited resources 
- Variation in the population 
- Differential survival  
- Differential reproduction 
- Genetic inheritance 
- Change in population over 
time. 
 
Scene 14 - Summary 
Questions: 
Final questions ask students to 
describe how and why the 
large beak birds died out.  
Asks them to list what they 
believe are the steps of natural 
selection 
 
Scene 15 - Final Screen: 
Defines natural selection 
and describes the steps 
starting with variation in 
the population, selection 
pressure, differential 
selection and 
reproduction, genetic 
inheritance and change in 
the frequency of a trait in 
the population. 
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Data collection 
Data for quantitative analysis came from a multiple-choice inventory and by 
coded data from open-response written questions.  Data for qualitative analysis was 
produced by students participating in a write/think aloud activity and from interviews.   
 
Assessment Tools  
To assess their knowledge of natural selection, students completed two types of 
assessment instruments pre and post-participation in the CBSA.  One assessment 
instrument was a multiple choice concept inventory for natural selection.  The other 
assessment tool was a series of open-response written questions. The following sections 
describe each of the assessment tools. 
 
The Concept Inventory for Natural Selection (CINS) 
Students‘ conceptual knowledge of evolution by natural selection was assessed 
with the Concept Inventory for Natural Selection (CINS) (Anderson, Fisher, & Norman, 
2002) (see Appendix I). The CINS is a multiple-choice tool designed to assess students‘ 
knowledge of 10 sub-concepts of natural selection. There are two questions (concept 
replicates) for each of the 10 sub-concepts assessed, resulting in a total of 20 questions on 
the CINS.  The ten sub-concepts defined by Anderson et al., are: 1) biotic potential-
carrying capacity; 2) competition for limited resources; 3) limited survival; 4) genetic 
variation in the population; 5) origin of variation; 6) variation inherited; 7) differential 
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survival – fitness; 8) change in population over time; 9) adaptation; 10) origin of species 
(Anderson et al., p. 8).   
 
Table 3.9.  Replicate comparison for CINS concept of “Origin of Variation” 
Replication questions for the concept Origin of Variation 
 
Question 6 
  How did the different beak types 
first arise in the Galapagos 
finches? 
Question 19 
          According to the theory of natural 
selection, where did the variations in 
body size in the three species of 
lizards most likely come from?  
Concept 
Presented in 
Answer choice 
Answer choices 
QUESTION 6 QUESTION 9  
NEED The changes in the finches‟ beak size  
and shape occurred because of their  
need to be able to eat different kinds  
of food to survive 
The lizards needed to change in order  
to survive, so beneficial new traits 
developed. 
CORRECT Changes in the finches‟ beaks 
 occurred by chance, and when there 
 was a good match between beak 
 structure and available food, those  
birds had more offspring.  
 
Random genetic changes and sexual 
recombination both created new 
variations. 
     
INDUCED 
MUTATION 
The changes in the finches‟ beaks 
occurred because the environment 
induced the desired genetic changes.      
    
The island environment caused genetic 
changes in the lizards. 
  
JUST CHANGE  
(#6) 
 
WANTED (#19) 
The finches‟ beaks changed a little  
bit in size and shape with each 
successive generation, some getting 
larger and some getting smaller. 
 
The lizards wanted to become different 
in size, so beneficial new traits  
gradually appeared in the population. 
 
Each question on the CINS is constructed to assess knowledge of correct 
concepts, and identify common misconceptions about natural selection. Individual 
questions have four answer choices, one correct answer and three incorrect (distractor) 
answer choices.  This arrangement allows analysis for frequency of correct answers 
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and/or the frequency of different types of misconceptions the group has about a concept.  
A sample of two concept replicate questions for the concept of origin of variation, and 
the potential answer choices are shown in Table 3.9.  This arrangement not only allows 
the CINS to determine if a student produces a correct answer, but also allows us to 
determine the type of misconception the student holds for incorrect answers. 
 
Quantitative Analysis of the CINS 
Conceptual inventory data was analyzed using both descriptive and inferential 
statistical tools.  The majority of statistical tests were performed using Microsoft Excel: 
Mac (2004) (version 11.3.7).  Descriptive analysis was performed on final scores (scores 
out of 20) and individual question scores. Descriptive statistics included frequency 
distribution of answer scores, percentage of correct answers for individual questions, 
range, standard deviation, and mean overall scores.   
The Mann Whitney U test was performed to determine if the frequency 
distribution of scores changed pre and post activity (see Appendix for result), and a single 
correlation coefficient fit was used to look for associations between student knowledge of 
specific sub-concepts and their overall score on the CINS (see Appendix VIII for result). 
Chi-square analysis was used to determine if there were significant differences in 
the distribution of the four answer choices between:  
1) Pre and post computer activity answers on a given question (see Appendix VI for 
calculation sample provided for Question 14). 
 
2) Answer choice distributions on replicate versions of the same concept question (for 
example, comparing pre-computer activity answers for the two questions that tested for 
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the concept of Origin of Variation (Questions 6 and 19 – see Appendix VI for calculation 
sample). 
 
3) Groups of students based upon the concepts they selected in response to questions.  
Such groupings of students are referred to as ―concept groups‖.  For example, one 
concept group of students was made up of those that answered the ―need‖ answer choice, 
and another concept group was composed of those that answered correctly the origin of 
variation question.  Concept groups such as these were compared based on their pre and 
post activity answers, and based on their answers to questions other than the origin of 
variation question.  Concept group analysis is explained in detail below. 
 
Green (1990) showed how chi-square analysis can be applied to delineate 
conceptual divides between groups of students that exhibit different misconceptions 
about natural selection.  In most cases, answer choice distributions were compared via a 2 
columns (two concept groups, or pre and post measures) x 4 rows (showing frequency of 
responses for each of the four answer choices) contingency table.  Samples calculations 
are found in Appendix VI.   
 
Concept Group Comparisons 
Groups of students that held different ideas about a particular concept were 
compared by chi-square analysis.  For example, CINS Question 19 tested for the sub-
concept of origin of variation.  Some students believed that variation arose from need, 
while others selected the correct answer.  The learning behavior of these two groups of 
students (need versus induced mutation) could be compared.  This type of comparison is 
called a ―concept group‖ comparison.  The text of Question 19 is shown below and the 
codes for the concept for each question are noted in parenthesis: 
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Questions 19. According to the theory of natural selection, where did the variations in body 
size in the three species of lizards most likely come from?  
 
a. The lizards needed to change in order to survive, so beneficial new traits developed. 
(TELEOLOGICAL or NEED) 
b. The lizards wanted to become different in size, so beneficial new traits gradually appeared 
in the population. (WANTED)  
c. Random genetic changes and sexual recombination both created new variations. 
(CORRECT) 
d. The island environment caused genetic changes in the lizards. (INDUCED MUTATION) 
 
From this question there were four potential ―concept groups.‖  The correct concept 
group (all students that selected answer choice c), the need group (all students that 
selected answer choice a), the wanted group (students that selected answer b) and the 
induced mutation group (all of the students that selected answer choice d).  Results from 
concept groups such as these were compared pre and post CBSA, and also compared on 
their answers to other CINS questions.  An example shown below shows the chi-square 
contingency table that compares the need and correct groups on their answers to 
Question 17 (Table 3.10).  Chi-square analysis of concept group outcomes determined 
significant differences in the answer distributions. 
Chi-square values were calculated and significance determined using standard p 
values (see Appendix VI for sample calculations).  All chi-square calculations performed 
on the CINS questions compared differences in the four answer choices for questions on 
the CINS and followed the general method outlined above.  Chi-square analysis was used 
to compare pre and post differences in answers, and differences between concept groups 
(described above).  Where sample numbers were too small for chi-square analysis, 
Fisher‘s exact test was performed. The specific details for the construction of 
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contingency tables, and outcomes of analysis for each individual case, is described in the 
appropriate chapters.   
 
Table 3.10.  Contingency table for chi-square analysis between two concept groups 
Answer Choices for 
question 17 
(Variation inherited) 
Need Group from 
question 19 
 (Origin of variation) 
Correct Group from 
question 19 
(Origin of variation) 
TOTAL 
Learn 25 12 37 
Use 29 10 39 
Disuse 10 9 19 
Correct 14 20 34 
TOTAL 78 51 129 
 
Table shows a sample 2x4 contingency table demonstrating how chi-square analysis was 
performed between different resource groups during this experiment. 
 
 
 
Open-response Written Questions 
Both quantitative and qualitative data was extracted from open-response questions 
provided pre and post CBSA.  Prompts for the open-response written questions were 
based upon a set of standard question probes, first introduced by Bishop and Anderson 
(1990) and expanded on by Settlage (1994).  These question are widely used in studies 
about student understanding of evolution (Settlage, 1994; Settlage and Jensen, 1996; 
Moore et al., 2002, Jensen and Finley, 1995, 1996; Demastes, Good and Peebles, 1996, 
Nehm & Reilly, 2007).  The basic format of the open-response questions is shown below: 
The cheetah (a large African cat) can run up to 60 miles an hour when 
chasing prey.  How would a biologist explain how the ability to run fast 
evolved in cheetahs, assuming that their ancestors could only run 20 miles 
an hour? 
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Settlage (1994) showed how the cheetah question could be used as a template – with new 
questions generated by substituting a different organism for the cheetah and by describing 
the evolution of a different trait.  The following is an example adapted from Settlage:  
The Weddell seal can remain underwater for up to 15 minutes while diving 
for fish. How would a biologist explain how the ability to dive for long 
periods of time evolved in Weddell seals, assuming that their ancestors 
could only dive for a few minutes?  
 
 
By changing the organism and the evolved trait, questions that differed slightly 
between pre and post-tests prompts could be generated.  This would prevent a student 
from simply memorizing the correct answer for the question after they had seen the pre 
CBSA assessment.  More importantly, changing the prompts allowed the teacher to 
discuss a proper explanation for a pre test question without ―giving away‖ the answer to 
the post activity question.   
For this study, three sets of two questions were created (Table 3.11).   Each set of 
questions contains one question related to the acquisition of a trait (such as the cheetah 
gaining the ability to run fast) and one question related to the loss of a trait (such as the 
whale losing rear fins).  Questions that discuss the acquisition of a trait are abbreviated 
using the term ―gain‖ question.   Questions that discuss the loss of a trait (for example, 
the loss of rear appendages in whale evolution) are referred to as ―loss‖ questions.  In this 
way, frequency and types of responses for gain versus loss questions could be analyzed to 
determine if different contexts (loss vs. gain) influence student thinking.    
Written questions were presented before the CBSA (pre), after the CBSA (post).  
Additionally, a smaller group was tested a third time after they had a lecture/discussion 
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session following the computer activity (post 2 or post lecture).   Table 3.11 shows all of 
the open-ended prompts. 
 
Table 3.11.  Prompts for students’ written open response questions 
Treatment  - 
loss or gain 
Questions 
Pre CBSA 
trait gain 
question 
The cheetah (a large African cat) can run up to 60 miles an hour 
when chasing prey.  How would a biologist explain how the ability to 
run fast evolved in cheetahs, assuming that their ancestors could only 
run 20 miles an hour? 
Pre CBSA 
trait loss 
question 
Whales are large mammals that possess just two front 
appendages (fins).  Assuming whales evolved from a land 
mammal with four legs, how would an evolutionary biologist 
explain the loss of rear appendages in modern day whales? 
Post CBSA 
trait loss 
question 
Many cave organisms are blind.  In fact, for many, their eyes 
have become vestigial structures.  Assuming the blind cave 
salamander evolved from ancestors that could see, how would 
an evolutionary biologist explain the loss of sight in modern 
cave salamanders?  
Post CBSA 
trait gain 
question 
The Weddell seal can remain underwater for up to 15 minutes 
while diving for fish. How would a biologist explain how the 
ability to dive for long periods of time evolved in Weddell seals, 
assuming that their ancestors could only dive for a few minutes?  
Post lecture 
activity trait 
loss question 
Bats are small mammals that have wing-like structures, instead 
of hands.  This allows bats to fly.  Assuming the bats‟ ancestors 
did not possess wing-like structures for hands, how would an 
evolutionary biologist explain how the ability to fly evolved? 
Post lecture 
activity trait 
gain question 
Many cave dwelling fish have no pigments in their scales- they 
are all white.  Assuming that modern cavefish evolved from fish 
that had pigmented (colored) scales, how would an evolutionary 
biologist explain the loss of the pigment in modern fish? 
 
 
Two methods were used to analyze written responses.  First, the response was 
evaluated with a rubric developed by Jensen et al. (2007).   In the rubric, students were 
given a point for providing clear evidence of four distinct Darwinian components.  A 
perfect score would be four. The rubric is described in Table 3.12. 
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Table 3.12.  Codes and criteria for scoring open-ended written questions.   
 
Concept Criteria 
Variation There exists within every population variation between individuals 
and the origin of that variation is chance 
 
Genetics Organisms pass inheritable information from one generation to the 
next. 
 
Differential 
Survival and 
Reproduction 
There occur in nature events where some organisms die and others 
survive.  Survivors pass on genetic traits 
Change over 
Time 
Over time, the percentage of a population that possesses a specific 
trait increases in frequency.  This is the concept of adaptation 
 
Rubric is adapted from Jensen et al., 2007, p. 395 
 
A coding procedure was used to define student concepts evident in the open-
ended written responses.  The coding scheme was adapted from previous studies 
(Settlage, 1994; and Benjamin, 2008).  Written responses were read and coded for 
evidence of the type of conceptual reasoning (resources) present in the response. 
Benjamin (2008) tested and refined the coding procedure in an earlier study with a 
similar student population. Concept codes are shown in Table 3.12.   
After coding was complete, it was clear that students ―need based‖ reasoning 
demonstrated different levels of sophistication and detail.  Some students made basic 
statements that an organism changed because it needed to.  Other students provided 
elaborate explanations.  Elaborate explanations discuss changes in the environment that 
created the ―need.‖  Kelemen (2012) labeled these different descriptions basic need and 
expanded need.  To reflect these two levels of need based reasoning, all ―need‖ coded 
responses were recoded.  ―Need‖ responses were assigned a ―basic need‖ or an 
―expanded need‖ code based on the criteria shown in Table 3.14.   
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Table 3.13 Codes and code indicators for open-response analysis 
Code Coding cues 
N
ee
d
 
(Teleological reasoning) - Students ascribed evolution based on a need.  Answers 
stating that an organism ―needed to‖ evolve; or ―in order to survive the organism 
evolved,‖ were given this label.  For example, “In order to catch more prey the 
cheetah needed to run faster.” 
U
se
 
Lamarckian reasoning - the student ascribes evolution based upon repetition of 
use or lack of use.  Any occurrence where a student stated that the organism 
acquired a trait by use was given a Use score.  For example, ―The cheetah kept 
chasing prey more and more and its legs got bigger and quicker so it evolved a 
fast speed.”  
L
ea
rn
 Student described the organism evolving because it learned or was taught to do 
something. Example, ―The seal learned to hold its breath longer so it could 
survive.” 
E
n
v
ir
o
n
-m
en
ta
ll
y
 
In
d
u
ce
 
 
Students mentioned that the environment caused a trait to appear.   Students 
frequently mentioned changes in the environment such as drought, or moving into 
a dark cave, as the cause of a new trait.  Most answers that had the 
―environmentally induced‖ element were followed by a teleological explanation 
for change.  For example,  “The area got wetter and the ocean got bigger.  There 
was less land so the whales started moving into the water because they needed 
too.”   This example demonstrates ―need‖ based reasoning, but they are giving 
specific causal conditions.  
P
a
rt
ia
l 
N
a
tu
ra
l 
S
el
ec
ti
o
n
 
(P
N
S
) 
Students described all four parts of the Darwinian evolution as described in 
Jensen‘s rubric discussed above. 
N
a
tu
ra
l 
S
el
ec
ti
o
n
 
(N
S
) 
Students may use specific applicable terminology but there was insufficient 
evidence to demonstrate a true understanding and application of the term.  
S
ci
en
ce
 
W
o
rd
s 
Students may use specific applicable terminology but there was insufficient 
evidence to demonstrate a true understanding and application of the term.   
S
ci
en
ce
 
C
o
n
ce
p
t 
Students may use appropriate scientific concepts that are not part of the 
Jensen et al. rubric.  For example, the student might write appropriately that a 
genetic mutation could produce a new trait, or there could be competition for 
limited resources. 
S
el
f 
In
d
u
ce
d
 Students describe trait or gene changes as a result of ―deciding to change‖ or 
―realizing they should change.‖ 
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Table 3.13. Continued 
H
y
b
ri
d
 Student states that changes in the species are a result of mating with another 
species.  For example, ―Cheetahs were slow but probably mated with a 
different large cat that could run faster.‖ 
G
o
d
 Student states that changes in the species are the result of God changing them 
 
 
 
Table 3.14. Sub-categories of Need-based Reasoning 
B
a
si
c 
N
ee
d
 
A sub category of Need - basic need category indicates simple teleological 
reasoning and only simple teleological reasoning.  Students did not expand on 
their ideas or combine need with other resources. Example, ―The whale lost it‟s 
rear legs because it did not need them anymore.” 
E
x
p
a
n
d
ed
 
N
ee
d
 
Sub category of Need  - expanded need category included responses that 
contained indicators for both need and environmentally induced or other 
concepts.  For example, ―The area where the cheetah lived got dried up, and 
there wasn‟t a lot of food for their prey, and so the cheetahs didn‟t have much to 
eat so they needed to change in order to compete for fewer things to eat.”  
 
A breakdown of the frequency of basic need and expanded need codes is shown 
in Table 3.15.  The frequency of concepts associated with need-based reasoning for the 
expanded need category is also shown.  Categories in the left hand column indicate sub 
categories of the overall “need.”  For example, need + use is the number of responses 
that had displayed written indicators for both teleological (need) and Lamarckian 
(use/disuse) reasoning.  Basic need indicated the number of ―need‖ responses with no 
other codes assigned.  It should be noted that sub-categories would not necessary equal 
the overall ―need‖ because only the top seven categories are shown and there were cases 
with multiple sub-codes.   There are three cases with multiple secondary codes assigned 
with the ―need‖ code:  1) need -use –learn, 2) need-partially [natural selection-science 
words, and 3) need-environmentally induced-use. 
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Table 3.15. Sub-category types of “Need” resources 
  Pre activity Pre activity Post Activity Post activity 
 CHEETAH WHALE SEAL SALAMANDER 
Total “need” 
resources 87 78 60 65 
Sub categories of need resources 
Expanded need 45 21 15 9 
Basic need 27 31 28 30 
Need + use 5 10 1 9 
Need + sci words 3 2 5 10 
Need + learn 4 0 3 1 
Need + correct 
concepts 5 3 5 3 
Need + sci concepts 1 4 3 2 
 
Secondary Concepts 
Analysis showed that many students described more than one concept while 
answering the questions.  In these cases, answers had a primary or first line of thinking 
and incorporated a secondary (even tertiary) reasoning theme. For example, a student 
might have written, ―Seals need to dive for a long time to catch enough food.  The more 
they kept diving the bigger their lungs got and they hold their breath longer.‖  This is a 
combination of the need category and the use category. 
 
Inter-rater Reliability of Coding Procedure 
The literature, pilot studies and a small validity test supported the reliability and 
validity of the coding procedure. As stated, the codes were similar to codes and outcomes 
of many other studies (Settlage‘s, 1994; Nehm, Ross & Rielly, 2007; Gregory, 2009; 
Nehm & Ha, 2011).  In addition, both the support from the literature and the pilot study 
helped to refine the code and coding procedure (Benjamin, 2008).  A single faculty 
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member performed all coding initially.  This led to a high level of consistency in the 
analysis.  A test for inter-rater reliability and accuracy was conducted by comparing the 
codes assigned by the study‘s investigator to those of a content expert (an experienced 
senior faculty member with over 30 years of teaching and evaluating concepts of 
evolution at the college).  One section (29 students) was randomly selected for 
comparison.  The content expert evaluated the 29 responses using the coding scheme 
described in Tables 3.13. 
An initial comparison between the study‘s investigator and the expert achieved a 
Cohen‘s kappa coefficient κ = 0.77 (Cohen, 1960). The expert and evaluator further 
discussed and reviewed the outcomes.  After discussion, it was discovered that the 
majority of differences between the content expert and the coding faculty member 
occurred in how they assigned use and how they assigned partial ns codes.  Differences 
in the assignment of use designations came as a result of one reviewer assigning the use 
code anytime a student used the word ―useless.‖  For example, one student wrote “In the 
cave the salamanders didn‟t need to see and their eyes were useless, so they lost them 
over the years.”  In the same case the other reviewer assigned the need code as in the 
salamander‘s eyes were not needed.  After discussing the need and use discrepancy the 
two reviewers agreed that in cases like the one above, the term ―useless‖ was being used 
to mean  ―not needed.‖  The student did not clearly mention lack of use as a mechanism 
for the loss, but instead suggested that since the trait is not needed it is lost.  In these 
situations ―need‖ was assigned as the primary resource.   
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The other key differences between the reviewers was the designation of partial ns 
or ns (natural selection). The differences between evaluators were largely due to the fact 
that they differed as to whether students needed to specifically describe a change in the 
frequency of the trait in a population over time in order to be given the natural selection 
designation.  It was decided that the answer should clearly reflect population-based 
reasoning and must specifically mention a gradual shift in frequency or even steps in 
changes in frequency of a trait, to be given a full natural selection designation.  Answers 
that were correct and mentioned changes over time, yet lacked specific language that 
described or demonstrated changes in the population were changed from an initial code 
of natural selection to partial ns.  For example, a student who mentioned variation, 
differential selection, and variation inherited then finished with the following statement, 
“the population changed to have all fast cheetahs.”  Although the student uses the word 
―population,‖ she did not clearly use language or demonstrate frequency change.  The 
reviewers agreed that such answers might even suggest an essentialistic approach where 
the entire population changes all at once (Shtulman and Shulz, 2008).  Thus, such 
answers were given a partial ns designation. 
After refining the coding procedure, the data sample was reassessed applying the 
new criteria for ―useless‖ and natural selection and partial ns codes.  The sample was 
reanalyzed after the re-coding procedure, and produced a Cohen‘s kappa coefficient κ = 
0.85.   The entire data set was reexamined and new codes were assigned where necessary 
to match the content expert‘s suggestions.   
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Comparative Quantitative Analysis of Code Frequency 
Nehm and Ha (2011) found that students were more likely to give partially correct 
responses to a written prompt that discussed how a new trait was gained, versus a prompt 
that asked how a trait was lost.  They called this phenomena item effects. To investigate if 
the students in this dissertation study exhibited similar item effects, chi-square and 
Fisher‘s exact analysis was used to determine if there were significant differences in the 
frequency of concepts between responses to questions with a gain trait prompt and those 
with a loss of a trait prompt.  Frequency of correct answers, need, use, and partial ns 
coded answers were compared between the cheetah questions (gain trait) and the whale 
questions (loss of a trait).  The frequency of concepts between salamander (loss of a trait) 
and seal (gain trait) question were also compared.   
 
Written/think Aloud Procedures 
To gain more insight into the resources and processes that students apply as they 
answered written response questions, a small sub-sample of students was asked to write 
about their thinking process as they worked on the cheetah problem.  These students were 
given written instructions as follows: 
―Before you answer the [cheetah] question please read the following:  
we would like you to think about the process you are using to answer 
the problem.  When you start thinking about answering the question, 
what types of things are you thinking about?  What previous 
knowledge are you using to connect to this question when you begin 
to answer? Please try to explain your thought process as clearly and 
detailed as possible.‖ 
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A sample transcript from one student is shown in Appendix V.   
Responses were analyzed with the following protocol: First, a list was made of the 
potential resources that the student mentioned in his or her description.  Next, all lists 
were compared to identify similarities among the themes that the students described.  
Then, similar themes were grouped together.  From these groupings, eight basic 
themes/categories were created as follows:  knowledge from TV or books, changes in 
environment/prey, human evolution, cheetah‟s physical appearance, comparisons with 
dogs and cats, influence of better food, wants, DNA.     
A large portion of the student responses to open-ended prompts described a 
change in the environment that created the pressure to evolve.  Describing a change in the 
environment appears to be the first step for many students to make sense of the question.  
Here, this sense-making step (describing change) will be called change in the 
environment.   Responses were scanned for indicators of change in the environment.  The 
following denoted a change in the environment:  a decrease in number of prey, a new 
habitat was created, prey learned, prey got faster, climate changed, the availability of 
food changed.  If an answer indicated one of these changes, it was noted as ―yes change‖; 
otherwise the answer was noted as ―no change.‖   
Rosenberg, Hammer and Phelan  (2006) describe a session of students answering 
questions about the rock cycle.  They discuss what they call epistemological sense-
making tools.  These are processing tools related to a student‘s ideas of where the 
knowledge comes from.  The students in the study often had a difficult time initiating an 
answer to the question.  The teacher suggested that they all ―start from what you know.‖  
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Rosenberg, Hammer and Phelan coined this as a particular resource called start from 
what you know.  
Although a teacher did not guide the students in write/think aloud sessions for the 
dissertation study presented here, responses were assessed for indicators of the start from 
what you know resource as a sense-making tool to initiate their answers.  Along with the 
start from what you know resource three other sense-making tools were suggested from a 
review of the students write/think aloud responses.  Resources suggested by analysis of 
the write/think aloud responses are shown below: 
 Why change – student describes why the change occurred 
 Listing (what I know) – the student approaches the problem by recalling his or 
her own knowledge that might be applicable to this problem  
 Compare past to present – students compare current adaptations to past physical 
traits or changes in the environment in order to find a reason for change  
 Mapping ideas / self-experience – students maps an analogous situation they 
understand onto the organism in the question. For example, one student compared 
what they know about how dogs and cats eat to understand how a cheetah might 
act. 
 
 
Potential Bias  
The researcher for this study was also a teacher that directly taught some sections 
of the courses that were sampled, conducted all of the CBSA activities, and conducted the 
study abroad interviews.  Thus, the potential for bias in this study exists.  Ary et al. 
(2009) reported that there is an advantage in interviewers having deep understandings of 
the project and its participants. In this case, the researcher‘s experience with students in 
the field for many years provided background knowledge that may have led to asking 
better follow up questions and better interpretation of interview responses. As for the data 
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collection during CBSA activities, all data were collected and immediately put in a file 
that a teaching assistant brought to a separate file.  Thus, the researcher did not change 
any data.  In order to eliminate potential bias, coding procedures were conducted on data 
that only had identifying codes that eliminated any personal and course related 
information.   
Ary et al. (2009) also identifies the disadvantage of interviewer bias that can 
occur when the interviewer‘s personal beliefs impact how questions are asked or 
interpreted. However, Ary et al. (2009) argues that the benefits presented earlier 
outweigh the disadvantages. In addition, Patton (2002) states, ―the quality of the 
information obtained during an interview is largely dependent on the interviewer‖ (p. 
341).  Additionally, when the teaching interviews were conducted, it was not known that 
they would be part of this study.  Thus, the interviewer was conducting the interview 
teaching sessions as a teaching tool, not a data collecting session with a pre arranged 
research goal, so there is less likely to be bias toward trying to influence an interview to 
demonstrate a particular research question. Together these arguments suggest that the 
benefits of a working relationship between researcher and study subjects in this study 
outweighed the disadvantages.  
 
Confidentiality of Data 
All data collected including CINS scores, open-ended written assessment, and 
write/think aloud assessments were stripped of any identifying information and labeled 
with the appropriate numerical code.   A teaching assistant who was not part of the 
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project transcribed case study video interviews in their entirety. The interview transcripts 
were stripped of any identifying information and labeled with a pseudo name. All video 
tapes and original documents are stored in a safe, locked area in the Bunker Hill 
Community College science department and will be destroyed at the completion of this 
dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
Results presented here answer the four research questions and are designed to 
show that student concepts of natural selection behave, as a resource-based framework 
would predict.  Results will also present potential process and conceptual resources used 
in student concepts of natural selection.  Findings are presented in the following order:  
1. General pre and post computer activity results.  Since the goal of this study 
was not to assess the effectiveness of the CBSA, these results are not associated 
with a specific research question but they are important because they show that 
students‘ knowledge of natural selection improved while engaging in the CBSA.  
This confirms analysis of conceptual change pre and post CBSA is valid. 
 
2. Qualitative findings from four case studies.  These findings are presented to 
qualitatively illustrate specific characteristics of student concepts from a resource-
based perspective.  These results support Research Questions 1 and 2. 
  
3. Quantitative findings from the CINS, and coded written responses.  These 
findings present quantitative evidence of resource-based behaviors.  These results 
show that student concepts associated with natural selection demonstrate concept 
sensitivity/flexibility, and perceptual frames.  These results support Research 
Question 3. 
 
4. Qualitative findings from write/think aloud assessments and four case 
studies.  These findings describe potential conceptual and process resources that 
students use to describe instances of evolution by natural selection.  These 
findings support Research Question 4.   
 
 
General Findings for Pre and Post Computer Simulation Activity 
Results show that both CINS and open response scores improved after students 
completed the CBSA.  Mann-Whitney analysis of the frequency distribution of pre and 
post CINS scores showed that student scores improved significantly (Ua = 17545.5, 
n1 = n2 = 164, P < 0.0001 one-tailed) (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1.  Frequency distribution of student score on the CINS 
 
A sub-sample of students that participated in the CBSA participated in an 
additional lecture period.  Instead of two times (pre and post CBSA) the CINS was 
administered a third time after a Lecture/Discussion section (post2).  Results are shown in 
Figure 4.2.  
Figure 4.2.  Average CINS scores for students participating in 
discussion section 
 
Percent correct scores for pre computer activity and post computer activity and post 
lecture/discussion activity.  Lecture/discussion activity discussed the process of natural selection 
and common misconceptions about natural selection (post2).  ANOVA analysis shows significant 
difference between groups (n=72) (F(2,20) = 50.86, p <.0001).  Post hoc Tukey test showed that 
all means differed significantly between one another (p<.01) (M=43.9, SD=19.63; M=56, 
SD=16.42; M=74.57, SD=12.55).   
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One way ANOVA of the average score for each of the 20 questions showed 
significant differences (F(2,20) = 50.86, p <0.0001) (Figure 4.2).  Post hoc Tukey 
analysis showed that all means differed significantly between one another (p<0.01) 
(M=43.9, SD=19.63; M=56, SD=16.42; M=74.57, SD=12.55).  These results show that 
this sub-sample improved their scores after participating in the CBSA, and continued to 
improve with the additional Lecture/Discussion session.  The data obtained with the 
CINS is thus useful for discussing conceptual changes as students think about natural 
selection.  
Table 4.1.  Analysis of open response written questions pre and post CBSA (N=153) 
Concept indicated  
Pre instruction questions Post computer activity 
CHEETAH* 
(Gain trait) 
WHALE* 
(Loss of trait) 
SEAL 
(Gain trait) 
SALAMANDER 
(Loss of trait) 
Need*
!
 87 78 60 65 
Environmentally 
induced*
! 
 62 35 28 25 
Partial natural 
selection (PNS) *
!
 24 9 28 19 
Learn 11 3 9 1 
Natural Selection (NS).
!
 8 3 13 7 
Statement* 7 9 0 0 
Use* 7 34 3 25 
Science (Sci) words*
!
 6 10 19 20 
Self-induced* 5 10 1 4 
Hybrid 2 3 1 3 
Science (Sci) concept
!
 2 9 10 14 
God 1 0 0 0 
Big bang 0 1 0 0 
Falls off 0 1 0 0 
Expanded need 45 21 15 28 
Basic need 27 31 29 30 
Cheetah and whale question (Fishers exact, p = 0.02) / Seal and salamander questions (p =0.16).   
Whale vs. Salamander (Wilcoxon ranked sign; z= -0.66, p=0.51).   
Cheetah vs. Seal (Wilcoxon ranked sign; z= -0.53, p=0.60) 
*= codes included in chi-square analysis for Cheetah vs. Whale questions,   
!= codes included in chi-square analysis for Seal vs. Salamander questions 
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Quantitative analysis open response questions did not show significant changes 
pre and post CBSA.  Table 4.1 shows the number of times a particular concept was coded 
in the written responses.  While the number of correct responses increased from pre to 
post activity (partial natural selection. and Natural Selection), increases were not 
statistically significant (Wilcoxon singed-rank: cheetah vs. seal; z= -0.53, p=0.60: whale 
vs. salamander; z= -0.66, p=0.51).   
 
Figure 4.3.  Rubric scoring of open-response questions.  
Pre and post CBSA number of students who answered correctly each rubric category
 
Mean scores out of a possible four points = cheetah (M=1.88), whale (M= 0.92), seal (M= 1.23), 
salamander (M= 1.10) (N=153).  Combined scores of pre versus post categories scores did not 
differ significantly (2= (3, N=274) 0.22, p=0.97).  Pre CBSA scores for the cheetah and whale 
question differed significantly by Wilcoxon signed rank test (z = -3.68, p=0.0002) demonstrating 
―item effects.‖  Seal and salamander questions did not differ (z = -.54, p = 0.59).  Pre-cheetah and 
post-seal did not differ significantly (z= -0.37, p=0.70).   
 
 
Analysis of rubric scores for the open response questions did not show 
statistically significant increase in correct responses pre to post CBSA.  Wilcoxon ranked 
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sign shows no significant changes pre and post activity between the pre-cheetah question 
and post-seal question (z= -0.37, p=0.70) (Figure 4.3) or between the pre-whale question 
and the post-salamander question.  While open response questions did not show 
significant improvement, there were statistically significant differences between 
questions that asked about the evolutionary gain of a trait (gain) and the evolutionary loss 
of a trait (loss).   The difference between the pre CBSA gain and loss questions suggests 
context sensitivity as will be discussed later. 
 
Research Question 1:   
Can a resource-based model for student concepts of natural selection (RBM-NS) be 
demonstrated as a simple resource-graph (Wittman, 2006)? 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Resource graph:  A Resource-based model for natural selection. 
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To answer Research Question 1, two case study interviews were graphically 
interpreted using Wittman‘s (2006) resource-graph methods.  While resource graphs have 
not been used to model concepts of evolution they have been shown to be productive 
tools to model conceptual change in physics.  Figure 4.4 shows an outline of a resource-
based model for concepts of natural selection (RBM-NS).  Wittman‘s resource graphs 
consist of two major parts - resources and activation.  In the Figure 4.4, the resources, 
(conceptual, procedural), are represented by a network of circles connected by lines.  
Activation (represented by the box-arrow) consists of the contextual cues that are read-out 
of a problem.  A frame of perception (dotted line) and a summary of student explanation 
for evolutionary change (solid box) have been added to the initial resource graphs.  These 
items were added because they will be important for later discussion.  The simple model 
presented in Figure 4.4 serves a theoretical guide for the findings and analysis presented 
in this dissertation.  Figure 4.5 presents a hypothetical model of a student with a basic and 
correct concept of natural selection. 
Figure 4.5 shows only knowledge resources (variation in a population, genetic 
inheritance of traits, differential survival and reproduction and change over time in 
frequency of the trait within a population).  The resource network would also likely 
include process, epistemic, and analytical resources that help a student activate and apply 
the basic conceptual resources.  This hypothetical graph represents resources that a 
student with a basic understanding of natural selection would apply to answer the open-
response type questions used in this study.  In the next section, resource-graphs that 
model the analysis of two student interviews are presented.  These provide a useful visual 
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illustration of the student concepts. 
 
Figure 4.5. Model of basic functional concept of natural selection.  
 
Figure shows a modified resource graph to show activation of a network of knowledge 
resources to explain a question about natural selection.  The graph shows the four most basic 
concepts required to understand natural selection as knowledge resource (Jensen et al., 2007). 
 
 
 
Research Question 2: 
Does analysis of case study interviews provide qualitative illustrations of resource-
based behavior in student concepts of natural selection?  Specifically, do case study 
interviews demonstrate the following resource-based characteristics? 
 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Concept sensitivity/flexibility, 
o  At-the -moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift? 
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Case Study Interviews 
The study of resource-based ideas in physics and other physical science education 
relies heavily on qualitative assessment of student interviews and student group work.  
Because student interviews are central to resource-based research, this study sought to 
follow a similar path.   As shown below, qualitative analysis of a small sample of 
interviews provides significant information that illustrates key aspects of resource-based 
thinking as students discuss evolutionary change.   
Results from the case studies are presented in two parts.  In the first part, a 
detailed analysis of two students with very different outcomes (one who eventually 
develops a basic understanding of natural selection and one who has very naïve ideas 
about evolution) is presented.  In the second part, a general analysis of all four case 
studies is presented. Qualitative analysis of the four case studies helps to further illustrate 
key ideas that are fundamental to a resource-based model.   
 
Resource-based Analysis of Two Student Interviews  
Analysis from two student interviews shows a wide range of resource-based ideas.  
Jack, the first student presented, has few appropriate resources and fails to describe 
natural selection correctly.  Initially, K, the second student, describes incorrect 
mechanisms for evolutionary change, but after prompting from the interviewer she is able 
to realize her errors and assembles a functional description of natural selection.  
Responses have been condensed into tables to highlight important conceptual elements 
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associated with a resource-based analysis (Tables 4.2–4.9).  Resource graphs that 
summarize these two students‘ thinking about evolutionary change are presented in 
Figures 4.7a and 4.7b.   
In Table 4.8 (below) we see that both Jack‘s and K‘s definitions of natural 
selection are far from accurate.  Jack‘s definition indicates very little knowledge about 
evolution.  It lacks any mention of change or influence for change.  K‘s explanation is 
also incorrect but at least focuses on change.  Her explanation focuses on ―why‖ an 
animal chooses to live the way it lives, thus indicating a focus on ―why‖ animals might 
change.   
 
Case Study 1 – Jack 
Table 4.2 presents the initial interview responses from Jack.  Jack was a business 
major, attended high school outside of the U.S.A. and had very little science background.  
His interview, while misguided, did demonstrate many aspects of resource-based 
behavior. 
Table 4.2.  Jack’s description of natural selection 
Interviewer How do you think natural selection works? 
 
Jack (Visibly puzzled) 
Natural selection works…like…it works 
Interviewer (Interjecting because it is clear Jack is stuck) 
You just mentioned that you could have two plants that could be different, one 
could be taller or bigger or a different color than the other (see Table 4.3)…How 
does natural selection work to make those differences happen? 
 
Jack It happens naturally depending on the condition – I don‟t know if that is the right 
phrase… but it just happens naturally.  It isn‟t like human beings put more 
nutrients on one of the plants or the other one… maybe, maybe… like the 
nutrients on one of the plants gets washed out and the other one stays or 
something 
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Jack is unfamiliar with evolution and natural selection (Table 4.2).  He is unable 
to even answer the initial natural selection question.  He fails to readout cues to begin to 
answer the question (Table 4.3).  When he describes differences in plants as a result of 
―nutrients being washed out,‖ he is mistakenly categorizing natural selection as an event 
process, something that occurs in a single instance or event (Ferarri & Chi, 1998).  From 
his comments it is clear that Jack has no concept of evolutionary change. 
 
Table 4.3.  Failure to readout cues to activate resources 
Interviewer 1 So let‟s take that question.  The Cecropia trees have little nectaries, sweet 
packets of food that the ants eat. How would a biologist explain a species of 
Cecropia tree that didn‟t have those packets, evolving into a species that did 
have those packets? 
 
Jack 1 I think probably a biologist would say like back in the ancient times they 
produced the nectary, they did produce it back then, but the thing is the ants 
didn‟t find it, and know they produce the sweet sugar.  Now, now the ants find it.  
The Cecropia tree did produce the nectary back in the day but the ants didn‟t 
know any thing about it, I didn‟t know how they‟d find out about it, probably just 
moving about 
 
Interviewer 2 So let‟s assume the trees didn‟t have them [the nectaries], how would the 
nectaries come about? How would they evolve that nectary? 
 
Jack 2 (Visibly puzzled) 
So how would they evolve, like …  I don‟t understand the question - So you say 
they didn‟t have them and then they did?  Uhm, well… they didn‟t have them. 
 
 
 
 
Jack‘s interview illustrates a type of mistake yet to be reported in the resources 
framework literature.  Buteler and Coleoni (2009) showed that most naive reasoning 
mistakes are the result of one of three processes:  inappropriate mapping of a conceptual 
resource, not productive activation of a conceptual resource, and/or not productive 
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activation of a frame.  While Jack demonstrates all three of these mistakes (Table 4.3), 
he also illustrates a situation that occurs before any of the three situations mentioned by 
Buteler and Coleoni take place.  Initially, Jack fails to initiate any response (Table 4.3).  
His stalled attempt demonstrates a situation we will call ―the failure to read resource 
cues.”  This case shows that students can lack even the most basic processes required to 
cue up relevant resources.  Jack‘s failure to read resource cues is likely the result of a 
lack of prior exposure to the idea of evolution by natural selection.  After prompts from 
the interviewer to think about a different organism Jack does create an explanation for 
changes in the skipping fish.  Table 4.4 shows Jack‘s explanation as he applies a 
productive process resource - why story.   
Overall, Jack‘s interview is an excellent example to demonstrate the nature of 
student concepts of natural selection from a resource-based perspective.  He does not 
hold a concrete naive concept of natural selection, but instead his ideas are created ―at the 
moment,‖ and are flexible.  His resources are influenced by self-experience, (Table 4.4 - 
Line Jack 6) and he uses a why story resource to help make sense of the problem. 
Jack‘s why story resource (Table 4.4) seems counterproductive, but facilitates the 
creation of a mechanistic explanation for the evolutionary change.  Jack‘s why story is 
assembled using self-experience resources (Table 4.4 - line J 6).  His naive ideas result 
from inappropriate mapping of a conceptual resource (Buteler & Coleoni).  However, he 
is tapping into some analogical thinking and potentially useful knowledge as fabricated 
stuff resources (Hammer and Elby, 2003).  In addition, his why story helps him create an 
elaborate need-reasoning mechanism (Kelemen, 2012).  Jack lacks resources:  He does 
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not have any correct scientific concepts or analogical resources that might immediately 
lead to correct responses.  Without a large pool of applicable resources, then, he cannot 
produce a valid scientific explanation (Louca et al., 2004, p. 59). 
Table 4.4.  Jack creates a why story 
Interviewer 1 So this fish (the one you saw in the tide pools today)…we will call it a skipper 
fish… evolved fins that help it walk on land so it can move from one pool to 
another...now let‟s assume that they evolve from a fish with the fins on the side 
to how they are now with fins under them.  So how did that evolve? 
 
Jack 1 (Visibly, deliberating and puzzling over the idea)   
Maybe they grow. Hmmm… I don‟t have any answer for that. I‟m thinking that 
maybe…the fins grew in the middle…like when they are trying to move from one 
pool to another on the rock.  I can‟t think of anything… hmm 
 
Interviewer 2 What might have caused that fin to grow in the middle? 
 
Jack 2 (Puzzled)  Maybe the salt, maybe more salt caused it 
 
Interviewer 3 What do you mean the salt caused it? 
 
Jack 3 (Answering hesitantly, thoughtful and deliberate) 
Maybe, they had the fins on the side and there was a lot of salt.  Maybe that fish 
can‟t handle the salt, like the other fish so it moves on land. 
 
Interviewer 4 So I like what you are saying about that fish not being able to handle the salt so 
it moves – so do you mean it gets too salty… it can‟t handle it … so it moves, so 
does that fish, when it gets on land moves it‟s fin to the middle 
 
Jack 4 (Clearly thinking- and answering slowly)  
Whilst they transition from the salt to the rock that might cause the fins to 
change 
 
Interviewer 5 So the fins move to the middle? 
 
Jack 5 (Looking up, excited, clearly he has tapped a resource to help explain)   
Yes something like that (he motions the fins moving from the side under the 
fish)…and during that process he keeps doing it over and over and it [the fins] 
got stuck.  And that fish keeps going so it adapts to swimming like this (moves 
his hands under his chin) instead of like this (swims his hands and to the side) 
 
Interviewer 6 What kind of background information are you calling into your brain to try and 
figure it out…what are you thinking about? 
 
Jack 6 I‟m thinking about myself.  Like if I walked like a monkey before then my 
parents…start walking straight I‟m definitely going to copy my parents.  I would 
start walking this way walking straight up… I‟m thinking that way.  I‟m just 
trying to put myself in their situation… what if there was a lot of salt I would 
definitely migrate and go to another place 
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Most research about students‘ incorrect ideas about natural selection comes from 
a misconceptions perspective - a perspective that views student misconceptions as well 
developed, preconceived ideas (diSessa & Sherrin, 1998).   Jack‘s interview does not 
support a misconception perspective.  Figure 4.6, presents a representation of Jack‘s 
conceptual process. 
Figure 4.6.  Resource graph:  Jack’s explanation of dorsal fins in “skipping fish.” 
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Interview Case 2 – K 
 
Table 4.5.  Lamarckian mechanism and everyday thinking typological frame 
Interviewer Assuming the Leaf Mantis evolved from an ancestor that didn‟t look like a leaf how 
would you explain the evolution of the leaf-shaped mantis? 
 
K1 So, I think their ancestors were almost the same as a normal mantis.  
But in this jungle there are many enemies and opponents to prey on 
the same food as them.   I think originally they have some similar 
characteristics – they are green but that is not enough to protect 
themselves or to get food …to get food more they needed to be 
bigger – not like leaves just bigger to protect themselves or to get 
food.  But if they are a little bit bigger it is so easier to be found … 
 
Its good for them to protect themselves so they develop their form to 
be like leaves so then  
 
(She pauses and puzzles over her answer) 
Ah, hmm I think… they can wait on their food on the leaves rather 
than hide underneath… 
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K2 (She is puzzled by her ideas and is visibly deliberating)  
I was really interested in that point.  How, why…how can they know 
their form is changing like leaves.  They don‟t have any mirror.  I 
thought they…they can‟t talk but maybe they can say something to 
contact each other 
(Pausing, deliberating and thinking) 
Shape? Ah, how? For example, ah, hmm through their muscles. 
 
 
Jack does not have a well-constructed pre-conceived idea about natural 
selection but instead creates an explanation on the spot.  His need based reasoning 
(naive resources) triggers a Lamarckian explanation for change.  It is easy to see the 
appeal of Lamarckian reasoning “… since it seems to follow the logic of our everyday 
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experiences where the term ‘adaptation’ is often thought of as a change occurring 
within the individual organism” (Firenze, 1997, p. 9).  Although it is incorrect, his 
use of the why story resource indicates a positive step toward correct ideas.  Before 
he created his why story, he was unable to provide any answers.  After he created 
the story, he could place the question into a context.  This step allowed him to 
activate a few resources that facilitated a mechanistic explanation.  Although his 
mechanistic explanation was incorrect, the why story facilitated a how story pathway 
– a positive development in his learning process.   
The interview session with K demonstrates a switch from a naive explanation of 
natural selection to a functional understanding of natural selection.  Her interview shows 
that some naive resources facilitate instead of hinder learning.  Initially, she describes 
Lamarckian and learning mechanisms for evolutionary change (Table 4.5 and Table 
4.6).  Questioning from the interviewer helps K see that her explanations are not realistic 
and she demonstrates a clear frame shift (compare Table 4.5 to Table 4.7).  
Unlike Jack, K‘s naive resources are not ―self-experience‖ based but consist of 
mapping ideas related to other animals.  Her animal-based examples (resources) may 
indicate a higher level of understanding about the natural world.  K‘s progress is mapped 
in Tables 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12.   
Table 4.6 shows K makes a mistake characterized as not productive activation of 
a conceptual resource (Buteler & Coleoni, 2009). K uses the loss of a tail in the transition 
from monkeys to humans as a model to map her ideas about use/disuse as a mechanism.  
She applies faulty concepts, but that she is using a more biologically focused model to 
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map her ideas indicates a productive biological example.  K‘s progress is shown in 
resource graphs Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b. 
 
Table 4.6.  Everyday biological frame  
Interviewer When you are trying to answer this question ...are there things you 
learned in school you think about?  I‟m trying to figure out what things 
you already know that you are using to try and answer this questions 
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K3 Well, I haven‟t had science class, just maybe grade school.  So our 
ancestor is like a monkey, they have a tail but we don‟t have a tail so 
now we still have bone here (pointing to where the tail would be) but no 
tail here, there is nothing 
 
Interviewer So with us, how did we get to not have a tail? 
K4 Because the monkey have to use the tail to grab the tree but after they 
started to walk on the land by just feet they don’t have to use the tail 
and it‟s a little bit annoying to use the tail.  So then little by little, the 
tails gets shorter and shorter. 
 
Table 4.7 shows evidence that K is able to switch from an initial typological focus 
to population-based thinking.  This switch allows K to put together a basic functional 
understanding of natural selection (Table 4.7).   
K‘s progress is mapped in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b.  Her initial resource network 
contains useful process resources (compare past to present, why story), and useful 
conceptual resources (environmental influences, avoid predation etc).  But her initial 
network also includes unproductive resources (Lamarckian mechanisms, need as 
rationale).  With prompting from the interviewer, K begins to question her own 
explanation and switches her frame of perception.  Figure 4.7b shows how her resource 
network changes as she realizes the errors in her explanation about the evolution of the 
shape and color of the leaf mantis.  Figure 4.7b shows a second activation arrow box that 
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initiates a new network that allows her to form a functional explanation for natural 
selection.    
Table 4.7.  Switch to population based thinking - Indicators of productive resources 
Speaker Answer Productive 
Resources 
Interviewer Assume you kept your eyes closed your whole life and you didn‟t use 
your eyes.  [Would] your eyes disappear? Like the monkey doesn‟t 
use his tail? 
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K5 I don‟t think completely gone.  I don‟t think so cause we still have 
bone here 
 
Interviewer If you close your eyes your whole life and the eyes are gone and you 
have a baby… does the baby have eyes?  Or does the baby have eyes 
like your changed eyes? 
 
K6 I don‟t think that every one of the children have the same feature.  
Maybe some of them? Like dogs.  For example dogs if they have 
some problem with their feet so if we try to make the puppies with 
the same kind of dog, feet with the same problem… so the dog 
breeder tries to avoid the same problem 
 
Hint of 
population 
thinking 
Interviewer Now how would that relate to the praying mantis? 
K7 Ah-ha, if one or some mantis have the ability or have ability than any 
other mantis maybe their offspring have similar features. A little bit 
changed, a little bit more.  Yes, cause this one‟s stronger than this 
(pointing out the two imaginary mantis) 
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Interviewer Right then the offspring look more like a leaf.  Then there are still 
some that don‟t look like leaves and these that do…what happens 
next? 
 
K8 I see, I see. I think these (leaf like mantis) survive and more of these 
(non-leaf like) die.   
 
Interviewer Yes, and they don‟t decide they can‟t control what they look like but 
by a gene mutation or something might.  Because they already look 
green a mutation could look a little flatter and might survive better.   
 
K9 Ash I see. So it takes many, many generations. Ah so that is natural 
not on purpose just natural I understand. 
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Figure 4.7a.  K’s initial explanation for leaf mantis shape 
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Figure 4.7b.  K’s frame shift  
The figure maps K‘s shift from a teleological/Lamarckian explanation to functional 
explanation of natural selection. Shaded circles represent initial resources that have been 
dropped from the explanation 
 
 
 
 
Student Interviews: Illustrate Resource-based Characteristics 
Analysis of the four interview case studies illustrated four important resource based 
characteristics as follows:  
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Context sensitivity/concept flexibility, 
o  At-the-moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift 
  
Although four interviews is not a particularly large sample it is more than enough 
to illustrate the characteristics listed above.  The use of just a few in-depth interview 
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sessions is a common method for research that illustrates resource-based thinking in 
physics education (Elby & Hammer, 2010; Hammer, 1994; Hammer et al., 2005).  
Findings are presented in four sections, one for each of the four resource-based ideas 
listed in research question 2 (multi-faceted construction of concept, context sensitivity/ 
concept flexibility, at the moment activation of resources, frames/frame-shift). 
 
Student Interviews: Multi-faceted Structure of Concepts  
All interview responses shown here are direct translations and include 
grammatical errors from the students‘ speech.  Table 3.5 provides a description of the 
resource-based properties and the indicators for these properties.  Table 4.8 shows the 
students‘ definition of natural selection and summarizes their conceptual approach.  Table 
4.9 shows the resources that they applied at the beginning of the interview. 
It is clear from these interviews that the students‘ concepts of natural selection are 
not a single cognitive unit but are, instead, a collection of various sense-making tools, 
experiences, facts, and primitive ideas that help them to come up with an answer (Tables 
4.8 and 4.9).  Ann‘s responses (third student in Table 4.9) show evidence of a multi-
faceted construction of concept.  Her responses demonstrated a mix of both correct 
(differential selection, genetic inheritance) and naive concepts (Lamarckian thinking).  
Nehm and Reilly (2007) also showed that students often incorporated both correct and 
naive ideas in answers about evolution of traits via natural selection.  
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Table 4.8.  Student descriptions of natural selection 
Student Definition Conceptual Approach 
Jack According to my definition it‟s like the … specific differences 
between certain animals and plants…that make one different 
from the other.   Like they both can be growing in one place, 
but one is more taller, or one is a different color…that is my 
definition 
Non-scientific 
Difference focus 
 
K Natural selection is the way animals choose to live in their 
environment  
 
Non-scientific,  
Self-change focus 
Ann Natural selection is like when one organism over 
generations…like parents they have babies – they have 
similar babies, but they are not identical, and whichever is the 
strongest and fits in with nature can survive, but the weak 
ones die 
 
Semi-scientific, 
population thinking 
Maria Its how an organism evolves from its ancestors.  That‟s my 
opinion.  To overcome changes in the environment. 
 
Non-scientific,  
Purpose driven focus 
 
Table 4.9.  Indicators of naïve and correct knowledge resources 
Student Indicators of resources Resources 
Jack  The babies get to learn the trait.   Learn 
…during that process he keeps doing it over and over and it [the fins] 
got stuck 
Lamarckian 
Maybe the salt, maybe more salt caused it…whilst they do that 
transition from the salt to the rock that might cause the fins to change 
Need 
K …because the monkey have to use the tail to grab the tree but after 
they started to walk on the land by just feet they don‟t have to use the 
tail and it‟s a little bit annoying to use the tail so then little by little 
shorter and short the tail 
 
To protect themselves so they develop their form to be like leaves.  
How to change Shape? Ah, how For example, ah, hmm through their 
muscles 
Lamarckian 
 I think originally they have some similar characteristics – they are 
green but that is not enough to protect themselves or to get food …get 
food more so they needed to get bigger  
Need  
 Yes, cause this one‟s stronger than this (pointing out the two imaginary 
mantis).  Babies are stronger.  The changes a little, a little … 
So it takes many, many generations. 
Variation, 
Differential 
selection, 
inheritance, 
change over 
time 
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Table 4.9 continued 
Ann Maybe like over time…they create more muscle to do the wobbly 
thingy (flopping) and eventually they can jump 
 
And the fins because they are supporting (she move both hands on to 
the table pushing down like the fins underneath the fish) over time 
they survive and then their offspring‟s have really good jumping 
skills  
 
So, the fittest ones survive and they reproduce and over generations 
they become that way.  They have a good gene for that…the gene for 
jumping and holding 
 
Lamarckian 
(use) 
 
Inheritance 
 
 
Differential 
survival and 
reproduction 
 
Genetic 
inheritance 
Maria Yes, I think learn.  I mean first there was one that did it and that‟s 
it…Yes.  I think like if I eat something and it isn‟t good, and then I‟m 
gonna tell them its not good…so its like the spider 
 
Learn 
 
 
Student Interviews: Concept Sensitivity/flexibility  
Table 4.10 shows three good examples of concept flexibility in the student 
interviews.  For example, Jack begins with one explanation for how the fins of fish 
changed.  First he suggests that the location of fish fins happens as a result of use, and 
then he modifies the idea by saying that the fish move from one area to another because 
they learn from their parents.  Ann specifically states that she has ―many different 
hypotheses‖ and, like Jack, applies both Lamarckian and learning mechanisms to explain 
her ―hypothesis.‖  These results suggest that student concepts are not inflexible, pre-
conceived and static concepts; but are instead malleable constructs that transform as a 
student probes and ponders the questions. 
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Table 4.10.  Interview excerpts illustrate concept flexibility 
Student Indicators of Concept flexibility 
 
Concepts 
Ja
ck
 
…during that process he keeps doing it over and over and it [the 
fins] got stuck  
                                      
Lamarckian  
… like when you‟re a kid you learn whatever language your mom 
speaks 
 
Learning 
K
 
They are green, but that is not enough to protect themselves or to 
get food …get food more so they needed bigger… They change 
shape through their muscles 
Self 
changing  
Lamarckian 
 
For example, dogs if they have some problem with their feet, so if 
we try to make the puppies with the same kind of dog, feet with the 
same problem, their babies‟ feet are so big, so the dog breeder 
tries to avoid the same problem. 
Selection 
ideas 
 
Ah-ha, if one or some mantis have the ability, or have ability than 
any other mantis, maybe their offspring have similar features. 
Natural 
selection 
ideas 
A
n
n
 
I have many different hypotheses…first I was thinking that 
probably it is from a salamander not a fish.  But from fish there 
are two possibilities.  At first I thought that maybe they could get 
washed away – they don‟t live in the really deep water, they live 
close to the shore. That‟s why they develop the skipping.  Or the 
second reason is … that when they are washed into the tide pool 
and they ... there are like a lot of predators…so if they can‟t jump 
they die. 
 
Indicates 
flexible 
thinking 
between 
ideas – valid 
thinking 
Maybe like over time…they create more muscle to do the wobbly 
thingy (flopping), and eventually they can jump.  And the fins 
because they are supporting (she move both hands on to the table 
pushing down like the fins underneath the fish) over time they 
survive and then their offspring have really good jumping skills. 
 
Lamarckian 
Like human experiences…gets bitten and then another person tells 
another person…so nowadays humans don‘t touch snakes anymore 
like in the old days…when they learn something…sometimes…I 
believe in mutations so like you are learning something and it’s 
passed down. 
 
Learning 
causes 
genetic 
change 
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Student Interviews: “At the moment activation” of Resources 
All four case study interviews demonstrated indicators of ―at the moment‖ 
activation and support the idea that student concepts of natural selection follow a 
resource-based framework (Tables 4.11 and 4.12).  It is likely that incorrect ideas about 
natural selection are cognitively similar to incorrect ideas about physics.  ―Student 
concepts are not static preconceived ―‗pre-compiled‘ knowledge that is simply wrong but 
are instead explanations formed at the moment, in real time, and assembled from a pool 
of conceptual resources that are neither right nor wrong‖ (Hammer et al., p. 92).]   
―At the moment‖ activation of resources is an important indicator of resource-
based behavior.  Evidence of this behavior was sought in the case study interviews.  ―At 
the moment‖ activation was indicated by responses such as, ―I don‘t know,‖ or ―hmm,‖ 
―oh yeah,‖ ―I think,‖ ―maybe‖ and/or self- description searching of the memory for ideas.  
Jack‘s interview is a good example of at the moment activation.  In his first response he is 
repeats the question, hesitates and searches his resource network for ideas (Table 4.11).  
His second response indicates that he was able to suddenly generate an applicable 
explanation.  He got excited, his voice rose and he began to produce an explanation 
(Table 4.11).  Although it is hard to convey in a text-based table, the all four students 
appeared to be very unsure of their ideas at first.  They were all very hesitant, unsure of 
themselves, and stopping and starting their speech.   
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Table 4.11.  Indicators of “at the moment activation” of resources (Jack and K).   
Speaker Explanation Dialogue 
 
Jack 
Interviewer  Yes, things sometimes evolve to have things they didn‟t have 
at one time.  Let‟s take another example.  Yesterday when 
we were at the tide pool … we saw those little jumping fish. 
What was their adaptation?  
 
First 
response  
 
Indicates lack of 
ideas 
Maybe they grow. Hmmm. I don‟t have any answer for 
that...I‟m thinking that maybe…the fins grew in the 
middle…like when they are trying to move from one pool to 
the another on the rock … I can‟t think of anything… hmm― 
And whilst they do that transition from the salt to the rock, 
that might cause the fins to change. 
 
Second 
response 
 
Indicates 
development of a 
scenario and physical 
indicators of  
(Looking up, excited, he motions the fins moving from the 
side of to moving under the fish) 
…during that process he keeps doing it over and over and it 
[the fins] got stuck … it keeps going so it adapts to 
swimming like this (moves his hands under his chin) instead 
of like this (swims his hands and arms to the side. 
 
K 
Interviewer This is the question 
posed after she explains 
mantis ―change their 
body‖ to look like leaves 
Ok so they can get food easier because they look like a leaf. 
Now, how did they make their bodies look like leaves? 
 
   
Response Actions and speech 
indicate searching for 
ideas 
(She is puzzled by her ideas and is visibly deliberating.) I 
was really interested in that point.  How, why…how can 
they know their form is changing like leaves.  They don‟t 
have any mirror.  I thought they…they can‟t talk but maybe 
they can say something to contact each other. 
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Table 4.12.  Indicators of “at the moment activation” of resources (Ann and Maria) 
Ann 
Interviewer Asking about the 
mechanism of 
evolution 
So when you start answering this question about skipping 
fish that can move from one pool to another, assuming they 
had ancestors who could not skip, how would they evolve 
that trait?  What do you start thinking about? 
 
Response Indicates she is 
considering different 
explanations at the 
moment 
I have many different hypotheses.  I was thinking about – 
first I was thinking that probably it is from a salamander 
not a fish.  But from fish there are two possibilities.  At first 
I thought that maybe they could get washed away – they 
don‟t live in the really deep water, they live close to the 
shore. That‟s why they develop the skipping.  Or the second 
reason is it is possible that when they are washed into the 
tide pool and they start living there, there are like a lot of 
predators…so if they can‟t jump they die. 
 
Maria 
 
Interviewer Asks her after she 
explains why a net 
spider makes a net 
Okay, so that is like the set-up.  Now how did it actually 
happen?   
 
 
First 
response 
Indicating she is not 
well acquainted with 
natural selection 
What do you mean? 
 
Interviewer Probing to get her to 
answer ―how‖ the net 
evolved 
What you just said is “Why” it happened…but explain. 
Second 
response 
Her words and pauses 
while she appears to 
be thinking indicate 
she lacks a well- 
formed preconception, 
well- formed idea 
(Interrupting)…”how?”…I think that once the prey is in the 
spider web the spider starts coming and putting more of the 
web on it, on the prey, so they don‟t escape…hmmm…  I 
don’t know, maybe they think to make this net before the 
prey is even in the spider web…makes it easier. 
 
 
 
Student Interviews: Frames and Frame-shift  
Hammer et al. describe a ―frame‖ phenomenologically as ―a set of expectations an 
individual has about the situation in which she finds herself that affect what she notices 
and how she thinks to act‖ (p.98).  Hammer et al. have sought evidence of frames mainly 
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from speech.  The case studies and the write/think aloud assessments provided speech 
elements analyzed by Hammer et al.  Frames can have many aspects, including social 
(―Whom do I expect to interact with and how?‖), affective (―How do I expect to feel 
about it?‖) and epistemological (―What do I expect to use to answer questions and build 
new knowledge?‖) (p. 98).  
 Results presented below provide evidence of epistemic-type frames.  That is to 
say that the data was mined for indicators of what types of knowledge students attempted 
to apply as well as for aspects of the problems the students focused upon.  Both the 
student interviews and the write/think aloud assessments specifically asked students to 
describe what they were thinking about as they answered questions about natural 
selection.  In addition to mirroring the analysis of Hammer et al., quantitative analysis 
from CINS results presented here also suggest that students possess a perceptual frame.   
Table 4.13 shows excerpts from the case study subjects that indicate the frames 
they are applying to interpret the questions.  These excerpts evidence two key aspects for 
frames that influence the use of naïve resources related to natural selection: 1) 
connections to everyday events or self-experience, and 2) lack of population thinking, 
referred to in the literature as typological thinking or essentialism (Greene, 1990, Mayer, 
2001, Shtulman & Shulz, 2008).   
With the everyday frame, students rely heavily on analogical processes and seek 
to use things they know to help make sense of the questions.  Because most students lack 
experience with the concept of natural selection, they look to events and ideas that have 
created change in their own lives.  A good example is when Jack states, “I’m just trying 
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to put myself in their situation” (row 1, Table 4.13).  “Use,” “learn,” and “need” based 
explanations all have analogies to real-life change and are likely the result of an everyday 
framing.  Another good example is Maria’s idea on “learning.”  She describes variation in 
what a person learns based upon where the person comes from (see last row of Table 
4.13).  Many reasoning errors arise from a typological focus (Green, 1990), and we see 
evidence of such thinking in all four case studies.   
 
Table 4.13.  Indicators of frames in case study subjects 
Student Indicators of “frames and frame shift”  Frame 
Jack 
 I‟m thinking about myself.  Like if I walked like a monkey 
before then my parents decide let‟s start walking this way…start 
walking straight, I‟m definitely going to copy my parents. 
 
I‟m just trying to put myself in their situation… what if there 
was a lot of salt I would definitely migrate and go to another 
place. 
Everyday 
typological 
thinking Personal 
experience analogy 
K 
 
Well, I haven‟t had science class, just maybe grade school. So 
our ancestor is like monkey, they have a tail but we don‟t have a 
tail so now we still have bone here (pointing to where the tail 
would be) but no tail here, there is nothing 
 
Ah-ha, if one or some mantis have the ability and the other 
mantis doesn‟t, maybe their offspring have similar features. 
Yes, cause this one‟s stronger than this (pointing out the two 
imaginary mantises) I think these survive and more of these die. 
For example dogs, if they have some problem with their feet 
…the dog breeder tries to avoid the same problem [by breeding 
different dogs without the problem] 
 
Ahh I see. So it takes many, many generations…so that is 
natural…not on purpose just natural I understand. 
 
Popular evolution 
typological 
thinking  
 
Frame shifts to  
 
Population 
thinking –  
non-academic 
evolution  
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Table 4.13. Continued 
A
n
n
 
Lamarckian blend with population thinking - Maybe like over 
time…they create more muscle to do the wobbly thingy (flopping) 
and eventually they can jump.  And the fins because they are 
supporting over time they survive and then their offsprings have 
really good jumping skills  
 
Everyday analogy – I’m just imagining like how the fish would feel 
like. Like human experiences…for example, like kids…like  
 
Science based ideas - the fittest ones survive and they reproduce 
and over generations they become that way …they have a good gene 
for that…the gene for jumping and holding 
 
Everyday 
analogy/Population 
based science ideas 
Non-population 
and population 
thinking is blended 
 
M
a
ri
a
 
Note: student indicated that baby spiders learn to make a net from 
the parents and interviewer asks her to explain.  
 
I think like if I eat something and it isn’t good, and then I’m gonna 
tell them its not good…so its like the spider 
 
Everyday personal 
typological 
thinking 
experience analogy 
Like I’m from South America… and my mother taught me how to do 
some things…and you probably don’t know them because you were 
born in another country.  
Its like the spider…this spider (she puts her hands on one side of the 
table indicating one location)…doesn’t have the ability because 
nobody has taught the spider to do the net…instead of this other net 
spider (she moves her hands to the right indicating a different 
location)…doesn’t have the net because nobody teaches them 
 
 
 
 K (Table 4.13) makes an analogical connection between dog breeders and natural 
selection.  The analogy leads her to suddenly make the connection of differential survival 
with the leaf-mantis.  Her everyday analogy provides a conceptual anchor that facilitates 
the development of a more scientifically valid explanation for the mantis’s traits.  Darwin 
himself used dog-breeding analogies to explain natural selection (Darwin, 1859/1998). 
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Application of a Resource-Based Model 
A detailed analysis of students Jack and K (shown above) allows us to 
demonstrate how a resource-based framework can be applied to analysis qualitative 
results.  Research into the resource-based theoretical framework is guided by interview 
and classroom observation methods (Hammer 1996, Hamer, Elby, 2003; Hammer 2004a, 
2004b, 2004c; Louca et al., 2004; Hammer et al. 2005, Buteler & Coleoni, 2009; 
Rosenburg, Hammer & Phelan, 2006; Russ et al., 2008; Elby & Hammer, 2010).    
Student concepts of natural selection can also be analyzed in the same manner as 
other resource-based research.  Details about interview subjects (Jack and K) are 
presented here.  These two subjects were selected for this discussion because they 
illustrate two different patterns of learning and understanding natural selection. In 
addition, they cover most of the main ideas that arose from the qualitative analysis of 
teaching interview transcripts and videos.  Key resource-based behaviors for these two 
subjects were presented above in Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. More complete interview 
outcomes are shown in Tables 4.7–4.9, and 4.10–12.  Jack’s interview demonstrates a 
student with very naive ideas and weak resources for building understanding.  K’s 
interview, on the other hand, started with naive ideas of use and learning but eventually 
indicated a “frame shift,” moving to a population-based frame with informal science 
ideas.   
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Research Question 3:  
Do responses to the CINS and open-response questions about natural selection 
provide quantitative support for: context sensitivity (“item effects) and 
frame/frameshift? 
 
 
Context sensitivity/flexibility is a central property of cognitive resources 
(Hammer et al., 2005).  Nehm and Ha (2011), and Evans et al. (2011), demonstrated 
―item effects,‖ instances of context sensitivity in how people answer questions about 
natural selection.  Nehm and Ha showed that students were more likely to produce 
correct answers to questions about how animals evolved new traits than about how 
animals lost traits via natural selection.  In addition, Evans et al. showed that museum 
visitors were more likely to provide creationism-based explanations for human/ape 
evolution than for questions related to virus or insect evolution.  The findings will show 
that participants in this study also demonstrated ―item effects,‖ thus demonstrating 
context sensitivity. 
 
Open Response: “Item effects” and Concept Flexibility 
To be consistent with the literature, the term ―item effects‖ is used here instead of 
context sensitivity.  However, in terms of a resource-based perspective, the term ―item 
effects‖ is a case of context sensitivity.  ―Item effects‖ was coined by Nehm, Ross and Ha 
(2011) and describes the changes in student explanations for evolutionary processes 
associated with changes in the organisms presented in the questions.  For example, 
students were more likely to provide supernatural explanation for the evolution of 
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humans than for the evolution of insects (Evans et al., 2010).  Results presented here 
show significant differences in student responses that depend on whether the question 
presented a scenario where a trait was gained (cheetah speed, seal lung capacity) or 
whether a trait was lost (whale rear appendages, salamander eyes). 
Table 4.1 summarizes the open-response written questions pre and post CBSA.  
The table shows the number of times a particular concept was coded in the written 
responses.  There were significant differences between answer choices for the pre activity 
cheetah question (evolutionary gain) and whale questions (evolutionary loss) (pre CBSA) 
(2(6, N = 383) = 30.34, p = 0.001).  There were also significant differences between the 
post instruction seal and salamander questions (post CBSA) (2(4, N = 284) = 23.65, p = 
0.94).  A minimum of five items in a category is required for valid chi-square analysis, so 
some categories had to be excluded (indicated in Table 4.1).   This requirement meant the 
post activity ―use‖ category was excluded in the overall hi-square analysis. Pair-wise 
analysis of smaller values (that allows for smaller numbers) did show significantly fewer 
―use‖ responses (3) for evolutionary gain question than for the evolutionary loss 
questions (25) (see Table 4.14). 
A Fisher‘s exact, pair-wise analysis between different groups was performed to 
determine which categories created the differences that were first observed in the larger 
chi-square test (MacDonald, 2014).  Because need-based reasoning was the most 
frequently demonstrated naive concept (Table 4.14), and because teleological reasoning 
has been reported as a fundamental form of conceptual misunderstanding for biological 
change (Greene, 1990; Gregory, 2009; Kelemen, & Rosset, 2009; Kelemen, 2011), the 
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―need‖ category was used as a base comparison group for all pair-wise comparisons.  
Results of pair-wise analysis with Fisher‘s exact test and ―need‖ as the 
comparison category for all individual concepts are shown in Table 4.14.  Also, the 
Fisher‘s exact test can include smaller values like the ―use‖ category in the seal vs. the 
salamander, so this category could be analyzed in this instance (MacDonald, 2014, pp. 
86–89).  However, with Bonferroni‘s correction for  [as recommended for multiple pair-
wise Fisher comparisons (MacDonald)], only the ―use‖ vs ―need‖ category is valid. In 
particular, the ―use‖ category, which was larger in both of the loss questions (whale and 
salamander) than it was in the gain questions (cheetah, seal), suggests that context 
sensitivity is an important aspect in the activation of specific resources. 
The significant differences between evolutionary gain versus evolutionary loss 
type questions demonstrate context sensitivity.  Nehm and Ha, called differences in the 
type of response as a result of the context of an evolution question “item effects.”  Other 
studies have also shown the influence of context with significant differences in the 
number of correct answers between loss of a trait via evolution and acquisition of a trait 
via evolution (gain)  (Nehm and Ha, 2011). 
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Table 4.14.  Frequency of concepts – Trait gain vs. Trait loss  
Pre CBSA Assessments 
 Cheetah Question Whale Question Fisher’s Exact Value 
Need* 87 78  
Env-induced 62 35 0.093 
Partial ns 24 9 0.037* 
Learn 11 3 0.092 
Natural selection 8 3 0.230 
Statement 7 9 0.600 
Use 7 34 0.000039**
!
 
Sci words 6 10 0.300 
Self-induced 5 10 0.183 
Hybrid 2 3 0.670 
Sci concept 2 9 0.031* 
Post CBSA Assessment 
 Seal Question Salamander Question Fisher‘s Exact  
Need 60 65  
Env induced 28 25 0.624 
Partial ns 28 19 0.230 
Learn 9 1 0.017* 
Natural selection 13 7 0.228 
Statement 0 0 na 
Use 3 25 0.00025**
!
 
Sci words 19 20 1 
Self-induced 1 4 0.370 
Hybrid 1 3 0.621 
Sci concept 10 14 0.657 
* p<0.05 
**p<0.01 
!
significant with Bonferroni correction for  =p<0.005 
 
 
Further analysis demonstrates another unique case of context sensitivity.  The 
―need‖ category was broken down into two sub-categories: expanded need (student 
provides a more complex explanation of need) and basic need (student does not offer an 
explanation of why the need is present — see Table 3.14 for details).  The number of 
expanded need answers compared to basic need type answers was significantly different 
between the whale and cheetah questions (Fisher‘s exact, p = 0.02) (bottom row of Table 
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4.14).  The cheetah question asked about how a trait was gained (―gain‖ question) and the 
whale question asked about how a trait was lost (―loss‖ question).  This finding suggests 
once again that context (gain versus loss of a trait) influenced the type of naive concept 
students applied to their answer.    
 .  
Open Response: Concept flexibility in Rubric Scores  
The rubric for scoring open-ended written questions is shown in the Table 3.12.  
Analysis of rubric scores also suggested context sensitivity.  There are more correct 
answers for the evolutionary gain (cheetah) questions than for evolutionary loss (whale) 
questions (Figure 4.3) (Wilcoxon signed rank test (z = -3.68, p=0.0002).  Seal and 
salamander questions did not differ (z = -.54, p = 0.59).  This is similar to the ―item 
effects‖ observed by Nehm and Ha (2011).   
 
CINS Scores: Concept Flexibility 
Changes in CINS scores pre and post CBSA are shown in Figure 4.8.  The 
improvement of many sub-concepts of natural selection shows that not all sub-concepts 
of natural selection are intractable and that it is possible for students to improve some 
aspects of natural selection, even in a short period of time.  Also, post CBSA scores were 
significantly higher than pre activity scores ((Mann–Whitney Ua = 17545.5, 
n1 = n2 = 164, P < 0.0001 one-tailed) (Figure 4.8).   
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Figure 4.8.  Frequency of correct answer choices for the three-session group 
 
 
While the improvement was significant, the mean CINS scores pre and post 
CBSA were low (M=42.5% and M=54.5%).  The sub-sample that participated in the 
CBSA and received an additional lecture session showed the greatest improvement (One 
way ANOVA F(2,20) = 50.86, p <.0001.  Post hoc Tukey test showed all means differed 
significantly (p<0.01) (M=43.9, SD=19.63; M=56, SD=16.42; M=74.57, SD=12.55).   
Figure 4.8 lists each CINS sub-concept question from left to right, from lowest to 
highest scores on the pre test.  In most cases, 60% or more of the students were able to 
select the correct answer in the final assessment (after CBSA and lecture/discussion 
session).  For seven concept questions (Origin of species 1, Origin of variation 1, 
Variation inherited 1, Limited survival 1, Limited resources 1 and Biotic potential 2), 
over 80% of the students answered the question correctly.  While the post scores are not 
particularly high, they do demonstrate significant improvement, showing that naive 
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concepts are not intractable.   
Outcomes on the CINS were also analyzed for indicators of context sensitivity.   
There are two concept replicates for each of the ten concepts tested on the CINS.  
Replicate questions assess the same central concept, but differ in the way the question is 
written, and the possible answer choice concepts (see Table 3.9).  By comparing 
outcomes from two replicates, we can see if changing the subject organism in the 
question and/or the incorrect answer choice available influences how a student answers 
the question.  Changes in question presentation and the possible choices are changes in 
context, so comparisons of replicate questions may indicate the influence of context.  All 
replicates of pre-CBSA answers were compared by chi-square analysis (Table 4.15) to 
determine if there were significant differences between replicate questions.  Six of the 
nine assessed questions showed differences between the replicate questions, a result that 
suggests that context is important in how a student answers these questions.    
A closer look at the outcomes from the origin of variation replicates provides a 
good example to illustrate the differences in context between replicate questions.  Details 
for these replicates are shown in Table 3.9.  Outcomes from pre CBSA answers on the 
origin of variation are shown in Figure 4.3.  Three of the concepts presented in the 
answer choices on two origin of variation questions (replicates) are the same but one 
answer choice is different.  The three similar concepts are:  correct, teleological, and 
induced mutation (Figure 4.9).  Replicates differ in the answer choices for ―just change‖ 
versus ―wanted.‖   
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Table 4.15.  Replicate concept question comparison 
Concept assessed Question on the CINS 2  
(Chi-square) 
Significance 
Change in population 4, 13 0.889 p>0.05 
Origin of species 8, 20 5.44 p>0.05 
Biotic potential 1, 11 6.55 p>0.05 
Limited resources 2, 14 17.65 p<0.01 
Origin of variation 6, 19 27.61 P<0.01 
Populations are stable 3, 12 39.95 p<0.001 
Differential survival 10, 18 97.62 p<0.001 
Variation inherited 7, 17 144.20 p<0.001 
Variation in population 9, 16 48.04 p<0.001 
Limited survival 5, 15 NP - 
Table shows chi-square comparison for all replicated pre CBSA questions (N=211, df = 3).  In 
some cases analysis was not possible because answer choices for a category = 0 (NP). Shaded 
areas indicate no difference between replicate answer choice distributions. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Answer choice distributions on Origin of Variation replicates 
 
 
As seen in Table 4.15, the answer choice distribution of the origin of variation 
replicates was significantly different (2 = 27.1, N=211, df = 3, p<0.01).  If students‘ 
naive ideas were pre-conceived intractable constructs, then a single change in answer 
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choice would be unlikely to produce a significant difference. But, if naive concepts are 
flexible and sensitive to context, as a resource-based model would suggest, then we 
should expect to see differences between replicates as we see in the case of origin of 
variation question (Figure 4.3) and the five other replicates that showed significant 
differences (Table 4.15).   
 
CINS Scores: Support for Perceptual Frames 
 Many different naive resources appear in student explanations of natural selection 
but it is likely that an ―everyday/typological thinking‖ perceptual frame is a foundation 
for most naive resources (Firenze, 1997; Moore et al., 2002; Gregory, 2009).  Learned 
and use (Lamarckian) explanations often result when students tap their own experience to 
explain natural selection (Firenze; Moore et al.; Gregory).  Also, these two naive 
concepts (learned and use) are typically reported as two distinct types of misconceptions 
(Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Demastes, Settlage, and Good, 1995a; Demastes, Good and 
Peebles, 1996; Jensen and Finley, 1995, 1996; Anderson, Fisher & Norman, 2002; 
Moore, et al., 2002; Woods and Scharmann, 2001; Nehm and Reilly, 2007).  From a 
resource-based perspective, it could be argued that the ―learn‖ and ―use‖ resources are 
not different naive concepts but are instead ―cognitively close,‖ activated under the same 
―everyday-thinking‖ frame of perception.   
 CINS scores between ―learn‖ and ―use‖ concepts were compared to determine if 
these concepts used different reasoning pathways.  Answers on the other CINS questions 
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for the ―learn‖ and ―use‖ concept groups (from the variation inherited, Question 17) were 
compared.  If ―learn‖ and ―use‖ groups followed different cognitive pathways, then it 
would likely influence how the student reasons on other concepts as well. On the other 
hand, if ―learn‖ and ―use‖ reasoning were ―cognitively close,‖ then the two groups would 
produce similar answer-choice distributions.  There were no significant differences in 
answer-choice distribution between these two groups (Table 4.16), indicating a similar 
frame of perception, at least for the concepts tested on the CINS. 
Under the ―everyday-thinking‖ frame of perception, ―learn‖ and ―use‖ concepts 
may both be examples of Lamarckian thinking.  For many students, ―learning‖ (changing 
through study) is similar to the way a physical trait might be changed by use 
(practice/learning).  In conclusion, the results suggest that these two naïve ideas are 
cognitively close, and likely both fall under the ―everyday thinking‖ frame. 
To determine if other naive concepts also shared similar cognitive pathways, a 
series of other naive concepts groups (formed from other CINS questions) were also 
compared.  Groups were formed from the origin of variation questions  (Questions 19 
and 6), and the change in population questions (Question 4).  Then Pair-wise comparison 
of concept group answers for the variation inherited (Question 17) and origin of species 
(Question 20) was conducted.   The questions for concept group formation and for chi-
square analysis were selected because they produced significantly sufficient sample sizes 
and because those concept questions were determined to be four of the most important 
concepts tested on the CINS (see Appendix VIII, for analysis to determine which CINS 
concepts were most important for student understanding).   
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Table 4.16.  Comparison CINS questions between “learn” and “use” concept groups  
Comparing answer choice distribution between students who selected “Learn” and those that 
selected “Use” on question 17 (variation inherited). 
Concept and question used for 
answer choice distribution 2 P value 
Origin of Variation (19)*
r
 0.56 1 
Limited Resources (14)*
c
 1.39 0.93 
Differential Survival (10) 7.03 0.07 
Limited Survival (15) 2.01 0.97 
Variation in Populations (9) *
c
 3.15 0.68 
Change in Population (13) 1.07 0.99 
Origin of Species (20) 3.66 0.88 
Populations are Stable (11)*
r
 0.94 0.97 
Biotic Potential (11) 0.79 0.98 
Table shows no statistically significant differences between the answer choices of two groups of 
students on nine of the CINS questions.  The two groups of students were assembled according to 
students who selected the ―Learn‖ answer choice and those that selected the ―Use‖ answer choice 
on question 17 (Variation inherited). The chi-square test for independence between the two 
groups was conducted for the distribution of answers (four choices) for each of the nine questions 
in column 1. Chi-square and p values for each question are shown in columns 2; n=66 for both 
groups. 
*p<0.10 
*
r
 df= 2, one of the answer choices had less than 5 answers.  Groups with less than 5 were not 
valid for analysis 
*
c
  df= 2, two concepts groups were similar for example “all the same in side” and “all 
identical” for question 1,  so the groups were combined to create a larger sample for the 
resource 
 
Analysis was performed for select questions instead of all CINS concepts, as was 
done in the ―learn‖ and ―use‖ comparison.  Comparisons were made between pairs of 
naive concept groups.  For example, a ―need‖ concept group and an ―induced mutation‖ 
concept group were formed based on student answers from Question 19 (origin of 
variation).  The answer choice distribution that these two groups produced from the 
Variation inherited question were then compared via chi-square analysis (Table 4.17) (for 
reference, Table 3.10 shows an example of a naive and correct concept group 
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contingency table set up for chi-square comparison).  Additionally, comparisons were 
made between a naive concept group and a correct concept group (a group of students 
who selected the correct answer on a pre-test item) (shaded area in Table 4.17).  Naive 
concept group comparisons for the Variation inherited, and Origin of variation questions 
did not vary significantly (Table 4.17).  Naive concept groups were also compared to 
―correct concept‖ groups (students who answered the question correctly) (Table 4.17).  
Origin of species and variation-inherited CINS questions were selected for comparison 
because they provided sufficient sample sizes for analysis and for naive concepts that 
seemed cognitively distant.  In all instances, correct-answer groups were significantly 
different from naive concept groups (Table 4.17 – on next page), suggesting that the 
correct group apply a different frame of perception producing a different reasoning 
pathway. 
An everyday frame for understanding natural selection is like trying to build a 
foundation for a library with items found in a grocery store.  Students can find analogies 
for bricks (potatoes and tofu) and mortar (mayonnaise and pudding), but a foundation of 
tofu will not support a strong library of understanding.  Students cannot build a strong 
foundation until they shop in the hardware store (scientific frame).  Students that 
understand natural selection will shop for ideas in the hardware store.  They apply a 
―scientific/ population thinking frame‖ – a solid foundation for the understanding of 
natural selection.  It should be noted that most naive thinkers fall under a global frame of 
―everyday/ typological thinking.‖   
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Table 4.17.  Comparisons of various concept groups 
 
 
Question used to 
form concept 
groups 
Concept groups for pair-
wise comparison 
Answer choice 
distribution from this 
question were 
compared 
N 2 P value 
Origin of 
Variation #19 
Need  Induced 
Mutation 
Variation Inherited #17 148 4.03 7.81 
Origin of 
Variation #19 
Need* 
 
Induced 
mutation 
Origin of Species #20 134 0.83 0.66 
Origin of 
Variation #6 
Just 
Change 
 
Need Origin of Species #20 138 0.73 0.866 
Change in 
Population #4 
Mutation 
via Need  
 
Learned Origin of Species #20 130 1.76 0.623 
Change in 
Population #4 
All 
Members 
Change 
 
Learned Origin of Species #20 86 4.31 0.229 
Naive versus correct concept groups 
Origin of 
variation #19 
Need  Correct Variation Inherited #17 129 9.71 0.02 
Origin of 
Variation #19 
 
Induced 
Mutation 
Correct Variation Inherited #17 121 17.22 0.0006 
Origin of 
Variation #19 
Need* 
 
Correct Origin of Species #20 122 26.85 1.47 x 10
-6
 
Origin of 
Variation #19 
Env Induced 
 
Correct Origin of Species #20 120 19.28 .00023 
Change in 
Population #4 
Just 
Change* 
 
Correct Origin of Species #20 61 14.17 0.00083 
Change in 
Population #4 
Learned 
 
Correct Origin of Species #20 82 6.08 0.11 
Change in 
Population #4 
Mutation via 
Need 
Correct Origin of Species #20 124 4.86 0.182 
Change in 
Population #4 
All members 
change 
Correct Origin of Species #20 80 2.43 0.489 
Chi-square comparisons on a single pre CBSA CINS questions between concept groups formed 
from other CINS questions.  Column 5 shows the numbers of students in the compared groups; 
Column 6 shows the 2; and Column 7 shows the p value of the test.   
* The ‖No change‖ group was removed because the number of answers was less than 5  
** p<0.05 
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CINS Scores: Cognitive Differences Between Concepts 
To determine if there were differences in how naive concepts influence learning, 
results of post CBSA scores were compared between concept groups.  For example, 
students that selected the teleological answer choice on Question 6 (Origin of variation) 
were compared to the students who selected the just change answer choice on the same 
question.  Chi-square analysis of these groups‘ post CBSA scores showed that they were 
significantly different from one another (Table 4.18).  This result suggests that these two 
naive concepts influence learning in different ways.   
 
Other concept groups with sufficient sample sizes were also compared: Origin of 
Variation (#6), Differential Survival (#10) and Limited Survival (#15).  Naive concept 
groups formed from these questions also showed significant differences in the post CBSA 
Table 4.18.  Chi-square analysis of concept groups post activity answer choices 
 
Concept Groups N df Chi sq Significance 
Origin of Variation (#6) 
Teleological 101 
3 8.87 p<0.05 
Just Change 37 
 
Differential Survival (#10) 
Many Mates 50 
2 9.61 p<0.001 
Physical Ability 52 
 
Limited Survival (#15) 
Mutation Response 64 
2 18.09 p<0.001 
Strong Survive 54 
 
Origin of Species (#20) 
Environment to need 50 
2 15.62 p<0.001 
Need to Environment 98 
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answers (Table 4.18).   
Significant differences in the answer choice selections in the post CBSA 
assessment suggest that not all naive concepts influence learning in the same way.  The 
details of answer choices from the Differential Survival and the Limited Survival 
questions are presented below. These details suggest that some naive concepts do not 
hinder learning as a conceptual change model would suggest but are instead stepping 
stones toward understanding. 
Analysis of the Differential Survival concept groups shows that the ―many mates‖ 
group was more likely to select the correct answer (34%) on the post CBSA than the 
―physical ability‖ group (25%) (Figure 4.10a).  On the other hand, the ―physical ability‖ 
group showed a strong shift toward the ―compete for food‖ answer choice (42%), 
suggesting that these students remained focused on the idea of physical ability and 
competition, whereas the ―many mates‖ group was better able to learn the correct answer.  
The CBSA activity clearly shows birds competing for food, students who do not 
understand natural selection completely may focus on the ―competition‖ aspect of the 
simulation and thus select the answer that has the word ―competition.‖ 
A comparison of the ―induced mutation‖ and ―strong survive‖ groups on the 
Limited Survival question also showed significant differences in post CBSA answer-
choice distribution (2= 18.09; df=2; p<0.001) (Figure 4.11a and 4.11b).  In Figure 4.11a, 
we see that a large percentage of the ―mutation response‖ group selected the correct 
answer choice in the post-test, while a large number of the ―strong survive‖ group 
selected the ―strong survive‖ answer choice again in the post test.  These results give 
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evidence that not all naive concepts inhibit learning the same way.  
Figures 4.10a and 4.10b. Post-activity for “many mates” and “physical ability” concept 
groups.   
Results for CINS question Differential Survival #10.  Pre CBSA is 100% because sample is 
composed of all students who selection the answer choice indicated in the title.  For example, the 
post CBSA results for all students that selected ―many mates‖ on the pre test are shown in Figure 
4.10a. 
 
Figure. 4.10a 
 
 
Figure. 4.10b 
 
There were significantly differences between answer choice distribution of Post CBSA answers 
between the ―many mates‖ (n=50) and ―physical ability‖ (n=52) groups (2= 9.61; df=2; 
p<0.001).  Fisher‘s exact pair-wise comparison between the ―many mates‖ and ‗physical ability‖ 
for the number of correct answers against the number of answers for the ―compete for food‖ and 
―many mates‖ answers was significant at p<.05 (p = 0.02; p = 0.03, respectively).  Fisher‘s exact 
comparing correct and ―physical ability‖ answer choices was not significant (p = 0.094). 
Answer 
choice 
distribution 
after activity 
Answer 
choice 
distribution 
after activity 
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The results shown here illustrate how the concept of perceptual frames could 
explain both differences and similarities in naive reasoning pathways.  The changes 
shown in Figure 4.10a and Figure 4.10b point to a fundamental shift in how the two 
groups (―many mates‖ vs. ―physical ability‖) frame the question.  The analogy of 
building a library of understanding is useful here.  The ―physical ability‖ group is still in 
the grocery store shopping for things that cannot make the solid wall of understanding 
while the ―many mates‖ group has started to look for things in the hardware store 
(different frame) across the street.  From this evidence, the naive concept of ―many 
mates‖ is closer to correct than the ―physical ability‖ concept for the differential selection 
question (Figures 4.10a and 4.10b).  The same is true for the ―mutation response‖ group 
compared to ―strong survive‖ group in Figure 4.5.  In fact, the same is likely true for all 
instances of the concept group differences presented above (Figures 4.10a and b, 4.11a 
and b). 
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Figure 4.11a and 4.11b.  Post-activity for “mutation response” and “strong survive” concept 
groups.   
Figure. 4.11a 
 
 
 
Figure. 4.11b 
 
Results for CINS question Limited Survival #15. Concept groups, ―Mutation Response‖ (n=64) 
and ―Strong Survive‖ (n=54) post-activity answers are compared on the same question. 
Distribution of the answer choices on the post test was significant (2= 18.09; df=2; p<0.001).   
 
Answer 
choice 
distribution 
after 
activity 
Answer 
choice 
distribution 
after activity 
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Research Question 4:  
Do write/think aloud assessments provide evidence to describe common resources 
applied by students to understand concepts of natural selection? 
 
Write/think aloud assessments were analyzed for indicators of basic sense-
making, process resources related to natural selection.  Four resources were described: 
 
 List what I know – Students approach the problem by recalling their own 
knowledge that might be applicable to this problem 
  
 Why change (why story) – Students describe why the change occurred 
 
 Compare past to present – Students compare current adaptations to past physical 
traits or changes in the environment in order to find a reason for change  
 
 Mapping ideas – self-experience – Students map an analogous situation they 
understand onto the organism in the question. For example, one student compares 
what he knows about how dogs and cats eat to understanding how a cheetah might 
act. 
 
 Tables 4.19–22 (on pages 151–154) summarize student responses to the 
write/think aloud assessments.  Most students used the very basic sense-making tool of 
listing, taking an inventory of the situation in order to begin to describe the answer, 
referred to as ―listing what I know‖ (Rosenberg, Hammer, & Phelan, 2006).  Student 13 
provides a good example (Table 4.21) for evidence of a listing resource.   
Why change is also an important sense-making tool for these students.  In most 
cases, students start by listing what they know or by comparing the past and present. 
These tools help the student to create a ―why‖ explanation for the cheetah‘s evolution.  
The why change code was given when students specifically stated why, or explained 
why, the cheetahs changed. By contrast, many of the students didn‘t actually explain 
why, but their texts implied they were thinking about why the change had occurred.  For 
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instance, Student 1 listed very basic ideas and did not detail his thinking process very 
well.  However, from his description of how the cheetah evolved, he explained that 
maybe human beings killed their prey, and that is why the cheetah evolved.  Although 
this student did not specifically use the word why, he was likely employing the why 
change resource.  This was probably true with most of the students. 
―Compare past to present‖ was another resource that arose from analysis and is 
similar to what Russ et al. (2008) called chaining: backward and forward.  Student 
number 10 (Table 4.20) serves as a good example of this resource.  This student looked 
for differences between the past and present descriptions of the cheetah to find a reason 
for why the cheetah had changed. 
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Table 4.19.  Write/think aloud results students 1–8 
S
tu
d
en
t 
 
What students are 
thinking about 
Coded concepts 
 
Is resource present? 
C
h
a
n
g
e 
W
h
y 
ch
a
n
g
e 
 
L
is
t 
w
h
a
t 
I 
k
n
o
w
 
P
a
st
 v
 
P
re
se
n
t 
M
a
p
p
in
g
 
 
1 
Changes (food, env) – 
evolution – contact with 
humans 
Env induced 
Just change Yes No Yes No No 
2 
Survival – DNA – their 
living env. 
Sci Words (Mutation) 
Env change 
 
Yes No Yes No No 
3 
What they eat – prey - 
habitat 
- Forest changed to 
savanna – need to change 
Env change 
Use 
Need (as adapt) 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
4 
Adaptation, 
predators/prey, 
Darwin/birds – cats 
domesticate versus wild – 
prey – discovery channel 
(TV) 
Env change (prey) 
Genetic 
Need (as adapt) 
 
Yes No Yes No No 
5 
Understanding the subject 
– connect what I know 
together – think about my 
experience - what I saw 
on TV 
Need (adapt) 
Use 
―Their prey runs faster 
so they need to adapt‖ 
 
Yes Yes No No Yes 
6 
What animals are similar 
to cheetah, compare 
which is faster and use 
example to describe – 
think about fast car 
Need  
Want 
 No Yes Yes Yes No 
7 
 
Why cheetah runs faster 
than other animals – If 
cheetah isn‘t fast what is 
the effect 
 
Want 
Just change (body gets 
flexible) 
 
No Yes No Yes No 
8 
Something makes them 
want to run fast – 
ancestors found a skill 
they already had and 
improved it – their body 
structure is lean easy to 
carry 
Just change 
Use 
―Their running ability 
could have been a 
hidden skill that 
simply needed practice 
to make it perfect‖ 
 
No Yes No No No 
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Table 4.20.  Write/think aloud results students 9–12 
S
tu
d
en
ts
 
 W
h
a
t 
st
u
d
en
ts
 
a
re
 t
h
in
k
in
g
 
a
b
o
u
t 
C
o
d
ed
 
co
n
ce
p
ts
 
 
Is resource present? 
C
h
a
n
g
e 
W
h
y 
 
ch
a
n
g
e 
L
is
t 
w
h
a
t 
I 
k
n
o
w
 
P
a
st
 v
 
P
re
se
n
t 
 
M
a
p
p
in
g
 
 
9 
Cheetah‘s ancestors - where 
did they come from? 
Original environment? – 
Compare and contrast 
cheetah evolution to ―my 
own‖ – I belief we were 
created as in the Bible or 
from the environment 
through gorillas or 
monkeys) – how does env 
affect life – what cheetah 
eats and how it affects their 
speed and muscle growth 
 
Env change 
(induce) 
Learn 
 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
10 
What things interact in the 
old days … how they 
hunted? – Cheetahs are 
lighter and long jumpers 
when they chase – older 
(ancient) cheetahs had less 
prey ―have to increase their 
speed‖  
 
Need 
Env change 
 
Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
11 
Connection between human 
evolution and cheetah.  
DNA and how it could 
affect evolution 
Env change 
Need  
Self-change 
(―realized‖ need for 
speed) 
Repeated change 
 
Yes No No No Yes 
12 
Humans evolved from apes 
– ―I don‘t think about the 
reasons behind evolution, 
just the idea that it is a 
possible explanation‖ 
Env induced (by 
prey) 
Need (adapt) 
―…it is my thought 
that prey is what 
evolved the cheetah 
into a faster 
animal‖ 
 
Yes No No No Yes 
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Table 4.21.  Write/think aloud results students 13–15 
S
tu
d
en
ts
 
 
What students are 
thinking about 
Coded concepts 
 
Is resource present? 
C
h
a
n
g
es
 
W
h
y 
ch
a
n
g
e 
 
L
is
t 
w
h
a
t 
I 
k
n
o
w
 
P
a
st
 v
 
P
re
se
n
t 
 
M
a
p
p
in
g
 
 
13 
―Facts” – cheetahs are 
solitary hunters, ―run fast 
or die (natural selection)‖  
―Thoughts” – don‘t rely 
on stealth 
―Decisions” – cheetahs 
prey on fast herd animals 
– don‘t know the 
competition - ―my lack of 
knowledge…then I think 
about things I 
know…Cheetahs and 
their prey‖ ―then I start to 
organize… 
facts/decisions and write 
sentences in my mind like 
– why cheetahs need to 
run faster than other 
mammal predators?‖ 
A. Need 
 1. Solitary 
hunters, no help  
  2. Prey gets 
faster 
  3. speed – no 
camouflage             
Yes Yes Yes No No 
14 
Generic wildlife survival 
– comic books, env. 
Science class – supply 
and demand from 
economics 
Need (increased) 
mental capacity 
– increased 
strength 
Need (adapt) – 
decrease in 
supply 
 
Yes No Yes No No 
15 
Evolution of the prey – 
large space to cover – 
food available – and then 
why the cheetah has 
evolved to be so fast – 
they live in Africa – lots 
of flat ground 
Differential 
Survival 
Genetics 
―Faster ones out 
lived slower 
ones and passed 
down genes‖ 
V
al
id
 
co
m
p
et
it
io
n
 
Yes Yes No No 
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Table 4.22.  Write/think aloud results students 16–20 
S
tu
d
en
ts
 
 
What students are 
thinking about 
Coded concepts 
 
Is resource present? 
C
h
a
n
g
es
 
W
h
y 
ch
a
n
g
e 
L
is
t 
w
h
a
t 
I 
k
n
o
w
 
P
a
st
 v
 
P
re
se
n
t 
 
M
a
p
p
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g
 
 
16 
 
-―Drawing on memories of 
and nature shows seen, or 
from articles and books.‖ – 
conversation about 
evolution what natural 
selection in other classes 
Then organize my 
thoughts and write 
 
Variation 
Differential survival 
Genetics 
Acquired traits 
 
Needed to be faster 
than competition 
Faster = ―caught food 
which gave energy to 
reproduce‖ ―pass on 
better skeletal and 
muscular structure‖ 
 
V
al
id
 c
o
m
p
et
it
io
n
 
No No No No 
17 
What happened around the 
cheetah in past – then 
change their ability to use 
the environment 
Env induce 
(deforestation by 
humans) 
Just change because 
no place to hide  
Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
18 
Cats and dogs ―the 
animals that I know 
because I don‘t know 
anything about cheetahs‖ 
When dogs and cats are 
hungry they find food 
―Motivated‖ by food 
Want  
Prey runs fast No No No No Yes 
19 
 
Cheetahs have powerful 
legs – what I see and learn 
from TV 
 
Statement – 
describes how it 
hunts 
 
No 
Yes Yes No No 
 
20  
 
Modern cheetahs eat better 
than ancestors – better 
environment than 
ancestors – running more 
than ancestor 
 
Env. Induced – 
cheetahs ‗got better‖ 
because they ate 
better food 
 
No 
Yes Yes Yes No 
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The mapping / self-experience resource is demonstrated by students 5 and 18. 
This is essentially an analogical process where students seek everyday experiences and 
events seen on TV in order to provide a template to explain cheetah evolution. 
 
 
 
Results Summary 
The results shown in this chapter demonstrate that student ideas about natural 
selection behave, as a resource-based framework would predict.  The two case studies 
shown in Tables 4.2–4.7, and Figures 4.6, 4.7a and 4.7.b illustrate how case studies 
demonstrate clear indicators of resource-based behaviors.  Analysis of all four student 
interviews provides a general illustration of multifaceted construction of concepts, 
context sensitivity, concept flexibility, at-the-moment activation of resources, and 
perceptual frames – each a fundamental element of a resource based perspective (Tables 
4.9–4.13).  As a resource-based framework would predict, the case studies, open-
response questions and the write/think aloud assessment (Table 4.19–22) show that most 
non-science students do not have well formed pre-conceived ideas about natural 
selection.  Instead, the students rely on an ―at the moment‖ assemblage of whatever 
knowledge pieces they deem applicable in order to produce an answer.  
Quantitative results from the CINS and open-ended written questions (Tables 4.1 
and 4.14; Figure 4.3) demonstrate ―item effects‖ and the influence of context on the 
application of the resources.  We also see that students are often flexible in selecting the 
resources that they apply (Table 4.3).  Significant differences between CINS concept 
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group comparisons in Figures 4.10a and 4.10b; 4.11a and 4.11b show that, as a resource-
based perspective would suggest, not all naive resources behave in the same manner, and 
some resources are productive tools to facilitate understanding (Hammer et al., 2005; 
diSessa & Wagner, 2005).  Analysis and discussion in the next chapter will demonstrate 
how the resource-based framework predicts and explains many of the results (both 
quantitative and qualitative) that have been presented in this chapter.   
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS & IMPLICATIONS  
As discussed in Chapter 1, the study of student concepts of natural selection often 
lacks a theoretical foundation.  The results presented in Chapter 4 show that student 
concepts of natural selection reflect central characteristics of a resource-based model, and 
that a resource-based model could be a sound theoretical guide for the of study of 
teaching and learning concepts of natural selection.  In this chapter, explanations and 
implications of the answers to the four guiding research questions (Table 3.6) are 
discussed. The discussion presented here:  
1. Illustrates the application of a resource-based model and provides theoretical 
explanations for observed outcomes (Research Questions 1 and 2).   
 
2. Explains the quantitative support presented in Chapter 4 to illustrate that student 
ideas about natural selection behave as a resource-based framework would predict 
(Research Question 3);  
 
3. Defines and reports potential cognitive and sense-making resources related to 
student concepts of natural selection (Research Question 4) 
 
Research Question 1:   
Can a basic model for student concepts of natural selection be demonstrated as a 
simple resource-graph (Wittman, 2006)? 
 
This question was answered by applying the structure of Wittman‘s resources graphs to 
create a visual representation of student concepts of natural selection (Figure 4.4).   
Graphs presented here consist of four components described and discussed below: 
 Activation – Readout of Contextual Cues (Box with Arrow) - In the model (Figure 
4.1), the context is created based on contextual cues (Hammer, 1994; Hammer et al., 
2005).  Contextual cues are related to what diSessa and Wagner call readout strategies – 
―the ways in which people focus their attention and read out information relevant to‖ a 
problem (p. 131).  Readout strategies have been shown to be very context dependent in 
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physics problems, so there is reason to believe this same type of context dependency 
would be present in problems about natural selection (diSessa & Wagner, p. 131). 
 
 Resources (Circles linked by lines)- Resources are the model‘s foundation.  As 
discussed earlier, resources stem from diSessa‘s idea of ―knowledge in pieces‖ (1988; 
Smith et al., 1993).  Resources include conceptual resources and epistemological tools 
(Figure 5.1).  While Figure 5.1 shows a single ―Resources‖ label, it should be understood 
that this is not a single cognitive feature but is instead a multi-component, a pool or web 
of conceptual and epistemological elements that are coordinated and connected to create 
an explanation (Figure 4.4).  Resources may be bits of learned knowledge, processes used 
to evaluate and make sense of a concept, and/or primitive intuitions (like DiSessa‘s p-
prims).  The discussion presented here concentrates on process resources (sense-making 
tools), knowledge resources (facts and ideas previously acquired) and intuitive resources. 
 
 Frame of perception – Context is influenced by the student‘s frame of perception 
(perceptual frame).  The perceptual frame  ―…is a set of expectations an individual has 
about the situation in which she finds herself that affect what she notices and how she 
chooses to act‖ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 98).  When a student frames an event, he or she 
―… interpret[s] an event in terms of structures of expectation based upon similar events 
(Wagner et al., 2005, 98).    
 
 Student answer - The explanation the student uses to describe how an evolutionary 
change has taken place.   
 
 The ―resource graph‖ shown in Figure 4.1 outlines a basic model for student 
concepts of natural selection (RBM-NS).   In Figure 4.6 and Figures 4.7a and 4.7b the 
model is applied to student interviews to help to visually depict the students‘ resource 
based thinking.  Creating a visual representation of resource-based thinking, ―helps us 
clarify our thinking, seek new results, refine our experimental work, and discuss results 
with a consistent language‖ (Wittman, 2006, p. 15).  Later in this discussion, we will see 
how the RBM-NS facilitates discussion and explanation of the results obtained in this 
study. 
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Research Question 2:   
Does analysis of case study interviews provide qualitative illustrations of resource-
based behavior in student concepts of natural selection?  Specifically, do case study 
interviews demonstrate the following resource-based characteristics? 
 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Concept sensitivity/flexibility, 
o  At-the-moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift? 
 
 
Qualitative analysis of student interviews and small group activities are common 
methods for resource-based research in physics and other physical science education 
(Louca et al., 2004; Rosenberg et al., 2008; Elby & Hammer, 2010; Hammer, 1994; 
Hammer et al., 2005).  To follow this qualitative tradition, this study presents detailed 
analysis of two student interviews, and a more general analysis of four student interviews 
(Tables 4.2–4.7, and Figure 4.6 and Figures 4.7a and 4.7b).  Results of these student 
interviews illustrate the foundational characteristics of resource-based thinking as 
students attempt to explain evolutionary change.    
 
Student Interview: Jack – Self-experience Frame with Simple Resources 
Jack‘s responses are shown in Tables 4.2–4.4.  Jack‘s interview shows that he 
initially fails to activate resources to help him answer the interviewer‘s question.  His 
responses indicate that he lacks a well-constructed, pre-formed, ―misconception‖ of 
natural selection.  Instead, as resource-based theory would suggest, Jack seems to be 
scrambling to create an answer ―at the moment.‖  Initially Jack makes an error we will 
call failure to recognize resource cues.  He is unable to readout cues from the question 
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and cannot trigger productive resources on which to build an explanation (Table 4.3).  
Jack cannot explain how a changes Cecropia tree occurred (as the interviewer asks), but 
instead, states that the trees always had the nectary adaptation, and the ants didn‘t notice 
them (Table 4.3, line).  But when the interviewer asks him again to explain how nectaries 
could have evolved, Jack cannot answer the questions (Table 4.3, line Jack 3).  His 
reaction is similar to the paused start that Rosenberg et al. (2006) observed for a group of 
students attempting to answer questions about the rock cycle. Rosenberg et al. suggested 
that the students‘ failure to answer the question was the result of a lack of conceptual 
resources and a lack of epistemological resources.  The students misunderstood the nature 
of knowledge and how to go about finding it.  It is very likely that Jack was in a similar 
situation.   
When the interviewer switches the context, and suggests that Jack should think 
about a different organism (the skipping fish) then Jack begins to create a response.  Jack 
is able to discuss adaptations of a skipping fish but cannot discuss changes in the 
Cecropia tree.  This reaction is an example of how context is so important in student 
ideas about evolutionary change.  For some reason the adaptation of the walking ventral 
fins of a fish is easier for Jack to think about than the development of nectaries on a tree.   
Jack is able to develop an explanation for ―why‖ the fish evolved (Table 4.4).  We 
will call this process the ―why story‖ resource.  Why story can facilitate steps toward 
developing a mechanistic explanation (Louca et al., 2004).  The why story resource is a 
sense-making resource to provide a foundation for many students to think about evolution 
by natural selection.   
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“Why story” Facilitates a Shift to Mechanistic Reasoning  
Students often have a difficult time explaining when asked about a how a change 
occurs (biological or physical).  They will often resort to an explanation of ―why‖ a 
change takes place instead of providing a ―how‖ mechanism (Abrams & Southerland, 
2001; Louca et al., 2004).  This reaction is sometimes viewed as negative, but the 
creation of a ―why‖ explanation is likely a step toward developing a ―how‖ mechanism.  
We see that Jack‘s why story facilitates the recruitment of other resources that can help 
create an answer.  The causal story lets students form a mental ―movie that can play in 
their minds,‖ based on their own intellectual efforts (Rosenberg et al., p. 285).  
Rosenberg et al. suggest that when students activate the ―why story‖ they demonstrate an 
epistemic resource called knowledge as fabricated stuff.  By applying knowledge as 
fabricated stuff resource, students create a foundation for connecting their knowledge 
process to the question or concept at hand that can lead to productive descriptions of 
natural phenomena (Rosenberg et al., Hammer & Elby, 2010).  The why story helps Jack 
make sense of the interviewer‘s question so it is a positive initial step toward answering 
the questions.  In next section we discuss the other student interview (K).  In this case we 
see that the why story is a productive step that eventually facilitates functional 
explanation of natural selection.  
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Student Interview K: Productive Naive Resources and the Why Story 
Tables 4.5–4.7, and Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show K‘s progress during the 
interview.  Initially, she produced an incorrect answer (Figure 4.7a).  Although her initial 
answer was incorrect, it did include some correct sub-concepts related to resource 
requirements and predator avoidance.  When prompted by the interviewer to confront her 
Lamarckian ideas, K is able to recognize her errors, and eventually she produces a 
functional explanation for how leaf mantis evolved their shape and color (Figure 4.7b, 
Table 4.7).  We can see that K‘s why story resource helps her think about and recruit 
constructive resources.  After K described ―why‖ evolution takes place, the interviewer 
asked her instead to focus on ―how‖ evolution of the body shape could occur.  With help 
from the interviewer, K was able to discriminate between ―how‖ and ―why‖ explanations.  
Her initial explanation describes a Lamarckian mechanism (Table 4.5, Line K2) 
indicating a typological focus, which is likely the result of essentialist thinking (Green, 
1990; Mayer; 2000).  Her hesitant language in her explanation of how the mantis changed 
(Table 4.5 line K2), suggests that she detected flaws in her own explanation (she realized 
that the mantis cannot use their muscles to change their body shape) and switches to a 
population-based frame and a functional explanation of natural selection (Table 4.7). 
K‘s interview is an example cognitive change.  Her answers indicate flexibility, 
―at the moment activation‖ of resources, and the use of naive resources that act as 
productive tools to make a productive frame-shift.  Moreover, her naive ideas were 
flexible enough that, with help from the interviewer, she detected the flaws in her 
reasoning and shifted to population-based ideas to achieve a functional understanding. 
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Jack‘s progress is not as impressive as K‘s.  But if we consider that Jack started 
with no idea how to answer the initial question but is able to create a mechanistic 
explanation that includes some valid aspects of environmental variables (salinity, heat) 
then we can conclude that he did make positive progress (Table 4.3).  With prompts to 
switch the discussion from Cecropia trees to skipping fish (change the context), Jack was 
able to frame the question as an everyday/self-experience.  From this frame, Jack was 
able to activate a number of different resources (Table 4.4).   
Jack employed a ―use‖ based mechanism (Table 4.4, line Jack 5) to explain a 
―need‖ based situation (the fish needs to leave the pools because they are too salty)(Table 
4.4, line Jack 3).  He focused on the changes that needed to take place (change leads to 
change resource) and developed a story of why things might change (why story resource).  
In developing his ―why story,‖ he described the ―learn‖ (Table 4.4, line Jack 6) resource 
as another mechanism for change.  Eventually, he produced an answer that was incorrect.  
He stated that the skipping fish changed because they needed to get out of the high saline 
pools, and they changed through a combination of Lamarckian and learning mechanisms.   
Figure 4.6 illustrates the multi-component nature of Jack‘s natural selection 
concept.  Jack triggered multiple resources ―at the moment.‖  His resources were applied 
under an everyday/self-experience frame (see Table 4.6), and lacked population thinking.  
It is noteworthy how Jack‘s need-based reasoning was combined with Lamarckian 
mechanisms to explain why and how the evolutionary changes took place. 
K‘s interview (Tables 4.5–4.7) was quite different from Jack‘s interview.  Her 
naive ideas were much closer to correct.  As Figure 4.7b shows, she started out with a 
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naive perception of how natural selection and change worked, but was able to drop faulty 
resources from her network and activate more productive knowledge resources related to 
natural selection.  K was more systematic than Jack.  Initially, she imagined the 
environmental situation and noted key attributes of the organism (the mantis body shape, 
color); she then focused on those traits to cue her resources (Table 4.5, line K1). We will 
call this initial inventory of the environment the application of the listing resource.  Her 
initial explanation for the mantis shape demonstrated Lamarckian and learning based 
mechanisms (Table 4.5, line K2).  As the interviewer presented more probes, K began to 
recognize correct sub-concepts and demonstrated indicators of a correct population focus 
(Table 4.7).  Her final explanation showed a basic understanding of natural selection, 
what Greene (1990) calls a functional explanation of natural selection and she 
experiences a frame shift (Table 4.7, Figure 4.7b).   
Figure 4.7b illustrates K‘s frame-shift and production of a more correct answer (it 
does not show her initial naive resources).  In Figure 4.7b, we see how the ―why story‖ 
resource and the naive resources can form a productive foundation that gets the learner 
closer to understanding.  The grey dotted circles in Figure 4.7b represent the faulty 
resources that K initially employed but dropped as she developed a more scientifically 
sound explanation (the second resource network shown to the right in Figure 4.7b).  K 
drops the ―need as rationale‖ and Lamarckian resources.  Her Lamarckian ideas about 
how monkeys change was incorrect, but it lead her to think about the dog breeding 
analogy.  The dog breading analogy was very productive and helped her develop a sound 
explanation.    
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Details of Conceptual Differences 
The effectiveness of the resource-based framework for analyzing the nuances of 
student concepts of natural selection is demonstrated in the similarities and differences in 
Jack‘s and K‘s responses.  Both Jack and K initially exhibited elaborate need-based 
resources (Kelemen, 2012), and they both provided Lamarckian mechanisms for change.  
K and Jack fit into similar broad conceptual categories, but the quality of their initial 
discussion was very different.  Context sensitivity, and frames (elements of a resource-
based framework) give us the tools to help explain the qualitative differences between the 
two incorrect Lamarckian explanations.   
Kelemen (2012) suggests that elaborate need-based reasoning is more counter-
productive to learning than basic-need or basic-function reasoning because it has a more 
complex and coherent explanation behind the incorrect descriptions of evolution. Jack‘s 
case seems to demonstrate Kelemen‘s ideas and his elaborate need-based reasoning 
appears to be counter-productive.  K on the other hand also shows elaborate need-based 
reasoning, but in her case it leads to a productive conceptual change.   
Explaining the differences observed in K‘s and Jack‘s reasoning requires a more 
nuanced take on the elaborate need-based form of reasoning. Elby and Hammer (2010) 
write: 
 ―… because a given resource connected to a particular behavior can 
participate in multiple frames, the resources perspective invites attention to 
how students frame the overall activity in which a particular behavior is 
embedded, leading to more nuanced judgments about the epistemological 
productivity of that behavior‖ (p. 15). 
 
Differences in K‘s and Jack‘s reasoning can be explained by differences in their 
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perceptual frames. Their frames possess three major similarities:  1) Both students lack 
specific resources learned in the classroom, and thus both possess an initial everyday 
perspective element in their frame; 2) both students also have a typological thinking 
aspect to their initial frames; and 3) both students include teleological focus in their frame 
and describe a Lamarckian resource to explain how the trait evolved.   Although they 
seem to have three very similar underlying components, the two students show very 
different progress.  It is likely that the context and the frame of perception are important 
features that influence the different outcomes observed in Jack and K.  
Elby and Hammer suggest that ―the possibility that a given resource can 
participate in multiple frames invites close attention to context when evaluating whether a 
given student‘s utterance or behavior reflects a productive stance toward knowledge…‖ 
(p. 11).  We see that Jack and K activate similar resources (acquired trait mechanism), 
but, as Elby and Hammer emphasize, it is important to look more closely at the context of 
the frame and resources.  While both students activated everyday resources, there is a 
distinction in the context of the resources.  Jack‘s everyday frame and resources come via 
his self-experience.  In contrast, the context for K‘s everyday frame suggests a simple 
biological perspective.  She discussed the changes in monkeys‘ tails over time as well as 
dog breeding.  While these are not exactly concrete scientific concepts, these analogies 
involve animals and are not direct self-experience examples like Jack‘s ideas of learning 
from his parents.  Although, K‘s examples are not from an academic source they do come 
from some source other than her own experience (television, books, or other media).  So 
her everyday frame has a more biological slant, and we will refer to it as everyday 
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biology resources.  We will call K‘s frame typological knowledge from everyday biology 
frame.  Jack‘s frame is better described as typological knowledge from self-experience 
frame.  
The nuanced differences in the everyday frame for both K and Jack explain 
potential differences underlying the idea of elaborate need-based reasoning.  K‘s 
everyday frame comes from a semi-informed biological perspective. Consequently, she 
activated more productive resources such as the dog-breeding example and was 
ultimately able to shift to a population-thinking frame. Jack‘s everyday resources arise 
from his self-experience and do not trigger population thinking.   
Beyond elaborate need-based reasoning, productive shifts in student ideas about 
environmental phenomena can be facilitated by shifts in epistemic resources and frames 
(Louca et al., 2004; Rosenberg et al., 2008; Elby & Hammer, 2010).  K‘s interview is an 
example of a frame shift. Although she demonstrated naive resources – use/disuse and 
need-based reasoning – they were not entirely counterproductive.  Her need-based 
resources allowed her to construct a causal why story that demonstrated the useful 
resource of competition.   Her use/disuse mechanism, although incorrect, cued the useful 
resource species from species.  Eventually, K triggered the dog-breeding example.  The 
dog-breeding resource was crucial to shifting her from typological to population 
thinking. In this instance, K‘s naïve resources (based on everyday experience) were 
applied in a scientifically valid context.  Because of this, her naive resources served as 
conceptual anchors that facilitated the development of a basic understanding of natural 
selection.   
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From the example of K‘s interview, we see how the resources-based framework 
facilitates a nuanced discussion of specific resources and frames.  Instead of classifying 
Jack and K into the same elaborate need-based reasoning pathway, the resources-based 
framework facilitates looking at differences in the context of naive resources.  If the 
larger frame with which students are viewing the problem is understood, ways can be 
sought to use their naive resources as anchors to help them learn valid concepts. 
 
Research Questions 2 and 3: 
Results from Qualitative and Quantitative Assessments Illustrate Key Resource-
Based Characteristics: 
 
o  Multi-faceted construction of concept, 
o  Context sensitivity/concept flexibility, 
o  At-the-moment activation of resources,  
o  Frames/frame-shift 
 
 
Four key characteristics of a RBS-NS investigated in this study are: 1) the multi-
faceted construction of concept, 2) context sensitivity/concept flexibility, 3) at-the-
moment activation of resources, and 4) frames/frame-shift.  Answers to Research 
Question 2 provide qualitative illustrations of these characteristics and answers to 
Research Question 3 provide quantitative evidence for the importance of concept 
sensitivity and perceptual frames.  Since both Research Question 2 and Research 
Question 3 apply to the four key characteristics of a RBS-NS, the implications and 
explanations of findings from both questions are discussed together.  Summaries of the 
findings that support resource-based characteristics for student concepts of natural 
selection are presented in Table 5.1.   
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Table 5.1. Support for resource-based characteristics  
Resource-
Based 
Concepts 
Supporting Results 
C
o
n
ce
p
t 
se
n
si
ti
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ty
 
 
 
―Item effects‖ present in written responses (Tables 4.1, 4.14; Figure 4.3) 
 
 Significantly more correct sub-concepts for evolutionary gain question 
than evolutionary loss question (Figure 4.3) 
 Significantly more Lamarckian (disuse) responses for evolutionary loss 
question than evolutionary gain question (Table 4.1, 4.14) 
 Significantly more expanded need responses for evolutionary loss question 
than evolutionary gain question (Table 4.1) 
 
―Item effects‖ in CINS replicate comparisons (Table 4.15) 
 
 Significantly different answer-choice distribution for seven of the ten 
replicate concept questions 
 
C
o
n
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p
t 
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y
  
 
 
―Item effects‖ presented above are a form of context sensitivity 
 
Qualitative results from interviews show flexible application of concepts (Table 
4.10) 
 
 Jack – switches between a Lamarckian explanation and a learning 
explanation for evolutionary changes 
 K – demonstrates both naïve Lamarckian ideas and correct sub-concepts, 
and switches her explanations as she thinks about the question 
 Ann – indicates that she has ―many different hypotheses‖ for explaining the 
changes she discusses.  She describes Lamarckian ideas, then describes 
correct ideas of genetics, and then incorporates learning mechanisms for 
change 
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Table 5.1 Continued 
“
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All four case study interviews demonstrated indicators that students do not have 
well-formed, preconceived misconceptions of natural selection but are forming 
explanations in ―at the moment‖ activations (Tables 4.11 and 4.12)   
 
 Students hesitated and stated they ―do not know‖ an answer 
 Students switched between different resources 
 Students questioned their own explanations 
  
F
ra
m
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n
d
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m
e 
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  Case studies (Table 4.13) suggest naïve ―everyday/typological‖ frame of 
perception and a ―scientific/ population thinking‖ frame of perception 
 
 Case study of student K demonstrated frame shift 
 
 CINS analysis shows that some naive concepts for differential reproduction 
and limited survival concepts are likely to change with instruction more easily 
than others (Figures 4.10a and 4.10b; 4.11a and 4.11b).  Also shows that 
students demonstrate levels of understanding within an everyday/typological 
frame. 
 
M
u
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 Definitions of natural selection include at least four sub-concepts (variation, 
genetic inheritance, differential survival and reproduction, change in 
population over time) 
 Assessment tools for natural selection include multiple sub-concepts (Jensen 
et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 2002) 
 Interviews, write/think aloud, open-ended written questions demonstrate a 
coordination of multiple ideas and sense-making tools (Table 4.9, Tables 
4.19–4.22) and CINS concept group analysis shows cognitive differences 
between naïve resources (Table 4.18). 
 
 
 
The findings presented in Table 5.1 demonstrate that student concepts of natural 
selection do behave, as a resource-based framework would predict.  The findings support 
the resource-based definition for student concepts of natural selection presented below: 
Student concepts of natural selection are often flexible context-dependent 
constructions, comprised of many finer grained elements (resources and sense-
making tools) that are activated “at the moment,” and influenced by the student‟s 
frame of perception.    
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  The resource-based definition of natural selection (above) fits well with Hammer 
et al.‘s approach to student concepts and learning, one that ―…is founded on a manifold 
ontology of mind, of knowledge and reasoning abilities…comprised of many finer 
grained resources that may be activated or not in any particular context‖ (Hammer et al., 
2005, p. 92).   
 
A Resource versus Misconceptions Perspective 
The results of this study (Table 5.1) show that a resource-based framework 
predicts and explains student conceptualization about natural selection.  A resource-based 
approach offers an alternative to a ―misconceptions‖ approach, which forms the 
theoretical foundation for some past research in this area.  The conceptual change theory 
(Posner et al., 1982) is the only theoretical framework that has been widely applied to the 
study of student ideas of natural selection (Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Demastes et al., 
1995a, 1995b).  The misconceptions perspective views naive concepts as resistant and 
unitary structures (diSessa & Sherrin, 1998).  By contrast, a resource-based perspective 
views naive concepts as fluid interactions of fine-grained knowledge pieces that are 
assembled on the spot to explain a phenomenon (Hammer, 1996; Smith, diSessa & 
Rochelle, 1993; diSessa, & Sherrin, 1998; Elby, 2003; Hammer et al., 2005).   
Table 1.1 summarized the differences between a resource-based perspective and a 
misconceptions perspective for naive science ideas.  The resource-based characteristics 
summarized in Table 1.1 align better with the resource-based perspective than with the 
misconceptions perspective also outlined in Table 1.1.  We can conclude that, based on 
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the alignment between the results for Question 1 and the summary of the resource-based 
perspective, a resource-based framework is worthy of application and may even be a 
better theoretical framework for the study of concepts of natural selection than the 
conceptual change model. 
The summary of findings in Table 5.1, demonstrate that the results of this study 
effectively answer Research Question 2.  The discussion below discusses specific cases 
to illustrate the multi-faceted (manifold) character of student concepts of natural 
selection. 
 
Concept Flexibility and Multi-faceted Nature of Natural Selection 
Examples of responses to the open-ended written questions from this study 
illustrate the flexibility of the manifold resources that a student could apply to explain 
natural selection.  Table 5.2 shows two student responses to the open-ended written 
prompts.  In addition, the examples in Table 5.2 illustrate another important aspect of a 
resource-based framework: the multi-component nature of student concepts of natural 
selection.  For example, Student A presented a very simple ―need‖ based explanation of 
the cheetah evolution.  If this were the only example given, then we might think that the 
student‘s concept of natural selection was a unitary construct, as a misconceptions model 
suggests.  On the other hand, Student B offered a much more complex explanation, with a 
combination of incorrect (it lacks a population focus, and demonstrates teleological 
thinking) and correct ideas (limited resources, competition and interactions between 
predator and prey). The use of many different resources (both productive and 
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nonproductive) demonstrates the multi-faceted nature of student concepts for natural 
selection – another key characteristic of resource-based models.   
 
Table 5.2.  Sample answers to explain how a cheetah evolved great speed. 
Student A Student B 
“The cheetahs need to run 
faster to be able to catch 
their prey.” 
 
“Cheetahs are carnivores as well as a dominating species.  As 
years have passed, their prey has evolved to become quicker than 
the cheetahs, so they could escape from death and run to safety.  
This caused the cheetah‟s food source to decrease.  Their 
population decreased.  Overtime, cheetahs got faster and faster to 
catch their prey and also so they could remain a dominating 
species.  This evolution caused the population of the species to 
increase in great numbers.” 
 
 
The write/think aloud assessments presented in Tables 4.19–22 also illustrate the 
manifold structures of student ideas about evolutionary change.  This is similar to what 
other researchers have described as a conceptual ecology: a concept or idea made up of 
many sub-concepts, and educational and social experiences (Demastes, et al., 1995a and 
b).  Analysis of the write/think aloud assessments also provide evidence for some specific 
sense-making tools [why change (why story), list what I know, compare past to present 
mapping ideas – self experience].  These tools are likely important resources that help 
students develop a concept of natural selection.  From the evidence discussed here, we 
conclude, as other researchers have concluded about concepts in physics, that the concept 
of natural selection is a ―…complex mix of formal and informal knowledge‖ (Dufresne et 
al., 2005, p. 193) and demonstrates a resource-based manifold construction.  
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Levels of Understanding in Resources for Natural Selection 
Findings presented in this dissertation suggest that not all naive resources are 
conceptually equal.  The results suggest that some naive resources are resistant to change 
and hinder learning, while other naive resources facilitate acquisition of a valid scientific 
concept.  Comparisons of concept groups for the CINS limited survival question (#15) 
(Figures 4.11a and 4.11b) illustrate the idea of different levels of understanding among 
naïve concepts.  The prompt for the Limited survival questions and the four answer 
choices for the Limited survival question are shown below: 
15. What do you think happens among the lizards of a certain species when the food 
supply is limited? 
 
a. The lizards cooperate to find food and share what they find. 
b. The lizards fight for the available food, and the strongest lizards kill the weaker ones.  
c. Genetic changes that would allow lizards to eat new food sources are likely to be 
induced. 
d. The lizards least successful in the competition for food are likely to die of starvation 
and malnutrition. 
Students that selected answer choice C (shown above) formed the ―mutation response‖ 
group in Figure 4.11a.  Those that selected answer choice ―B‖ formed the ―strong 
survive‖ concept group (Figure 4.11b).   
These two naive responses (―mutation response‖ and ―strong survive‖) are both 
incorrect, but post activity scores suggest that students who opted for the ―mutation 
response‖ were more likely to select the correct answer after instruction than the students 
who chose the ―strong survive‖ answer choice.  One explanation for this difference 
between these groups is that students selecting the mutation response answer posses 
partially correct naive resources.  These students are closer to a correct concept than 
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those from the ―strong survive‖ group.  It is likely that the students from the ―mutation 
response‖ group have some experience learning about natural selection.  It is likely that 
their experience (previous class work, television, and/or books) allows them to create a 
basic association of terminology (genetic changes with evolution).  A closer look at the 
text of the answer choice C illustrates this idea (see the question above). The first part of 
the answer choice sounds correct ―Genetic changes that would allow lizards to eat new 
food sources are.‖  The students probably focus on the words ―genetic changes.‖  They 
know that genetic changes are associated with evolution so they pick the answer that 
sounds correct according to their limited understanding of natural selection.  This 
association constitutes a resource that we will term ―genetic change association‖ or a 
more general resource we will call ―sounds scientific.”  ―Genetic change association‖ is a 
simple resource and does not constitute a complete understanding of the role of mutation 
in evolution, but it is not entirely incorrect.   Essentially, the students are at a very basic 
level where they are selecting the answer that ―sounds scientific.‖   
Students that selected the answer choice because it ―sounds scientific‖ know that 
genetic changes are associated with the process of evolution.  They may possess a 
rudimentary understanding of natural selection. On the other hand, students that selected 
that strongest lizards kill weaker ones (choice B) are focused on the intuitive idea that 
being bigger and stronger is better.  These students likely apply an intuitive resource 
―bigger is better‖ to make sense of the question.   Thus, students in this group are less 
likely to learn the correct ideas in a single session with a computer model. 
  In essence, students who select the ―mutation response‖ answer are conceptually 
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closer to the correct answer than the students that apply a ―strong survive‖ resource.  
Students who focus on the ―strength and size‖ answer choice for this question are more 
likely to focus on the physical struggle between birds depicted in the computer simulation 
(phenotypic focus). On the other hand, the ―mutation response‖ students focus on the 
aspects of the simulation that shows a DNA mutation as the source of the change in beak 
size (genotypic focus).  The students that focus on this genetic aspect of the simulation 
are headed toward a correct understanding because they know that genetic changes 
underlie the phenotype changes.  Students with the ―genotype focus‖ are closer to a 
correct cognitive structure and are more likely to switch to a correct line of reasoning. As 
a result, we see that some naive answers provide a foundation to create scientifically 
correct resources.    
Like the limited survival question discussed above, results from the differential 
survival CINS question (Figure 4.10a and 4.10b) also demonstrated conceptual 
differences in the naive resources.  Students who selected ―many mates‖ on the pre-test 
(Figure 4.10a) were more likely to select the correct answer after instruction (36%) than 
students that selected ―physical ability‖ on the pre-test (Figure 4.10b) (14%).  The 
majority of the ―physical ability‖ group selected the ―compete for food‖ answer choice 
(Figure 4.10b) after instruction (42%).  The ―physical ability‖ group was probably 
functioning similarly to the ―strong survive group‖ discussed earlier.  It is likely that this 
group of students has a pre-disposition for a ―competition‖ type of logic.  Consequently, 
students that are predisposed to the idea of competition will select the ―compete for food‖ 
choice although it is incorrect.  It is possible that the computer activity inadvertently 
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leads students down this incorrect pathway.  The activity shows birds ―fighting‖ for food.  
It is probable that students with resources related to physical size and strength will focus 
on the physical conflict in the simulation. This is a case of  ―activity induced error.‖  By 
contrast, the students that selected ―many mates‖ on the pre-test are less focused on the 
physical competition aspect of survival and more focused on the reproductive success 
aspect of survival.   The computer activity also shows the birds mating and having 
offspring.  The ―many mates‖ group focuses on the ―mating‖ aspect of the simulation and 
is less likely to select the answer choices dealing with strength and competition.  
Therefore, students from these two groups focus on different contextual cues to guide 
them toward their particular answer choices on the post-test.  In this example, we see that 
different cues from the computer activity trigger different resources that, in turn, trigger 
very different learning experiences.  These outcomes demonstrate the importance of 
context in the learning experience of the students.  The ―many mates‖ group starts off 
―closer to correct‖ and focuses on a more correct aspect of the activity, whereas, the 
―physical strength‖ group reads a different context out of the activity that is less 
productive.     
Each new partially correct resource contributes to a new scientific frame of 
perspective.  As students learn and gather more scientifically sound resources they can 
move away from the ―everyday experience‖ frame toward a ―scientific knowledge‖ 
frame. The case of the ―induced mutation‖ group discussed above is evidence of this 
process.  Merely knowing that genetic mutation is part of natural selection may be a small 
step toward constructing a more stable scientific frame.  The ―sounds scientific‖ resource 
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mentioned in the previous sections can lead to incorrect choices, but it is probably the 
beginning of a new foundation for a new frame.   
If the above discussion is correct, then some prior but misapplied resources are 
closer to correct than others, showing that naive resources exhibit different levels of 
understanding.  These closer-to-correct resources could be useful in developing 
instruction for teaching natural selection.  In fact, research shows that some naive 
resources can serve as anchors for the learning of new concepts (Clement, 1987; 
Clement, Brown, and Zeitsman, 1989; Buteler & Coleoni, 2009).  As a result, some naive 
resources may be useful steps toward assembling a valid pool of resources and frames of 
perception.   
In summary, the results of this study demonstrate that most students‘ naive 
concepts of natural selection behave the way a resource-based framework would predict 
(Table 5.1).  Results presented here suggest that naive concepts of natural selection are 
multiple-faceted, flexible, context dependent ideas that are formed in the moment.  
Results also suggest that the why story, list what I know, compare past to present, sense-
making tools are important process resources to help students form a concept of 
biological change. The results also provide evidence for two general frames of 
perception:  1) ―everyday/typological,‖ and 2) ―scientific/population thinking.‖   
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Research Question 4:  
Research Question 4: Do write/think aloud assessments provide evidence to describe 
common resources applied by students to understand concepts of natural selection? 
 
 
As shown in Chapter 4, results of the write/think aloud and the case studies 
suggest four resources related to students‘ concepts of natural selection:  
 
1. Listing (a sense-making resource)  
2. Change leads to change 
3. A why story 
4. Mapping everyday experiences  
 
 
A discussion illustrating each of these research resources and the implications of their use 
follows. 
 
The Listing Resource  
The listing resource is a sense making tool that students exhibited as they attempt 
to answer questions about natural selection.  The listing resource occurs when the 
students create a list or inventory of various elements they read-out of the question.  This 
resource appears to be a critical step that allows students to connect the question to their 
prior knowledge.  For example, Student 6 (Table 4.19) stated that he/she thinks about 
―what animals are similar to cheetah - compare which is faster and use example to 
describe‖.‖  The listing resource is used in both scientific and naïve explanations.    
The difference between naive and scientific listing is in the concepts that are 
being accounted for.  If we compare Student 15 (Table 4.21) and Student 6, we can see 
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the difference between a more scientifically correct student and a more naive student.  
We see that Student 15 noted that he/she accounts for ―Evolution of the prey – large 
space to cover – food available large space to cover,” whereas Student 6 listed other 
animals similar to cheetahs.  On top of that, Student 15 searched for factors that 
contribute to an evolution scenario while Student 6 looked for a more basic connection – 
the similar animal.   
A key element in the listing process is what occurred after listing.  After students 
listed the important aspects of the problem and their own related knowledge, they then 
attempted to make connections between the given problem and their knowledge.  Student 
4 (Table 4.19) is a good example of how a student attempted to make the connection 
between what he/she knew and a given problem, ―connect what I know together – think 
about my experience.‖   
The listing and connecting processes are important for the resources-based model.  
These processes support the ideas of framing (everyday frame of perception) and 
contextual cues.  If students create lists of what they know, it helps them frame the 
question and put it into context that helps them trigger resources to help answer the 
question.   
We see from the students‘ lists that many of these students attempted to list semi-
scientific ideas.  Students 1–4 (Table 4.19) are good examples.  These students listed 
ideas about DNA, predator prey, and Darwin.   The students do not appear to have well-
formed or correct versions of these scientific ideas, but they are at least familiar with the 
terminology.  These student resources are further examples of resources that are closer-
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to-correct, as discussed above. 
Students that listed both scientific ideas and naive ideas may be in a conceptual 
flux between a full scientific frame and a very naive everyday frame. They probably did 
not have sufficient formal instruction about natural selection but understood some 
concepts from exposure to formal classroom ideas, ―nature shows,‖ and knowledge of 
familiar animals.  Students 4 and 10 are good examples of this point.  Student 4 described 
some correct concepts related to natural selection, although these concepts include need-
based reasoning.  Student 10 made a notable list of attributes that would be helpful in 
describing a valid account of natural selection.  It is likely that Student 10 lacks formal 
instruction about natural selection, so he/she uses need-based reasoning as his/her 
explanation for the changes.  These students are also good examples that illustrate the 
multi-faceted nature of student concepts of natural selection, with a mix of naive and 
semi-correct resources informing their conception. 
 
The “Change Leads to Change” and “Why Story” Resources 
Results from the written questions and write/think aloud assessments suggest that 
the need as rationale phenomenological primitive (Southerland et al., 2001) is triggered 
by a fundamental sense-making mechanism we will call change leads to change.  
 Additionally, the change leads to change resource is most easily observed in 
students who demonstrated the expanded need resource.  Student answers were 
designated expanded need if students ―expanded‖ their description of the need-based 
situations to include descriptions of changes in the environment that could have led to the 
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changes in the animals (drought, rising sea levels, reduction in prey).  There were a large 
number of expanded need responses (45 of 153 students, see Table 4.13).  Since, ―change 
in the environment‖ is an important aspect of the expanded need response, ―change‖ must 
be an important element of focus in the students‘ evolution stories.  In that regard, it 
appears that students intuitively think that evolutionary change is a reaction to a prior 
change in the environment.   
The change leads to change resource is also a sense-making tool (Hammer & 
Elby, 2003, Hammer et al., 2005).  The change leads to change resource facilitates 
mechanistic reasoning via what Russ et al. (2008) called describing the target 
phenomenon.  It would also lead to chaining: backwards and forwards – ―…A general 
reasoning strategy that aids the discovery and articulation of mechanisms …about the 
causal structure of the world to make claims about what must have happened previously 
to bring about the current state of things (backward) or what will happen next given that 
certain entities or activities are present now (forward)‖) (Russ et al., p. 513).   
The change leads to change resource further helps students by creating a change 
story.  When a student creates a story for why traits evolve (change) it is likely to be 
governed by the proposed change leads to change resource.  Beyond that, the change 
leads to change resource is what we will call a contextual resource  (a type of epistemic 
resource for students to explain and read cues in the problem).  A resource like change 
leads to change helps the students to know what knowledge they should connect to the 
problem.  For example, many students readout the idea - cheetahs evolved from a slower 
ancestor.  This is a change situation. Students recognize the change situation and then 
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trigger the change leads to change contextual resource.  The result is the change leads to 
change contextual resource allows students to create a story of change or why story.   
The change story is a specific example of what Hammer et al., called the story 
resource. Once students describe or recognize a change situation, they can create a story 
that answers the question (why story).  In naive reasoners, a why story is likely to trigger 
the need as rationale resource to explain why a change occurred. Many basic-need 
reasoning (Kelemen, 2012) students stop at the why story and then fail to produce a 
mechanism of ―how‘ the change occurred (see Students 6 and 7, Table 4.19). As 
discussed in the case studies of Jack and K, the why story is a step toward explaining both 
naive and correct mechanisms of how evolution occurs.  Students 8 Table 4.19; and 
Student 15, Table 4.21 also show productive use of the why story.  The why story 
resource helps students make sense of the evolution question; it allows them to start 
―from what they know‖ (Louca et al., 2009) and begin to make sense of the situation. 
 
Item Effects: Instances of Context sensitivity 
A key finding in this dissertation work was the confirmation of context sensitivity 
or what previous literature calls ―item effects‖ (Tables 4.1, 4.14 and Figure 4.3).  There 
were significant differences in the types of resources students applied when evolutionary 
loss and evolutionary gain questions were compared.  Questions about loss of a trait were 
more likely to generate Lamarckian / ―disuse‖ explanations than were gain questions 
(Table 4.14).  Loss questions also generated fewer correct sub-concept responses (Figure 
4.3) than gain-based questions.   
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From a resources-based perspective, item effects likely arise because students cue 
different resources based upon their frame of perception and/or the contextual cues they 
read out of a given question.  Hammer et al. (2005) defines context for an individual as 
―…the circumstances for passive but reliable activation… of a set of resources‖ (p. 110).  
In this case, the ―circumstances‖ are the differences in the evolutionary direction of the 
trait in question.  Table 5.3 shows three specific samples from the open-ended written 
questions.  These responses illustrate specifically how different resources were cued for 
the loss and gain questions.   
 
  Table 5.3.  Item effects in evolutionary gain vs. evolutionary loss questions 
S
tu
d
en
t 
A
 
GAIN - “The cheetahs needed to run faster to be able to catch their prey.” 
 
LOSS - ―The whales ate things in the water and needed to be in the 
water to catch them.  So it was in the water so long it‟s legs became 
weak and each successive generation had weaker legs until one 
generation had no legs just a tail to help it swim.”  
 
S
tu
d
en
t 
B
 
GAIN - “The seal needed to stay underwater for a long time to get its 
food so each generation adapted to staying underwater.” 
 
LOSS - “The organisms lived in caves so they don‟t need to see so over 
time/generations they slowly lost their ability to see because they didn‟t use 
it.” 
 
S
tu
d
en
t 
C
 
GAIN – “Only cheetahs that could run faster could survive because 
they could get prey.  As a result, their children have only genes that 
run fast, and the genes come down to descendants.  Therefore, 
cheetahs can run faster than their ancestors.” 
 
LOSS - “In the sea, whales don‟t need rear legs, and they have a tail for 
swimming instead of legs.  Whales did not use the legs, so they degenerated 
and disappeared.” 
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Student A shows an initial readout strategy that is similar for both questions, and 
both answers have a need-based element to the response.  Although both responses show 
a need-based element the response, only the response to the evolutionary loss (whale) 
question also shows a mechanism for change (disuse or environment- induced).  The need 
based reasoning for the loss questions is categorized as an ―elaborate need based‖ 
response whereas, the response to the gain questions is a simple ―basic need-based‖ 
response (Kelemen, 2012).  The cheetah answer lacked reference to a specific mechanism 
of change and implied an organism‘s ―biological need had an intrinsic power to bring a 
heritable trait into existence‖ (Kelemen, 2012, p. 4). On the other hand, the whale 
question was an example of elaborate need-based reasoning – meaning the answer 
invokes ―…more theoretically cohesive notions of mechanism‖ (Kelemen, p. 4). The 
student wrote that the whale was ―…in the water so long it‟s legs became weak and each 
successive generation had weaker legs.”  This statement indicated a specific mechanism 
for change.  It remains unclear if the student meant that the water itself made the ―legs 
weak,‖ or if the answer implied that being in the water meant that the whale would not 
use its legs so they became weak – a disuse mechanism. Either way, Student A‘s answer 
to the whale question demonstrates a mechanism for change and therefore can be 
classified as an example of elaborate need-based reasoning. Student A‘s answer to the 
cheetah question does not show evidence of a mechanism for change and is thus 
classified as basic need-based reasoning.   
The differences in Student A‘s responses for the cheetah and whale questions 
suggest that context influences which resources the student triggers.  The whale and the 
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cheetah question both ask about biological change. Studies have shown that when 
students are asked to explain ―how‖ a biological change occurs, they tend to answer with 
a teleological bias ―why‖ explanation (Abrams & Southerland, 2001; Southerland et al., 
2001). A teleological bias is an innate resource that most adults and children apply to 
explain biological change (Kelemen & Rosset, 2009).  Accordingly, we can describe a 
cognitive pathway in Student A‘s answers as follows — both the evolutionary loss and 
the evolutionary gain questions are equal to (perceived as) biological change.  As stated, 
biological change leads to explaining the reason for change as need.   This portion of the 
cognitive pathway is similar in both loss and gain answers.  However, Student A  fails to 
continue to develop a more elaborate explanation for the cheetah evolution.  By contrast, 
the student focused on loss of a trait in the whale question.  The ―loss aspect‖ is the cue 
that triggers a basic resource we will call a loss = lack of use resource.   
Student B‘s answers to the seal and salamander questions also provide a clear 
example of the difference between the basic need-based and elaborate need-based 
reasoning (Table 5.3). Student B‘s answer very clearly shows a disuse mechanism of 
change for the salamander, when B states, “… slowly lose their ability to see because 
they didn‟t use it.”  On the contrary, Student B‘s answer to the seal question does not 
describe a mechanism for change and simply states that “each generation adapted.‖  The 
answer to the seal question shows basic need-based reasoning; the answer to the 
salamander question demonstrates elaborate need-based reasoning.   These different 
types of reasoning are likely the result of different readout of contextual cues.  In the 
salamander question, the student used the loss of sight and specific environmental 
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conditions related to loss of sight (dark caves) as contextual cues.  In the seal question, 
the student focused on the seals‘ attributes (diving for long time).  It appears that losing a 
trait is more likely to trigger a lack of use=loss resource.  Student B‘s contrasting 
pathways are diagrammed below in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b.  
For the seal question, the student has an ―attribute focus‖ and identifies the ability 
that has changed (diving for long periods or being blind).  With the salamander question, 
the student has a ―loss focus.‖  The ―loss cue‖ triggers the disuse (lack of use = loss) 
resource.   Triggering the lack of use=loss resource explains a mechanism for the change.    
With the evolutionary gain (seal) questions, no true mechanism of change was described 
and the need as rationale was the resource producing the student‘s answer.  
 
Figure 5.3a.  Student B – Gain leads to need based reasoning only 
 
  
Why story  
“Why stay 
under water” 
Activation 
Contextual 
Cue = 
Seal remains 
under water) 
Need as 
rationale (need 
to stay 
underwater for 
food)  
Everyday Frame of Perception 
Answer:  Seals evolved to 
stay underwater because 
they needed to eat 
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Figure 5.3b.   Student B – Loss leads to Lamarckian reasoning 
 
 
Kelemen theorized that elaborate need-based reasoning, because it is a more 
cohesive set of preconceived ideas, is potentially more counter-productive to learning 
about natural selection than the simpler basic function-based reasoning (p. 5).   Support 
for this idea is seen is Table 4.14, where fewer correct sub-concepts were provided for 
loss-based questions than gain-based questions.  If there are fewer correct concepts for 
loss-based questions, it could be the result of more ―use‖ mechanism and elaborate need-
based reasoning impeding correct ideas.  Although elaborate need reasoning might 
impede learning in some cases, some results suggest elaborate need reasoning can be a 
positive step toward gaining a productive concept of natural selection (for example the 
case study of K – Tables 4.5–4.7).  Also, as shown in Table 5.4 students (A and B), both 
forms of reasoning (basic need-based and elaborate need-based) are present.  If the 
students possess both need-based reasoning forms at the same time, then it is complicated 
Why story 
(cave is dark)  
Activation 
Contextual 
Cue = 
(Salamanders 
are blind, loss 
of eyes) 
Need as 
rationale 
(don’t need 
eyes) 
Everyday Frame of Perception 
Answer: Salamanders 
are blind because 
caves are dark and 
they don’t use their 
eyes 
How – by 
disuse 
(don’t use 
eyes) 
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to figure out if one particular pathway is more counter-productive than the other.   
The following discussion presents three hypotheses for the differences between 
evolutionary gain and loss questions: 1) lack of effort by the student, 2) differences in 
contextual cues, resulting from the fact that the questions have different organisms in the 
problem; or 3) differences in contextual cues resulting from the direction (gain or loss) of 
evolutionary trait.  First, the differences observed among question types could result from 
the lack of effort from students.  Perhaps the students were actually thinking about the 
use/disuse mechanism in the cheetah and seal questions but simply left it out of the 
answer. However, there is evidence that would argue against this hypothesis.  The 
cheetah question was presented first, so one would think that students would put forth 
more effort for the first than for the second question.   In post-activity questions, the loss 
question was presented first and there was still a consistent, and statistically significant, 
pattern (whale and cheetah; salamander and seal) (Table 4.14).  Given this evidence, it is 
improbable that students happened to put less effort into the evolutionary gain questions.    
It is also unlikely that use of a different organism (whale vs. cheetah) in the 
question influenced contextual cues.  Nettle (2010) and Evans et al. (2011) found that 
questions related to human evolution are often perceived differently than questions about 
the evolution of animals, but humans were not subjects in the questions for this study.  
Furthermore, Settlage and Jensen (1996) found that there was no connection between the 
type of organism in question prompts and the way students described natural selection 
with the organism.  
The third hypothesis is the most likely:  differences between student answers for 
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evolutionary gain and loss questions are the result of context sensitivity centered on the 
direction of the evolutionary change.  The loss of a trait must relate to the steps in 
mechanistic reasoning — describing the target phenomenon and chaining: backward and 
forward (Russ et al., 2008).  For some reason, students‘ everyday experience with losing 
a trait (describing the target phenomenon) facilitates chaining those results in students 
using a disuse mechanism.  In a gain question, it is likely that students still describe the 
target phenomenon (for example, change in the cheetah‘s speed), but chaining does not 
lead to a mechanistic explanation for evolution.  Whatever the exact mechanism, we can 
see that gain and loss evolution questions often trigger a different set of self-experience 
resources. 
A third example (Student C, Table 5.3) demonstrated a large difference between 
evolutionary gain and loss pathways.   The dichotomy of reasoning illustrated by Student 
C is striking.  Student C used some correct concepts for the cheetah question (variation in 
the population, differential survival, and genetic inheritance) but gave a Lamarckian 
explanation for the whale question.  The same student failed to equate the natural 
selection process with the whale situation.  The stark contrast between the strongly 
scientific explanation for the cheetah question and the very simple Lamarckian 
explanation for the whale question illustrates how important context can be in student 
reasoning about natural selection.   
Students focus on the ―loss‖ aspect of the evolutionary loss question, and this 
triggers the intuitive lack of use=loss resource. It would seem logical that if a student 
triggers a loss = lack of use resource when questions specify evolutionary loss, they 
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would apply a reverse reasoning — more use=gain resource when a question specifies 
evolutionary gains.  However, the dichotomy of reasoning demonstrated by Student C 
indicates that the logic of use and disuse are not simply reverse cognitive pathways.   
 Cues for an evolutionary loss question are different from cues for an evolutionary 
gain question. Both reasoning pathways for student B are shown in Figure 5.3a and 5.3b.  
Both pathways are framed within the everyday frame of perception, but different 
contextual cues are read out.  Student C offered a scientific explanation for the cheetah 
question while at the same time exhibiting a naive Lamarckian description for the whale 
question.  The switch between these two reasoning pathways is likely the result of 
shifting frames of perception. Physics students easily shift frames when solving physics 
problems (Hammer, et al., pp. 101–102), so it is likely that biology students could do the 
same depending upon the question.   
The manner in which a student frames a problem influences their ability to apply 
correct resources (Hammer et al. 2005).  Engle, Nguyen, and Mendelson (2010), showed 
that instruction can introduce specific frames that will generate more positive transfer of 
facts and strategies for biological concepts. The case of Student C further shows that 
framing is also an important concept for students learning about natural selection.  The 
model base explanation for Student C‘s mostly correct response to the cheetah question is 
shown in Figure 5.3c. 
 Student C‘s reasoning pathway for the evolutionary loss question would be very 
similar to the reasoning pathway shown for Student B‘s evolutionary loss question 
(Figure 5.3b). The reasoning pathways presented here appear linear, but it should be 
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noted that back and forth and non-linear interplay between contextual cues and frames 
and resources exists.  The contextual cues influence the frame; the frame and the cues 
impact which resources are activated.  This is why the frame as shown in Figure 5.3c 
encompasses both the contextual cue and resource elements of the model.  Frames are 
activated based on contextual cues, and frames facilitate the activation of resources based 
on cues (Hammer et al.).   
In addition to demonstrating a frame shift, Student C‘s answers lend support to 
Kelemen‘s hypothesis that the elaborate need-based resource is counter-productive to 
learning natural selection. In this instance, the student possesses both naive and correct 
cognitive resources and accordingly must focus on different contextual cues to trigger 
one or the other pathway.  The conceptual cues present in the loss question trigger an 
elaborate need-based reasoning.   From a resource perspective, we would say that the 
elaborate need-based resource does not block the correct concepts, but instead triggers 
the everyday frame, and triggers naive resources as well.  
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Figure 5.3c.  Student C – Functional description of natural selection  
 
  
Overall, eight of the 31 students (~25%) demonstrated the lack of use=loss 
resource in the whale question but provided at least one of the four correct rubric 
categories for the cheetah question (Table 4.1, and Figure 4.3).  The difference between 
using correct ideas in one context and incorrect ideas in another demonstrates that student 
concepts are flexible, multifaceted constructions with both counter-productive and 
productive resources. 
Cognitive-flexibility and the importance of context are important components of 
the resource-based framework.  Consistent with the results that show ―item effects,‖ 
Hammer et al. states that naive resources are ―…systematically inconsistent…sensitive to 
the difference in context between the two situations‖ (p. 108).  The increased likelihood 
that ―use‖ based reasoning will be applied to an evolutionary loss question instead of to 
Variation in 
population 
Variation 
inherited 
Activation 
Contextual Cue  
(Cheetah has 
changed 
overtime)) 
Differential 
survival 
Differential 
reproduction 
Change in 
frequency of 
trait in 
population 
FRAME OF PERCEPTION = Population Perspective, Scientific Theory 
Answer:  Cheetah 
evolved speed as a 
result of natural 
selection 
How change 
– natural 
selection  
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an evolutionary gain question clearly shows the ―systematic inconsistencies‖ in student 
ideas.  The discussion of ―item effects‖ supports the ideas of context and flexibility, and 
it also further strengthens the notion that student concepts of natural selection are 
―manifold cognitive‖ constructions. 
 
Conclusion 
Viewing student concepts as ―manifold cognitive‖ constructs is useful in 
understanding how students think about natural selection:  ―Thinking in terms of 
manifold cognitive elements allows for models of mind that can respond differently in 
different moments‖ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 98).  The manifold resource-based model 
explains and predicts the differences in reasoning between evolutionary gain and loss 
questions.   
With a focus on context and flexibility, the resource-based model for student 
concepts of natural selection also helps us conceptualize the complex interactions 
between resources and outcomes that teachers see in their students‘ explanations of 
natural selection.  As the work presented in this dissertation demonstrates, student 
concepts of natural selection behave as a resource-based model would predict, and it is 
useful as a framework for understanding student reasoning about natural selection. 
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Future Research 
The goal of this dissertation was to establish that a resource-based framework is a 
sound theoretical framework to study student concepts of natural selection.  However, 
this is just a first step.  Below are listed suggested areas to pursue further research into 
resource-based ideas about evolution and natural selection: 
 Reasons behind “item effects” – If we could determine the underlying 
mechanism that creates ―item effects,‖ specifically the differences in the 
evolutionary gain and loss questions, we could better understand how context 
influences a student‘s understanding of natural selection.  This understanding 
could help us better design curricula for teaching natural selection.  We could 
even take advantage of the conceptual flexibility to find better cues for students 
to focus on.  If we could specifically and quantitatively verify that an elaborate 
need-based reasoning pathway comprises understanding, then we would have a 
very common pathway that could be addressed to develop curriculum to help 
students learn about natural selection. 
 Description of new resources for student concepts of natural selection – The 
literature about resource-based ideas in physics education literature describes 
many epistemological and cognitive resources, and primitives.  The same could 
be done for student concepts of natural selection.   
 Describe and conduct more case studies – More case study research would 
produce more detail into the nature of student resources and reasoning for natural 
selection.  This type of study has helped advance the understanding of how 
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physics students learn (or fail to learn) about fundamental physics concepts.  If a 
similar path is pursued with evolution by natural selection, more will be 
discovered about the underlying learning mechanisms that will help advance the 
teaching and learning of natural selection.  
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Appendix I  
Anderson, D.L., Fisher, K.M.  and Norman, G.J. , (2002) Development and evaluation of the 
conceptual inventory of natural selection.  Journal of Research in Science Teaching, v.39(10), pp. 
952–978. 
 
Conceptual Inventory of Natural Selection 
 
Your answers to these questions will assess your understanding of the  
Theory of Natural Selection.  Please choose the answer that best reflects how 
 a biologist would think about each question. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Galapagos finches 
 
Scientists have long believed that the 14 species of finches on the Galapagos Islands 
evolved from a single species of finch that migrated to the islands one to five million 
years ago (Lack, 1940).  Recent research (Burns, et al, 2002) suggests that the original 
finches came from the Caribbean Islands.  Different species live on different islands. For 
example, the medium ground finch and the cactus finch live on one island.  The large 
cactus finch occupies another island.   One of the major changes in the finches is in their 
beak sizes and shapes as shown in this figure. 
                                          
__________________________________________________________________________ 
Choose the one answer that best reflects how an evolutionary biologist would answer. 
 
1. What would happen if a breeding pair of finches was placed on an island under ideal conditions 
with no predators and unlimited food so that all individuals survived?  Given enough time,  
a. the finch population would stay small because birds only have enough babies to replace 
themselves. 
b. the finch population would double and then stay relatively stable. 
c. the finch population would increase dramatically. 
d. the finch population would grow slowly and then level off.  
 
2. Finches on the Galapagos Islands require food to eat and water to drink. 
a. When food and water are scarce, some birds may be unable to obtain what they need to 
survive. 
b. When food and water are limited, the finches will find other food sources, so there is 
always enough. 
c. When food and water are scarce, the finches all eat and drink less so that all birds survive. 
d. There is always plenty of food and water on the Galapagos Islands to meet the finches’ 
needs.  
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3. Once a population of finches has lived on a particular island with an unvarying environment for 
many years,  
a. the population continues to grow rapidly. 
b. the population remains relatively stable, with some fluctuations. 
c. the population dramatically increases and decreases each year. 
d. the population will decrease steadily.  
4. In the finch population, what are the primary changes that occur gradually over time? 
a. The traits of each finch within a population gradually change. 
b. The proportions of finches having different traits within a population change. 
c. Successful behaviors learned by finches are passed on to offspring. 
d. Mutations occur to meet the needs of the finches as the environment changes. 
 
5. Depending on their beak size and shape, some finches get nectar from flowers, some eat 
grubs from bark, some eat small seeds, and some eat large nuts.  Which statement best 
describes the interactions among the finches and the food supply? 
a. Most of the finches on an island cooperate to find food and share what they find. 
b. Many of the finches on an island fight with one another and the physically strongest ones 
win. 
c. There is more than enough food to meet all the finches’ needs so they don’t need to 
compete for food. 
d. Finches compete primarily with closely related finches that eat the same kinds of food, and 
some may die from lack of food. 
 
6. How did the different beak types first arise in the Galapagos finches? 
a. The changes in the finches’ beak size and shape occurred because of their need to be 
able to eat different kinds of food to survive. 
b. Changes in the finches’ beaks occurred by chance, and when there was a good match 
between beak structure and available food, those birds had more offspring.  
c. The changes in the finches’ beaks occurred because the environment induced the desired 
genetic changes. 
d. The finches’ beaks changed a little bit in size and shape with each successive generation, 
some getting larger and some getting smaller. 
 
7. What type of variation in finches is passed to the offspring? 
a. Any behaviors that were learned during a finch’s lifetime. 
b. Only characteristics that were beneficial during a finch’s lifetime. 
c. All characteristics that were genetically determined. 
d. Any characteristics that were positively influenced by the environment during a finch’s 
lifetime. 
 
8. What caused populations of birds having different beak shapes and sizes to become distinct 
species distributed on the various islands? 
a. The finches were quite variable, and those whose features were best suited to the 
available food supply on each island reproduced most successfully. 
b. All finches are essentially alike and there are not really fourteen different species. 
c. Different foods are available on different islands and for that reason, individual finches on 
each island gradually developed the beaks they needed.  
d. Different lines of finches developed different beak types because they needed them in 
order to obtain the available food. 
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Venezuelan guppies   
Guppies are small fish found in streams in Venezuela.  Male guppies are brightly colored, with 
black, red, blue and iridescent (reflective) spots.  Males cannot be too brightly colored or they will 
be seen and consumed by predators, but if they are too plain, females will choose other males.  
Natural selection and sexual selection push in opposite directions.  When a guppy population 
lives in a stream in the absence of predators, the proportion of males that are bright and flashy 
increases in the population.  If a few aggressive predators are added to the same stream, the 
proportion of bright-colored males decreases within about five months (3–4 generations).  The 
effects of predators on guppy coloration have been studied in artificial ponds with mild, 
aggressive, and no predators, and by similar manipulations of natural stream environments  
(Endler, 1980). 
Choose the one answer that best reflects how an evolutionary biologist would answer. 
 
9. A typical natural population of guppies consists of hundreds of guppies.  Which statement best 
describes the guppies of a single species in an isolated population? 
a. The guppies share all of the same characteristics and are identical to each other. 
b. The guppies share all of the essential characteristics of the species; the minor variations 
they display don’t affect survival. 
c. The guppies are all identical on the inside, but have many differences in appearance. 
d. The guppies share many essential characteristics, but also vary in many features.  
 
10. Fitness is a term often used by biologists to explain the evolutionary success of certain 
organisms. Which feature would a biologist consider to be most important in determining 
which guppies were the “most fit”? 
a. large body size and ability to swim quickly away from predators 
b. excellent  ability to compete for food  
c. high number of offspring that survived to reproductive age 
d. high number of matings with many different females. 
 
11. Assuming ideal conditions with abundant food and space and no predators, what would 
happen if a mating pair of guppies was placed in a large pond? 
a. The guppy population would grow slowly, as guppies would have only the number of 
babies that are needed to replenish the population. 
b. The guppy population would grow slowly at first, then would grow rapidly, and thousands of 
guppies would fill the pond. 
c. The guppy population would never become very large, because only organisms such as 
insects and bacteria reproduce in that manner. 
d. The guppy population would continue to grow slowly over time. 
 
12. Once a population of guppies has been established for a number of years in a real (not ideal) 
pond with other organisms including predators, what will likely happen to the population? 
a. The guppy population will stay about the same size. 
b. The guppy population will continue to rapidly grow in size. 
c. The guppy population will gradually decrease until no more guppies are left. 
d. It is impossible to tell because populations do not follow patterns.   
13. In guppy populations, what are the primary changes that occur gradually over time? 
a. The traits of each individual guppy within a population gradually change. 
b. The proportions of guppies having different traits within a population change. 
c. Successful behaviors learned by certain guppies are passed on to offspring. 
d. Mutations occur to meet the needs of the guppies as the environment changes. 
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Canary Island Lizards 
 
The Canary Islands are seven islands just west of the African continent.  The islands gradually 
became colonized with life: plants, lizards, birds, etc.  Three different species of lizards found on 
the islands are similar to one species found on the African continent (Thorpe & Brown, 1989).  
Because of this, scientists assume that the lizards traveled from Africa to the Canary Islands by 
floating on tree trunks washed out to sea.  
Choose the one answer that best reflects how an evolutionary biologist would answer. 
 
14. Lizards eat a variety of insects and plants.  Which statement describes the availability of food 
for lizards on the Canary Islands? 
a. Finding food is not a problem since food is always in abundant supply. 
b. Since lizards can eat a variety of foods, there is likely to be enough food for all of the 
lizards at all times. 
c. Lizards can get by on very little food, so the food supply does not matter. 
d. It is likely that sometimes there is enough food, but at other times there is not enough food 
for all of the lizards. 
 
15. What do you think happens among the lizards of a certain species when the food supply is 
limited? 
a. The lizards cooperate to find food and share what they find. 
b. The lizards fight for the available food and the strongest lizards kill the weaker ones.  
c. Genetic changes that would allow lizards to eat new food sources are likely to be induced. 
d. The lizards least successful in the competition for food are likely to die of starvation and 
malnutrition. 
 
16. A well-established population of lizards is made up of hundreds of individual lizards.  On an 
island, all lizards in a lizard population are likely to…  
a. be indistinguishable, since there is a lot of interbreeding in isolated populations. 
b. be the same on the inside but display differences in their external features. 
c. be similar, yet have some significant differences in their internal and external features.  
d. be the same on the outside but display differences in their internal features. 
 
17. Which statement best describes how traits in lizards will be inherited by offspring? 
a. When parent lizards learn to catch particular insects, their offspring can inherit their 
specific insect-catching-skills. 
b. When parent lizards develop stronger claws through repeated use in catching prey, their 
offspring can inherit their stronger-claw trait. 
c. When parent lizards’ claws are underdeveloped because easy food sources are available, 
their offspring can inherit their weakened claws. 
d. When a parent lizard is born with an extra finger on its claws, its offspring can inherit six-
fingered claws. 
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18. Fitness is a term often used by biologists to explain the evolutionary success of certain 
organisms. Below are descriptions of four fictional female lizards.  Which lizard might a 
biologist consider to be the “most fit”? 
 
 Lizard A Lizard B Lizard C Lizard D 
Body length 20 cm 12 cm 10 cm 15 cm 
Offspring 
surviving to  
adulthood 
 
19 
 
28 
 
22 
 
26 
Age at death 4  years 5 years 4 years 6 years 
Comments Lizard A is very  
healthy, strong, 
and clever 
Lizard B has 
mated with many 
lizards 
Lizard C is dark-
colored and very 
quick 
Lizard D has the 
largest territory of 
all the lizards 
 
a. Lizard A 
b. Lizard B 
c. Lizard C 
d. Lizard D 
 
19. According to the theory of natural selection, where did the variations in body size in the three 
species of lizards most likely come from?  
a. The lizards needed to change in order to survive, so beneficial new traits developed. 
b. The lizards wanted to become different in size, so beneficial new traits gradually appeared 
in the population.  
c. Random genetic changes and sexual recombination both created new variations. 
d. The island environment caused genetic changes in the lizards. 
 
20. What could cause one species to change into three species over time? 
a. Groups of lizards encountered different island environments so the lizards needed to 
become new species with different traits in order to survive. 
b. Groups of lizards must have been geographically isolated from other groups and random 
genetic changes must have accumulated in these lizard populations over time. 
c. There may be minor variations, but all lizards are essentially alike and all are members of a 
single species. 
d. In order to survive, different groups of lizards needed to adapt to the different islands, and 
so all organisms in each group gradually evolved to become a new lizard species. 
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Appendix II  
Open Response Questions 
Pre Activity Questions (all students) 
Natural Selection and Evolution – Please provide a written answer in the space below each 
question.  Include as much detail as you can in your answer.  You may use diagrams to help 
explain your answer. 
- Cheetahs, are large, wild cats, that can run faster than 60 miles per hour when in pursuit 
of prey.   Assuming their ancestors could only run 20 miles per hour, how would an 
evolutionary biologist explain how this ability evolved?  Please be as detailed as you can 
be. 
- Whales are large aquatic mammals that possess just two front appendages (fins).  
Assuming whales evolved from a land mammal with four legs how would an 
evolutionary biologist explain the loss of rear appendages in modern day whales?   
Post Activity Questions (all students) 
 
 Many cave organisms are blind. In fact, for many, their eyes have become vestigial 
structures. Assuming the blind cave salamander‘s evolved from ancestors that could see, 
how would an evolutionary biologist explain the loss of sight in modern cave 
salamanders?  
 
The Weddell seal can hold its breath for up to 20 minutes on extreme dives underwater.   
Assuming the seals ancestors could only dive for a few minutes, how would an 
evolutionary biologist explain the evolution of the ability to dive for 20 minutes? 
  
Post Lecture/discussion (sub group)  
 
Bats are small mammals that have wing-like structures, instead of hands.  This allows 
bats to be able to fly.   Assuming the bats ancestors did not posses wing-like structures 
for hands, how would an evolutionary biologist explain how the ability to fly evolved? 
 
Many cave dwelling fish have no pigments in their scales– they are all white.  Assuming 
that modern cave-fish evolved from fish that had pigmented (colored) scales, how would 
an evolutionary, biologist explain, the loss of pigment in modern fish? 
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Appendix III  
Summary of CBSA 
 
General Description and parameters of the CBSA:   
 
Shadow birds live on ―Shadow Bird Island.‖  They eat ―large seeds‖ and ―small seeds.‖  Large 
seeds provide 15 cal/seed and the small seeds provide 5 cal/seeds.   
 
Eventually, there are two variations of the shadow bird – a Large Beak version and a Small Beak 
version.   
 
Large beaked birds require 15 cal to survive a simulation period while small beaked birds only 
require 5 cal.  Small beaked birds however, cannot readily eat large seeds, whereas large beaked 
birds can eat both. 
 
Description of scenes and action displayed in each scene 
 
 Scene Action  Concept/s  
 
Scene 1  
CBSA Figs 
 
 
Population of 20 birds shown – all have large 
beaks.   Both small and large seeds are present.  
The birds eat the seeds.  There is not enough 
food for all, some search for food but there is 
not enough and three birds die.  
- Carrying capacity 
- Limited resources 
- Competition for resources 
- Limited survival 
Scene 2 
CBSA Fig 3.1a 
CBSA Fig 3.1b 
Two adult birds are shown. The mate and four 
offspring are produced.  Two male and one 
female.  One of the male birds has a smaller 
beak than the rest.  In the DNA version the 
genetic code sequence of the small beak bird is 
changed and can be seen by the user. 
- reproduction 
- variation in population 
- source of genetic variation 
(mutation or  
   sexual recombination) 
Scene 3 
 
Baby birds grow up.  Small beaked bird is 
unable to eat large seeds, but it requires less 
food so one small seed allows it to survive.  
The larger population is shown.  They compete 
for food as in scene 1.  Some die some survive.   
- variation in the population 
- limited resources 
- limited survival 
- differential survival 
Scene 4 Similar to scene 2.  Two birds mate and 
reproduce.  However the small beaked male is 
one of the mating birds.  Six offspring – three 
are small beaked three large beak. 
- variation inherited 
-  source of variation. 
Scene 4 
CBSA Fig 
Scene with small and large beaked birds, all 
competing for food.  Some of each variety live 
and some die. 
- limited resources 
- carrying capacity 
- limited survival 
- variation in population 
 
Scene 5 Students predict how population will change.  
Future generation is shown – somewhat equal 
distribution of small and large beaks. 
- change in population over 
time (but not selection of 
specific trait) 
- variation in population 
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Table continued 
 
Scene 6 
Fungus attacks large seeds.  Only small seeds 
are available to eat.  Students are asked to 
predict the outcome. 
 
Scene 7  Scene shows population of birds with relatively 
fewer large beaked birds in the population. 
- limited survival 
- differential survival 
- adaptation 
Scene 8 Students have to predict how population will 
change 
 
Scene 9 
CBSA Figs 
3.2a-c 
Three generations are shown, with fewer and 
fewer large beak birds.  Last generation shown 
has no large beak birds – only small beak birds. 
- differential survival 
- adaptation 
- origin of species 
Scene 10 Students are told simulation was an example of 
natural selection.  They are asked to explain 
how natural selection works based upon 
working with the simulation. 
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Appendix IV   
Student inquiry worksheet for the shadow bird computer simulation activity. 
 
1a.  Write your general observations (what did you see) 
1b.  Explain why two of the birds did not survive (even though the blue bird did eat a  
      seed - your field guide will help you with this)?  
 
2a.  What did you notice about the baby birds (note differences that you may see). 
2b.  Why do you think two of the offspring were born with a small beak? 
 
3a.   What was significant about the new birds‘ (small beak) feeding behavior? 
3b.  Why do you think the small beaked bird survived only eating one small seed? 
 
4a.  What do you think the offspring will look like (also the percentage of different kinds  
      of offspring)? 
4b.  What did the offspring of this pair look like? 
4c.  Consider the mating behaviors you have observed.  What do you think the population  
       would look like after three or four generations?  Record your prediction. 
 
5a.  What do you observe about the current population? 
5b.  Earlier you observed the influence of food (and food type) availability on the bird 
population.  Given your earlier observations, what do you think will happen to the 
population previously shown (go back and look at the previous scene – note the number 
of birds and amount of food and food type).  Record your prediction. 
5c.  Did your prediction match the outcome?  Explain. 
 
6a.  What do you observe about the current population? 
6b.  Predict how the shadow bird population will change during the next time cycle 
(consider the fungus and the effect on the big seeds).  Record you prediction. 
 
7a.  If the abundance of precipitation continues, and the fungus remains a 
problem…predict how the shadow bird population will change during the next three 
generations.  Record your prediction 
7b.  Did the population change as you first predicted? 
8.  Please explain how and why the population became dominated by the small-beaked 
birds. 
 
9a. Will all offspring of the Shadow Birds survive and breed?  Explain 
9b.  Which offspring will survive (in any given generation)?   
9c.  Explain how and why the population became dominated by the small beaked birds. 
9d.  The birds population was changed by the process called ―natural selection.‖  Based  
       Upon what you have seen in this simulation, what do you think are the basic  
       principles, processes and concepts that cause natural selection.  Make a list.   
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Appendix V  
Transcript of Thinking about evolution  - subject S07-13 – 1 
 
Part I – Before you answer the question please read the following:  we would like you 
to think about the process you are using to answer the problem.  When you start thinking 
about answering the question, what types of things are you thinking about?  What 
previous knowledge are you using to connect to this question when you begin to answer? 
Please try to explain your thought process as clearly and detailed as possible. 
Students written response below: 
1 – Questions- how have cheetahs evolved, why would they need to run so fast? How fast 
does the prey run? 
“Facts” (what my brain believes to be facts) – Cheetahs are solitary hunters, cheetahs 
had to run fast or die (nat. selection) 
Thoughts – Cheetahs may not have to rely on stealth in hunting 
Decisions – cheetahs prey on animals her, but FAST ones 
Problems I find – I don‟t know what the ancestor is, if cheetahs have other large mammal 
competition for prey, or how fast the prey of a cheetah runs 
2 – First, I think of the “problems” with answering this question, namely my lack of 
knowledge, then I ask questions, and then I think about things I know or think I know 
about cheetahs and their prey.  And what I think I know about evolution.  And I make 
some decisions 
3- Then I start to organize these facts/decisions in my mind like this one “Cheetahs may 
need to run faster than other mammal predators because…”  
 
Part II Cheetahs are large African wild cats, that can run faster than 60 miles per hour 
when in pursuit of prey.  How would an evolutionary biologist explain how the ability 
evolved, assuming their ancestors could only run 20 miles per hour?  Please be as 
detailed as you can be. 
Student answer: 
A evolutionary biologist are concerned with how and why species change to adapt to 
their changing surroundings. 
An evolutionary biologist may explain the speed of the modern-day cheetah in a number 
of ways.  If we assume that the ancestor of a cheetah could only run 20 mph, we may also 
assumed that its prey ran around the same speed, or perhaps faster than the cheetah.  
Over time the cheetah would need to run faster in order to catch the faster and faster 
prey without too much effort.  It may also be possible that modern day cheetahs, which 
are solitary hunters, need to reply on speed for a successful catch because they don‟t 
have any help in rounding up or “picking off” members of the herded animals it preys 
upon.  Finally, cheetahs, may need over all speed, and agility to catch prey rather than 
stealth.  Notice that a cheetah may not blend in with its surroundings as much as maybe a 
lion.  And perhaps over time its hunting skill as not sneaking around and preying, but 
engaging in a full blown chase with its prey – a chase that the cheetah would need to win 
or else die. 
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Appendix VI  
Sample Chi-Square Calculation with contingency tables 
 
Comparing Pre and Post distributions for the same question  
(Questions 14 – concept tested = Limited Resources) 
 
Answer Choice 
Concepts Pre Post Totals Expected 
Expect 
Column 2 
correct 51 104 155 77.5 77.5 
needed 78 64 142 71 71 
induced mutation 70 29 99 49.5 49.5 
ianted 12 14 26 13 13 
 211 211 422   
      
 Observed Expected  Chi Sq   
 51 77.5 9.061290323   
 78 71 0.690140845   
 70 49.5 8.48989899   
 12 13 0.076923077   
 104 77.5 9.061290323   
 64 71 0.690140845   
 29 49.5 8.48989899   
 14 13 0.076923077   
  Chi Sq = 36.63650647   
 Chi test 5.49592E-06    
 Chi Dist 5.49267E-08    
 ChiInv 7.814727764 P <.05 value   
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Comparing answer choice distributions on two versions of question for a concept.  In this 
case the pre-activity answer distribution between questions 6 and 19 (Origin of Variation 
concept) is being compared 
 
Comparing question 6 to 19 Pre activity comparison of answer choice distributions 
1st question      
Answer Choice 
Concept Quest 6 Quest 19 Totals Expected 
Expect 
Column 2 
Correct 30 51 81 40.5 40.5 
Need 101 78 179 89.5 89.5 
Induced mutation 43 70 113 56.5 56.5 
Just Change/ Wanted 37 12 49 24.5 24.5 
 211 211 422   
      
 Observed Expected  Chi Sq   
 30 40.5 2.722222222   
 101 89.5 1.477653631   
 43 56.5 3.225663717   
 37 24.5 6.37755102   
 51 40.5 2.722222222   
 78 89.5 1.477653631   
 70 56.5 3.225663717   
 12 24.5 6.37755102   
   27.60618118   
 Chi test 0.000259107    
 Chi Dist 4.39331E-06    
 ChiInv 7.814727764    
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Comparing answer choice distributions between different ―concept groups‖ of students.  
In this case the groups are based on how students answered question 19 (Origin of 
Variation concept).  The table compares the answer choices on question 17, between 
students who selected the ―need‖ answer choice on question 19 to the students who 
selected the ―correct‖ answer choice on question 19. 
 
 
 
  Category on Origin of Variation 19   
  Need Correct Totals Expected Expect Column 2 
 Learn 25 12 37 22.37209302 14.62790698 
Question 
17 
(Var Inh) Use 29 10 39 23.58139535 15.41860465 
 Disuse 10 9 19 11.48837209 7.511627907 
 Correct 14 20 34 20.55813953 13.44186047 
 TOTAL 78 51 129   
       
  Actual Expected Chi Sq   
  25 22.37209302 0.30868346   
  29 23.58139535 1.245103436   
  10 11.48837209 0.192825534   
  14 20.55813953 2.092076186   
  12 14.62790698 0.472104115   
  10 15.41860465 1.904275843   
  9 7.511627907 0.294909641   
  20 13.44186047 3.199645932   
   
Total  
(chi sq) = 9.709624147   
       
  chi inv 7.814727764 Level 0.5   
  chi dist 0.021202767    
   this is significant at the p<.05 - sig diff.  
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Appendix VII  
Distribution of answer choices in Pre and Post Scores For All CINS Questions 
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Appendix VIII 
 
Figures 4.6 A–J Show the comparison of pre CBSA CINA replicate questions 
 
A. No significant differences 2(3, N=211) =0.89, p>.05).   
 
B. Significant differences 2(3, N=211) =17.65, p<.01).   
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C. Significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 48.04, p<0.001).   
 
 
D. No chi-square test because one answer, ―all survive‖ = 0 
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E. Significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 97.62, p<0.001).  Note: three incorrect answer 
choices are all different so comparison is not statistically valid. 
 
 
 
F. Significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 144.20, p<0.001).  Note: three incorrect answer 
choices are all different so comparison is difficult. 
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G. No significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 5.44, p>0.05). 
 
 
   
H. No significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 6.55, p>0.05). 
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I. Significant differences 2(3, N=211) = 39.59, p<0.001).   
 
 
 
 
J.  Significant differences 2(3, N=211) =27.61, p<.01).   
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Appendix IX 
 
Study - General analysis of the CINS to establish frequency of naive concepts and to 
determine which naïve concepts are most influential for understanding natural 
selection 
 
An important aspect of a resources-based framework is the idea that concepts are multi-
component construct made of finer grained resources (Hammer et al., 2005; Elby and 
Hammer, 2010).  Understanding the cognitive nature of and the relationships between 
these finer-grained resources is important to approaching the concept of natural selection 
as a multifaceted cognitive structure.  While the main goal of this dissertation seeks to 
demonstrate that student outcomes behave as a resource-based model would predict, 
CINS data was also analyzed for patterns and connections that might exits between types 
of naïve and correct reasoning (Greene, 1990).  Central to this analysis was to determine 
the relative importance (or frequency) of naïve resources as well as the ―cognitive 
differences‖ and similarities between concepts (resources).  Results presented here will 
help us better understand and find patterns of reasoning among different types of 
reasoners.  While these outcomes are not central to the main research questions of this 
dissertation, they were important to establish in order to guide deeper analysis into 
provide a general description of the data, guide the formation of concept groups, and to 
establish which naïve resources (if any) are most fundamental for students to understand 
natural selection. 
 
Which naïve concepts of natural selection are most frequently demonstrated? 
 
This is a very basic question, but it is important to answer it if we are to 
understand the nature of student concepts of natural selection.   Establishing that some 
naïve ideas are applied with a high frequency will point us toward some of the more 
universal thinking patterns, and thus, lead us to which concepts we should investigate 
further in order to understand the majority of student reasoning. 
Table 4.1 list (from most to least) displays the concepts from the open-ended 
written response questions.  With Need-based reasoning (Pre – cheetah = 87,  whale = 78; 
post – seal = 60; salamander = 65) the most frequently observed concept was 
overwhelming.  The environmentally-induced concept was also particularly frequent in 
the pre activity questions.  Recall, that environmentally induced was indicated when 
students indicated that some kind of change (new predators, decrease in prey, different 
climate) forced a change in the organisms.  This was frequently combined with the need 
concept, as indicated at the bottom of the table in the expanded need category, (45) which 
contains answers that indicated both need and environmentally induced reasoning.  Thus, 
there is an important connection between these categories.  For example, 45 of the 84 
need-based reasoners on the cheetah question suggested that a change in the environment 
created the need.   
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Lamarckian (use) based reasoning was also prevalent in the questions that asked 
how a trait was lost [whale losing rear appendages (34 occurrences); salamander losing 
eyes (25 occurrences)].  As shown in the previous section, context appears to influence 
when students activate the ―use‖ resources in these questions.  Most other concepts 
appeared less than 20 times.  The exception is partial ns was also relatively frequent in 
the cheetah question and after instruction.  The most frequent concept that arose in codes 
for partial ns was the concept of differential survival and genetic inheritance.  Analysis 
of the rubric scores helps us tease out which specific correct concepts were evidenced by 
the students. 
Figure 4.3 shows the frequencies for correct concepts for rubric scores of open-
ended written questions.  The rubric assess for the concepts of: variation in the 
population, genetic inheritance, differential survival, and change in population.  
Differential survival is the concept most frequently observed (28 occurrences in the pre 
activity cheetah question and 37 occurrences in the post activity seal question).  
Considering the sample size was 153 students, the frequency of correct concepts was 
overall low, with the differential survival, the most frequent concept, occurring just 24% 
of the time in seal question.  The seal question was answered after the CBSA. 
An important aspect of the results shown here is that written questions were coded 
such that more than one concept could be indicated.  Some of the important work in this 
area such as the foundational work of Settlage (1994) assigned a single code to a single 
student.  For example students were either ―need‖ or ―Lamarckian‖ they couldn‘t be both.  
Analysis of the written questions for this study showed that students frequently combined 
two patterns of thinking.  Sometimes students even applied two mechanisms of change in 
the same answer.  Nehm and Reilly (2007) demonstrated that a single student can show a 
diversity of naïve conceptions by allowing more than one code for an open ended 
assessment that used some of the same questions this study used (cheetah and 
salamander).  Their study was based on a sample of second year biology students 
whereas this study seeks to quantify the frequency of concepts for a non-science major 
population.   
 
Are some of the ten sub-concepts of natural selection more fundamental to understanding 
naturals selection than others?   
 
 In this section rank scores and correlations from CINS assessments are used to 
determine which concepts appear to be the most difficult and the most correlated with an 
understanding of natural selection.  Figure A.1 shows the frequency of correct scores for 
each of the CINS question for pre and post CBSA scores.  The scores are presented from 
lowest to highest for each of the questions.  The ranking is based upon pre CBSA scores.  
It is important to remember that there are two replicate questions for each of the ten sub-
concepts tested for on the CINS.  
The order in which replicate questions appeared on the test is indicated by ―1‖ or 
―2,‖ with ―1‖ being first and ―2‖ being second (Figure A.1). In general, the overall 
average score on the CINS was low (mean=8.5 pre test, mean=10.9 post test).   Since the 
average scores were low, it is not surprising that scores for most of the individual concept 
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questions were low. Just five questions were answered correctly over 50% of the time, 
and only one question (biotic potential 1) was answered correctly over 70% of the time.  
On the other end of the spectrum, seven questions were answered incorrectly over 70% of 
the time.  In the pre-activity assessment, the Origin of Variation 1 and Change in 
Population 1 questions had the lowest correct response rate with just 14% and 18%, 
respectively. 
There was significant improvement in pre to post CINS scores (Mann–Whitney 
Ua = 17545.5, n1 = n2 = 164, P < 0.0001 one-tailed) (see figure 3.MW).  Again, overall 
mean scores were still low (M=10.9 post- test); however, as figure 3MW shows, there 
was a shift in the number of higher scores recorded.  Table A.3 shows which individual 
questions showed significant differences in pre to post CBSA scores.  In 17 of the 20 
questions students selected the correct answer choice more frequently in the post 
assessment than in the pre assessment.   
 
 
 
Figure A.1 CINS questions ranked by percent correct 
 
Student scores are ranked from lowest to highest according pre computer activity scores. 
The mean of percent scores for the pre computer activity was 42% and for post computer 
activity was 52%, N=164. 
 
Figure A.2 provides an example of pre to post changes in the four answer choices 
for the origin of variation 1 question.  Figures showing the pre to post changes for all 
questions are found in Appendix VII.  As figure 4.6 shows, the increase from 30 to 67 
incorrect answers contributed to the changes in pre to post scores. It should also be noted, 
however, that the just change answer choice also increased while there was a drop from 
101 to 55 in the teleological (need-based) answer choice.   
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Figure A.2 Pre and post CBSA distribution of answer for Origin of variation  
 
 
The two population stable and biotic potential 1 questions had decreases in the 
number of correct answers (figure A.1).  These three questions, along with limited 
survival 2, differential survival 2, and variation in population 1,2 did not show significant 
changes in pre and post answers (figure A.1).   
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Table A.3 Significance of Pre to Post Answer Distributions for CINS Questions 
Concept Tested Question # 2 Significance Pre 
correct 
Post Correct 
(post – pre) 
Biotic Potential  1 A.48 No difference 147 133 (14) 
Biotic Potential 11 A.47 No Difference 141 144 (3) 
Limited Resources 2 27.67 P<.001 136 182 (46) 
Limited Resources 14 36.64 P<.001 95 136 (41) 
Population Stable 3 1.05 No Difference 147 130 (-7) 
Population Stable 12 1.19 No Difference 102 94 (8) 
Change in Population 4 8.71 P<0.01 38 61 (23) 
Change in Population 13 10.84 P<0.01 43 71 (28) 
Limited Survival df=2 5 3A.14 P<.001 117 139 (22) 
Limited Survival df=2 15 7.41 No Difference 88 101 (13) 
Origin of Variation 6 30.21 P<.001 30 67 (37) 
Origin of Variation 19 36.64 P<.001 51 104 (53) 
Variation Inherited 7 26.54 P<.001 72 116 (44) 
Variation Inherited 17 19.92 P<.001 42 80 (38) 
Origin of Species 8 117.2
1 
P<.001 48 130 (82) 
Origin of Species 20 98.19 P<.001 44 94 (50) 
Variation in the 
Population 
9 1.27 No Difference 95 106 (11) 
Variation in the 
Population 
16 6.51 No Difference 140 143 (3) 
Differential Survival 10 22.50 P<.001 79 94 (15) 
Differential Survival 18 2.59 No Difference 73 85 (12) 
 
Table of Chi-Squares results for each concept question. (n=211, df = 3; p is shown in the table for 
each question). 
 
To determine the influence of each of the sub-concepts on a student‘s overall 
score, the number of students getting a particular question correct was compared to the 
overall frequency of correct answers for each question.  The distribution of these scores is 
shown in figure A.4.   
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Figure A.4 Correlation between frequency of correct answers and average CINS 
score 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.4 shows the relationship between the number of students answering a question 
correctly and the mean score on the CINS for the pre test.  Concept questions are labeled 
on the data points. Confidence interval (=0.05) = 0.45 (mean=10; n=20; standard 
deviation = .92) Vertical dotted line = 75 percentile for the average score distribution.  
Solid vertical line = 50th percentile.  
Note: Although the data points for all concept questions are shown, for purposes of 
clarity not all concept questions are labeled. 
 
The origin of the following questions were the most closely associated with high 
scores on the CINS (figure A.4): variation 1,2, the origin of species 1, 2  and variation 
inherited  2.   As one might expect, these questions were among the least likely to be 
answered correctly on the pre test.  But the correlation tells us that these particular 
concepts, while being the questions with the lowest number of correct answers, are 
important to a student achieving a high overall score.  Just because there is a low 
frequency of correct answers for these five concepts does not necessarily mean they will 
be correlated with high scores.  For example, if we had a question that asked ―What is 
Charles Darwin‘s date of birth?‖  the frequency of correct answers would be low, but it 
would be very unlikely that the scores would be correlated with overall average scores.  
This correlation exercise provides a place to begin a more in-depth look into which sub 
concepts are most important for us to investigate to understanding student ideas about 
natural selection.   While this study investigates the outcomes of all 20 questions on the 
CINS, the correlation results suggest that the concepts of origin of variation, origin of 
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species and variation inherited might be the sub-concepts most important for non-science 
students to work towards understanding.   
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